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Abstract
All data retrieval packages available for the direct access representation
of KEDAK will be described in this part of the Compendium. Both the basic
access programs. which retrieve one data item per access. and the user
oriented programs, which retrieve. by using the basic programs. a set of
data items, will be presented. Besides the detailed description also a general
introduction to the KEDAK data retrieval will be given.
Das KEDAK Programm Compendium
Teil 111
Daten Retrieval von KEDAK
Zusammenfassung
Alle verfügbaren Daten Retrieval Pakete für die Darstellung von KEDAK. welche
wahlfreien Zugriff erlauben, sind in diesem Teil des Kompendiums beschrieben.
Sowohl die Grundzugriffs-Programme. welche pro Zugriff einen Datenpunkt an-
liefern, als auch die benutzerorientierten Programme. welche unter Benutzung
der Grund-Programme einen Satz von Datenpunkten bereitstellen, werden dar-
gestellt. Neben der detaillierten Beschreibung erfolgt auch eine allgemeine
Einführung in das Daten Retrieval von KEDAK.
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Introduction in the data retrieval




The information, which is contained in KEDAK, is stored in units of data
items. One access to KEDAK retrieves ~ and only one data item. Examples
for da ta items are:
- one energy value together with the attached cross section value,
- a resonance energy value, a neutron orbital angular momentum, a compound
1 . h· h h h d .. 1 f 2
0 J+1nuc eus sp1n toget er W1t t e attac e stat1st1ca actor gJ = 2°(2°1+1)'
and the resolved half widths f, r , f , ff' f ,r and r "n y pa
the atomic weight, the atomic number, and the nuclear spin of the ground
stat~.
The data items for a specified material and a specified neutron reaction type
(or in general data type for non neutron reaction data) are collected in
groups. Such a group is identified by a material name and a neutron reaction
type name. Examples for names are:
- U 238, SGT
- Pu 239, RES
- Pu 239, ISOT 1
total neutron reaction of
Uranium 238
resolved resonance parameter
set for Plutonium 239
atomic weight, atomic number, and
nuclear spin of ground state for
Plutonium 239.
The first two data types (SGT and RES) normally contain several data items:
in the case of SGT one for each energy value. The datatype ISOTI contains
only one data item: the three values given above.
There are neutron reactions,which are not only identified by the material
and reaction type name, but also by so called further or additional names.
Examples for reaction types with further names are (the material name is
also listed):
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- U 238, SGIZ
first name: U 238
second name: SGIZ
meaning Uranium 238
meaning inelastic level cross section
first further name (or third name):
real value meaning the level energy.
(SGIZ has one further name.)
- PU 239 , LEGNC
PU239
LEGNCsecond name:
first name: meaning Plutonium 239
meaning the data type, which contains
the Legendre coefficients of the ex-
pansion of the differential elastic
scattering cross section
first further name (or third name):
real value meaning the energy Eo '
second further name (or fourth name):
real value meaning the order of the
Legendre polynom
(LEGNC has two further names.)
In the case of LEGNC a data item consists of the value t and the attached
coefficient f t of the Legendre polynomial expansion.
As described, the data on KEDAK are identified by a material name
(first name) and a neutron reaction type name, resp. data type name (second
name). Some reactions require additional names (third name, fourth name, ••• ),
which are always real numbers. Further examples for data types can be found
in part 11 of this Compendium+.
The KEDAK library can be represented in two modes:
(1) a direct access form




Because the direct access form is much more convenient for random access,
which is normally done in data retrieval, all codes, which are described
in the following, presume the KEDAK direct access representation. But it is
projected to develop retrieval codes for the card image form of KEDAK, which
will have the same argument lists, as those subroutines, which are described
in section 2.
The KEDAK direct access representation contains conversion tables for the
attachment of alphamerical names and internally used numerical names. E.g.
the alphamerical material name U 238 will be replaced for program internal
use by the numeric al name 0920238. In a similar way the alphamerical data
type (neutron reaction) name SGT (total cross section) will be replaced by
the program by the numerical name 30010. Additional examples for numerical
names can be found in part 11 of this Compendium+.
Mainly two methods are existing for the retrieval of da ta from KEDAK. One
is called LDF-mode and the other one IDF-mode. In the LDF-mode alphamerical
material and da ta type names are given by the user, and the program per-
forms the translation in the internally used numerical material and data type
names. In the IDF-mode the user himself prepares the internally used numerical
names. Although retrieval, when using the IDF-mode, has a shorter searching
time, because no conversion of alphamerical names must be done, we recommend
to use only the LDF-mode. The advantage of a shorter searching time is
negligible small compared with the expense of using numerical names, which
must be searched in most cases in written tables.
Besides the LDF and IDF-mode, the NDF mode is existing. This mode has been
used initially to retrieve data from the direct access form of the KEDAK
library. When using the NDF mode, also alphamerical names, as in the LDF
mode, must be given by the user. Yet the argument lists of the NDF-routines
differ from those, which are used in the LDF mode routines. A description
of the NDF mode, which should not be used in the future, is included here,




Each retrieval mode - LDF, IDF and also NDF - performs the same basic
tasks. Due to this,all the subroutines or subroutine packages, which are
realizing a specified retrieval mode, have entries respectively subroutines,
which are performing these tasks. These are:
- OPN entry
- Loe entry
the KEDAK library is opened, the first three
words of the library, which must be KEDA BIBL 10TH,
are tested, the conversion tables and address tables
are read, and the data of the last change of the
library is returned. An OPN call must be made once
for each KEDAK-library data set, which is to be
used in the program.
tests if the desired information, marked by
material and data type nameI), can be found on
the library. 1f not found, the return code NR
in the argument list is set to zero. In the other case,
if the data can be located in the library, the re-
turn code NR is set to one and the first data item is
retrieved. If the data type has further names, those
set of further names is searched, which is logically
the first one2) having stored further name values,
which are all greater or equal to the corresponding
further names given by the user in the argument list.
The further names in the argument list are set to
the values found in the library and the first data
item of this subgroup (belonging to this set of further
names) is returned. The return code NR is set to one
~n the case of further names, if there exists a set
of stored further names with values, which are all
greater or equal compared with that one given by the
user. This statement is only valid for the routines,
I)For the routines. ~~hich are described in section 3, also the nu~ber
of names must be specified.
2)The sets of further names are arranged in increasing values, with
the last name changing most quickly and the first name changing most
slowly.
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which are described in section 2. The routines in section
3 will set the return code NR to a value of one, only if
the values of a set of storedfurther names are equal to
the corresponding values, which are given by the user.
Due to this reason a first LOC-call will result, in the
case of further names and of the routines of section 3,
normally in a NR=O setting. Yet in this call the further
names are set to those stored - the logically first one -
combination of further names with values greater than or
equal to the corresponding one given by the user. By this
a second LOC-call may result in a NR=1 setting. Naturally,
if no data of the desired type exist, or if no combination
of further names can be found, which have values greater
than or at least equal to the given ones. a second LOC-call
will also return NR=O.
- NXT entry: retrieves the next data item. The data item following that
one, which has been retrieved in a previous NXT- or LOC-call,
is retrieved. If the process is successful, the return code
NR is set to one. If the call fails, because the last data
item of the specified data type has been retrieved in the
previous NXT-call (or LOC-call for types with only one
item), NR is set to zero. In the case of further names,
the next combination of further names - if existing - and
the first data item belonging to this combination is re-
turned together with NR=O, if the last da ta item, belonging
to a combination of further names, has been retrieved in a
previous call. A following NXT-call will retrieve the second
da ta item. But we recommend to use after NR-O in a NXT-call
always a LOC-call, which may use the combination of further
names, which has been retrieved by the NR=O NXT-call.
Different programs - respectively program packages - have been produced for
the different retrieval modes. All these programs - respectively packages -
contain in every case three entry - respectively subroutine - names, to
perform the three tasks described above. The first three characters of the
names relate to the retrieval mode, the last three characters to the task
(OPN, LOC, or NXT), which is to be performed. When using this rule, the














Three program packages exist for the LDF mode and two for the IDF mode. We
recommend to use the packages described in section 2, because there are
some advantages when using these programs compared with the programs of
section 3. These advantages are:
- the number of names must not be given by the user
- only one LOC-call in the case of further names
a splitting up of the KEDAK library in up to five different
datasets is allowed
- the packages of section 2 consist of a set of subroutines,
which can be overlayed
- there are some additional entries in the package, which
can be used to performspecial tasks (see section 2).
Because the programs, which are described in section 2, use the same argument
lists and the same subroutine resp. entry names, as those, which are described
in section 3, the new programs of section 2 are compati'le with the older
programs of section 3. That means, the older programs can be replaced by
the new ones.
Besides the description of the LDF and IDF retrieval routines, section 3
contains also the description of the NDF routine. This is done only due to
historical reasons and because this mode is used in older programs. The
NDF mode will not be supported in the future.
Section 2 contains two program packages, called IDFPAC and LDFPAC. Only these
packages should be used in new programs. The IDFPAC contains both programs
for the IDF retrieval mode and programs for the LDF retrieval mode. Tee LDFPAC
only performs the LDF retrieval.
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Until now, we have restricted our considerations to programs, which make
a direct access to the KEDAK 1ibrary and retrieve one data item per access.
Yet users of KEDAK are norma11y not on1y interested in one data item, but
e.g. in the cross sections in a given energy range. To facilitate this task,
so called "user oriented retrieval subroutines" have been written. This
set of subroutines is ca11ed RETPAC. It is described in section 4. Sub-
routines belonging to RETPAC use the basic retrieval routines, which are
described in section 2.
At last some explanation is given with respect to the numeration used in
the f01lowing. Because section 2 has been written as an independant report,
the number of this section is not contained in the local numeration of
this section. E.g. the local number 3.1.1 of section 2 must be prefixed
with section number 2. This results in 2.3.1.1. Because this section belongs
to part 111, the correct numeration of 3.1.1 in section 2 in chapter 111 is:
111.2.3.1. I. This numeration is used only, if references outside of a section
are made. Within section 2 the local numeration without the section and
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1.1 Purpose of this report
1.2 Purpose of 1DFPAC and LDFPAC
1.3 Summary of the structure of the KEDAK library
1.3.1 Categories of da ta
1.3.2 Arrangement of data
1.4 Application of 1DFPAC and LDFPAC
1.5 Entry points
2. User's guide
2.1 Purpose and use of LDFOPN. LDFLOC and LDFNXT
2.1.1 RETXS - an example for the use of LDFLOC and LDFNXT
2.2 Purpose and use of LDFITN, LDFNAM
2.2.1 FILLTP - an example for the use of LDFITN
2.2.2 Job control statements for the printing program
2.2.3 The program to print the contents of a KEDAK-file
as an example for use of LDFOPN, LDFITN, LDFNAM
2.3 Storage requirements and availability
2.4 The call scheme for IDFPAC and LDFPAC
2.5 Possible overlay structures for IDFPAC and LDFPAC
2.6 Unresolved reference DEFI
2.7 Flow chan
3. Programmer's guide - detailed description
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3.1.1 LDFMT - to retain the material address-table and
type address-table for the KEDAK-file just processed


























3.1.3 LDFRQ - contains the names and information necessary
at the LDFLOC 1 LDFNXT calls for the requested material 111-44
3.1.4 LDFRE - to store the last record read from the KEDAK-file 111-46




3.1.6 LDFTC - to retain the type conversion table of the
KEDAK-file just processed
3.1.7 LDFRC - to provide information for LDFERR, the error
diagnostic message rout1ne
3.2 Detailed description of the user called subroutines
LDFOPN, LDFLOC, LDFNXT, LDFITN, LDFNAM
3.2.1 LDFOPN - to define the KEDAK-file and read the first
three tables (see Appendix I)
ENTRIES: LDFROP - to reread the tables of the current file







3.2.2 LDFLOC - to locate data of requested type for alphameric names 111-51
ENTRIES: IDFLOC - to locate data for numeric names
LDFTTO - to provide the type address-table
LDFRQO - to provide the contents of the LDFRQ-cornmon
3.2.3 LDFNXT - to retrieve the next data item for alphameric names







3.2.4 LDFITN - to provide some information from the type address table 111-54
3.2.5 LDFNAM - to provide information from the address table of 111-56
further names
3.2.6 LDFERR - to print error messages
3.3 Detailed description of the auxiliary subroutines
3.3.1 LDFTBI - to load information from the material conversion
table, the type conversion table and the material address
table into the LDFTC and LDFMT common blocks
3.3.2 LDFCTB - to retrieve the conversion tables
3.3.3 LDFMAC - to convert the numeric names in the material
address table to alphameric names
3.3.4 LDFMAT - to retrieve the material address table
3.3.5 LDFTAT - to retrieve the type address table for a
specified material
3.3.6 LDFTYP - to retrieve pointers to the type address table
for a specified material
3.3.7 LDFFNA - to search for data types with further names
and retrieve the pointers
3.3.8 LDFREC - to read onerecord from the KEDAK-file
3.3.9 LDFTYC - to retrieve pointers for a specified data type
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Appendix I: Material and type name conversion table, the table
of available isotopes and the types available for
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1.1 Purpose of this report
This report is intended as documentation of the two subroutine packages
IDFPAC and LDFPAC for retrieval of information from the Evaluated Nuclear
Data Library KEDAK (Kerndatenbibliothek !arlsruhe).
This documentation g~ves all information needed to use the capability
of these packages to their full extent. The maintenance information needed
to support the packages is also covered.
1.2 Purpose of IDFPAC and LDFPAC
A data library is a collection of an usually large amount of data intended
for permanent use in specific application areas. Both size and frequent
usage necessitate a rather sophisticated organization of the data for
quick insertion, replacement or deletion in case of updates and for
rapid retrieval in case of usage.
Program packages designed for retrieval or updating of information within
the data library therefore may become quite complicated and require a de-
tailed knowledge of the organization of the data library. To relieve the
user of the task of writing this type of programs individually, subroutine
packages are usually made available to the da ta users, which perform these
ta.ks and form a sort of "interface" between his application program and
the data library. These packages are confined to retrieval of the infor-










KEDAK LDFPAC or IDFPAC user's program
Fig. I: Interfacing retrieval programs
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The applieation programs eall subroutines within the retrieval paekages
and tell them simply what kind of data are required. The subroutine
paekages rapidly loeate the desired information within the library and
transfer it into user supplied storage areas (e.g. array loeations the
address of whieh is given by the user).
IDFPAC and LDFPAC are two retrieval paekages for the Evaluated Nuelear
Data Library KEDAK. Eaeh of them eonsists of a set of FORTRAN subroutines
that perform all operations neeessary to loeate and read a given set of
data from the KEDAK library. The user, who wants to retrieve information
from KEDAK, has to call entry points withi~ these paekages in a stanaard
manner, whieh is deseribed later in this report. A subroutine eall speeifies
by means of its arguments,whieh information should be read from the library
and where to deposit it. The user need not eare about the strueture and








---- - - - - [eall speeifies: "elastie scattering", "iron"




- - - - - - - - - [loeate data wi thin KEDAK
-- [retrieve requested data
KEDAK
Fig. 2: Flow of information when using the retrieval packages IDFPAC I LDFPAC
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The subsequent chapter will give a short summary of the physical and
logical structure of KEDAK to the interested user. For a complete and
detailed presentation see reference I.
1.3 Summary of the structure of the KEDAK library
The KEDAK library is used in Karlsruhe 1n a direct access form and only
this format will be presented here.
The nuclear information 1S categorized by the name of the material to which
it relates (e.g. Fe, Fe-56 and similar) and by the kind (or type) of data
it presents, e.g. total cross section, elastic scattering angular dis-
tributions, resonance parameters, etc. To each material and da ta type
two unique designat10ns' are assigned: one being an integer number called
"numeric name" and the other one being an eight character "alphameric
name". Alphameric names have been designated for the convenience of the
user, numeric names are used within the architecture of the library and
have been chosen in consistency to other evaluated nuclear data libraries
(ENDF/B, UKNDL). To the user they appear fully synonymous and he may use
either name he wishes. The use of alphameric names is easier, because they
are commonly used abbreviations, which are e.g. containing the chemical symbols in
the case of material names. The material name, which is the major key to the
information is called "first name" . The data type is called "second name"
)
and may require further (third, fourth,etc.)names for unique identification.
For example the inelastic excitation cross section (second name = inelastic
excitation) implies additionally the specification ofthe excitation level
energy (third name). In this case the1.evel energy is called "further name"
of this data type.
In most cases the quantities stored in the library are functions of one
or several "arguments", e.g. the total neutron cross section for iron is
a function of incident neutron energy, the resonance parameters are func-
tions of resonance energy and neutron angular momentum, etc.
Thus "arguments" are the independent quantities at which the values of
the data types are stored in the library and a data type may depend (as
implied above) on one or several arguments. The numerical values of the
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nuclear data type corresponding to specific values of the arguments are
accordingly termed "functional values" and a data type may specify one
or several functional values.
The KEDAK library consists of a declaration part and a data part.
The purpose of the declaration part is to provide necessary addressing in-
formation to access the data on the library by a hierarchy of pointers
(see Fig. 3). The pointers are stored in the "addresses". Each address
consists of two 4-byte words: the first is the record number. the second
the number of the desired word in the record where the information begins.
The declaration part starts with
the library identification - 3 words alphameric text,
the creation date - the date of the last update run.
followed by:
the number of isotopes in the material converS10n table,
address of the material name conversion table. (see Appendix I)
the number of types 1n the type name conversion table.
address of the type name conversion table
the number of isotopes available on the KEDAK library.




the material convers~on table. (see Appendix I)
the type conversion table, (see Appendix I)
the material address table
contains for each isotope available:
the numeric material (isotope) name.
the number of types available for the isotope,
address of the type address table,
The da ta part consists for each isotope of the following blocks:
the type addresstable for the isotope:
the numeric type name,
NFN - number of further names for this type,
NARG - number of arguments,
NFV - number of function values,
if the number of further names is equal zero:
NUM - number of data points (items),
the address of the data array,
if the number of further names is not equal zero:
NUM - number of name combinations (data types).
the address of the name combination list (further name addresstable)
Repeated NUM-times for all combinations of further names:
the further names address table:
the further names (floating point notation),
NUM-number of data points,




the function value(s), {
a data item, NUM times repeated
for ascending values of the
argumentes)
The da ta arrays are given for each type of the isotope available on KEDAK.
For detailed information see reference I.
1.4 Applications of 1DFPAC / LDFPAC
IDFPAC retrieves data using numeric or alphameric names optionally. The
LDFPAC retrieval package performs the same functions as 1DFPAC but for
alphameric names only. IDFPAC is used in the SCORE-Version-III-K-1972
(see reference 2) ,LDFPAC is used ~n CALCUL (see reference 6), PLKFG (see
reference 7), COPEND (see reference 8t and other programs. Remember that
both packages do apply to the direct access representation of KEDAK used ~n
Karlsruhe and mentioned in 1.3.
I.S Entry points
LDFOPN, LDFLOC and LDFNXT are the subroutines fOt information retrieval, which
are usually called by the user's (application) program. LDFITN and LDFNAM
are called by the user for special purposes. The subroutines LDFTYP,
LDFTYC. LDFNNA, LDFTAT, LDFMAC, LDFCTB. LDFMAT, LDFREC, LDFERR, LDFDPN
are auxiliary subroutines within the retrieval packages and are not
called by the user.
ENTRY Purpose
LDFOPN to open the KEDAK direct access file by physically
opening it and reading the basic tables of the
declaration part.
LDFLOC
I~FLOC to locate a given data type by reading and using the
associated pointer tables. To provide first data item.
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ENTRY Purpose
LDFNXT to provide the following data item until last one
IDFNXT is found. Requires that first item ini tially has
been located by LDFLOC.
LDFITN to provide the list of names of data types available
on the KEDAK file for the requested material by
reading the type address table.
LDFNAM to provide informations for types with more than
two names from the address table of fur.ther names.
Table I: The entries called by the application program
The description of the argument lists of these entries ~s done in section 3.2,
which is entitled "Detailed description of the user called subroutinestl.
The auxiliary subroutines are described ~n section 3.3.
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File identification, date, pointers to CD
The data items are constructed,by NARG arguments and NFV function values,
with NARG = 0,1,2,3.4 ..• , NFV = 0,1,2.3,4 ..• and at least one of
'I
Declaration part of the KEDAK-file
data items









11 I Jt :CD material converS10n table I







11 0) tj1 'I~ material address table points to
I the type address table of the 1
1 1I I I specified material I
1 -.v J, the type address tablei
1 for each material :
I points to the data I
1 item (no further I
I names)or to further I
I with further no further names address table. I
I names names 1
I ,11 I
I I
I further names I
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1 the values NARG or NFV must be different from zero. I
I II ~ .1
Fig. 3: The hierarchy of pointers
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2. User's guide
NOTE: The user of LDFPAC and 1DFPAC is the programmer of anyapplication
program,which makes use of the packages to retrieve information from
the KEDAK-library.
He is the programmer in senseof section 3 only if he needs to change the
subroutines of the package, nevertheless the detailed description could
give the user information for effective use of the subroutines in the
application program.
2.1 Purpose and use of LDFOPN, LDFLOC and LDFNXT
The LDFOPN subroutine must be called before any other call to a retrieval
package subroutine. A call to LDFOPN connects the direct access KEDAK-file
and provides the material conversion table, the type conversion tablesand
the contents and directory for each material on the file for use in the
retrieval package (via common/LDFMT/).The LDFOPN routine can be called
by the program for a maximum of five different KEDAK-files.
An example forthe use of LDFOPN is shown 1n the program for printing the
contents of a KEDAK-file (2.2.3).
The LDFLOC subroutine is called for each material and data type to locate
the first data item. Remember: A data item consists of NARG arguments and
NFV functional values. NARG and NFV depend on the specific data type.
For example: if a function of the form y = fex) 1S stored, both NARG and NFV
have the value one. By a LDFLOC- or LDFNXT-call only'one da ta item 1S retrieved
and not all points of a data type. Therefore very few main storage is
needed to retain the result of one access to the library. If the data
type has further name~ LDFLOC is to be called for each name combination,
to locate the first data item of this combination.
Each following data item for one data type 1S provided by a call to the
LDFNXT subroutine.
The use of the retrieval subroutines LDFLOC and LDFNXT is shown in the
source listing of the subroutine RETXS (2.1.1). RETXS is an application
retrieval rmutine which provides the data from a KEDAK-file within a




_____ [ open the KEDAK file
no
Error: unable to open
specified file Ce.g.missing








-------[ local desired data
no
Error: unable to locate
desired data Ce.g. no such
data on the file)
~
oulve got the first data item.
_ __ _ Do with it what ever you
want.
- - - - - ~etrieve next data item
no more data





_____ Guou I~e got anotl~ker data item.
~se 1t as you 1 e.
Fig. 4: Simplified flow chart for the use of LDFLOC, LDFNXT and LDFOPN
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Further application retrieval routines are collected in the RETPAC re-
trieval package (see reference 4 resp. part 111.4 of this Compendium).
Note that RETXS does not contain a call to LDFOPN. Therefore a LDFOPN
call must be performed in the user's program before RETXS is called.
- IIl-25 -





C RETXS RETRIEVES KEDAK-DATA: SINGLE VAlUED, ONE ARGUMENT,fOR THE
C ENERGY RA~GE (EMI~,EM~X},STARTING WITH THE FIRST DAlA ITEH lESS OR
C EQUAl EMIN, ENDING WITH THE FIRST DAlA ITEM GREATER OR EQUAl EMAX.




C 1. NO DATA GREATER OR EQUAl EMIN:
e THE LAST DATA PJINT IS TRANSFERED
t 2. NO DArA lESS OR EQu AL EMAX:
e fIRST DATA POINT IS TRANSfEREO




( NARGIl)= THE NUMBER OF NAHES FOR THE REGUESTED DATA TYPE
C NARG(2)= THE NUMBE~ Of ARGUMENTS FOR THAT TYPE
C NARGI3}= THE NUMBER OF fUNCTION VALUES
C NARG IS FIlLED BY THE (ALL
C
C REAL*8 NAMESIN), N=/4,5!
C NAMEStl}= ISOTOPE NAME {fIRST NAME)
C NAMES{2)= REACTION TYPE NAME (SECOND NAME)
C NAMESI3-N) =EVENTUAl FURTHER NAMES
C
C X -IS FIlLED AFTER EXECUTI0N OF THE CAlL WITH THE ARGUMENTS
( Y -IS FILlED AFTER EXECUTION OF THE CALl WITH FUNtTION VAlUES
C NUMX= NUMBER OF OAl A POINTS REAO INTO X, Y-ARRAYS
C MAXNUM= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS THAT MAY BE STORED INTO X,Y






ASSIGN 20 TO NST
1=0
c
C lOCATE THE DATA TYPE REQUESTED: IDFlOC FDR NUMERIC NAMES
C PROVIOE THE FIRST DATA ITEM










C IS THE ARGUMENT FOUNO LESS THAN EMIN
3 IFilt!}.lE.EMIN} GOrD 5
C





C READ THE NEXT DATA ITEH: IDFlOC FOR NUMERIC NAHES





C IF THE ARGUMENT FOUNO IS lESS THAN EMIN, WE IGNORE THIS DATA ITEM.
IFIWll).LE.EMIN) GOlD 10
C
C IS THE ARGUMENT FOUND GREAlER THAN EMAX? WE'VE DONE OUR GOAt, IF
C YES
IF{W{ IJ.GE.EMAX) GaTO 36
C









C READ THE NEXT DAlA ITEH: IOFlOC FOR NUMERIC NAHES





C IS lHE ARGUMENT FOUNO lESS THAN EMIN
IFIl(l).lE.EMIN} GOTO 5
C
C IS THE ARGUMENT FOUNO GREATER THAN EMAX
IFtllll.GE.EMAX) GJT038
C









C READ THE NEXT DATA ITEM: IDFlOC FOR NUMERIC NAHES





C IS THE ARGUMENT FOUND GREATER THAN EMAX
IF(l( U.GE.EMAlO GaTO Z4
IF{I.EQ.MAXNUM) GOTO 34
C








C CONTINUE REAOING: IF THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN tEMIN,EMAX)
C IS GREATER MAXNUM, RETURNCOOE=2 AfTER RETXS-CAll.










fOR THE CURRENT TYPE HAS BEEN STOREO IN X,Y
C
22 IFU.lT.l) GOTO 23
C




C THE ARGUMENT Of LAST







C ARGUMENT Of THE LAST
C POINT IS TRANSMITlEO




OATA POINT IS STILL lESS THAN EMIN. THIS OATA









C THE ARGUMENT Of LAST OAlA POINT IS STill lESS THAN EMIN. THIS OATA














C ARGUMENT OF THE FIRST DATA POINT ALREAOY GREATER EMAX. THIS OATA
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C MAXNUM DF DATA POINTS HAVE BEEN FILlED INfO X,Y WITHOUT READING





C THE LAST OATAPOINT FOR THE REQUE5TEO RANGE HAS SEEN REAO









198 IF(NAMZ.lE.2) GOTO 200







2.2 Purpose and use of LDF1TN, LDFNAM
The subroutines LDF1TN and LDFNAM are called by the user for special pur-
poses: LDF1TN provides the list of different data types available on the
KEDAK-file for the requested material. 1f a data type has further names
LDFNAM may be called to retrieve the further names for that type (e.g. a
list of level energies for inelastic excitation). Thus LDF1TN and LDFNAM
are very useful, when information on the contents of KEDAK is desired.
The use of LDF1TN is shown in the subroutine F1LLTP (2.2.1). F1LLTP selects
from data types available on the KEDAK-file only those types comprised
in the list given by the array TYPS and stores them in the arrays TYP, 1TYPE
for use by the calling program.
The program for printing the contents of a KEDAK-file shows the use of
LDFNAM, LDF1TN and LDFOPN (2.2.3).
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C FIlL TABl~ OF SINGLE VAlUEO, ENERGY OEPENOFNT TYPES AVAIlABlE FOR
C THE ISOTOPE M~T ON THE KEDAK-FllE
C
C "IR -RE TlJRNCOf)F
C NR =1 NO FRROR
C NR =0 ERROR
C ~AT -M~TERI~L NAME :FIRST NAME
C TVP -ARRAY TO STORE THE AlPHAMERIC REACTION TYPE NAMES :SECOND NAM
C ITYP-ARRAY TO STORE THE NUMFPIC PEACTTON TYPE NAMES
C NT -NU~ß~R QF NAMES FILlED INTO TYPE,ITYPE
C
C
C TYPS-CO~PLETE LIST OF DATA TYPES THAT ARE SINGLE VALUFO. (CROSS
C SECTIONS, CROSS SFCTION RATLOS, ETC.)
C
RE ALl!< 8 TYP S( 32 ) I • SGT • , ' SGN • , •SGX " •SGI' , 'S GI ZC ' , • SGI Z ' , ' SG 2N ' , ' SG 3
IN ' , ' SGJA' , ' SGI 3A' , ' SG2NA' , ' SG 3 NA' , ' SGI P' , ' sr; NI' , ' S GA' , ' SGF ' , 'S GG' ,
2.' SGP', 'SGO', 'S::;H3',' SGHE3', 'SGAlP',' SG2HE' " SGTR',' MUFl', 'ETA', 'Al







C FETCH THE TAßLE OF REACTION TYPES AVAIlABlE FOR THE REQUESTED

















- TAßLE JE SINGLE VAlUED REACTION TYPFS
-NU~ßER JF OATA POINTS FOR THE REACTION TYPE
-NU~RER OF AVAlABLE TYPES
-~AXIMLJM \JUMBER OF TYPES - OPo1ENSION FOR TYP,ITYPE ARRAYS
-AlPHA~ERIC NAMES
c
C FETCH THE TABLE OF REt\CTIDN TYPES AVAIlARlF FOR THF RFQlIESTEO




( IMAT -NUMFRIC MATERIAL NAMES










































2.2.3 A PROGRAM Tn P~INT THE CONTFNTS oe A KE~AK-FILE.

















OlM E!\l S IJ N I "1A NA M( 120) , I DX« 3) ,t\ MA CO N( 2 I ,A TYC I)~~ ( 2) ,A /viA T 1\ f3« 2 ) ,I TYP::: S (
*70) , XNMH 2 (0) ,N P «1 0 I , IM A( 1 ) , 1"1 AT «1n 1 , JC ( 2 I) l








N AM ES «"3 ) =0 •






C OPEI\l THE K~)AK-FILE WITH THE DATASET REFERENCF ~U~BFR tFILE
C LOAD INFORMATION FRilM THE MATERIAL CONVERSI0N TAßlE, THE TYPE CON-
e VERSIUN TABLE AND THE MATEl:{IAL AD')RFSST~ßlt INTO TH[ Lf)FTC CJM:"Ii)\J





RfAD (fFILE'U IDX, IOAT,lMt\CON,i\M.ACON,lTYCOI\I,ATYCON,lMATAB,<\M/\T6R
L R=lR1
C




WRI TE« NOU T, 99)
99 fORMAT{ IHU
WRI TE« NDU T , 100) I 0 X, I 0 AT
100 FORMAT«11X,'THE rABLE OF CONTfNTS OF THE KEn~K FILE',IIIIOX,'FILE
lIDENTIFICATION : ',3A.4,4X, 'DATE:', 19,1//1/1)
e
C
C PRINT M&.TERIAL CONVERSION TAßLE
C
WRITE (,~OUf, laU lMACON





102 FORMAT(3{lX,' AlPHAMERIC',2X,'NUMERIC' ),t)
120 FORMATLH1X, 'b.lPH~MERIC',lX,'NUMERIC I),/)
WRITE (N OU T , 1 0 3) (M4 NAM ( I ) , I MAN AM( I) , I = 1 , l MAC 0 N )
103 FORMAT( 3( 1X,A8,2X,I 7,2X»
C
C
C PRINT TYPE CONVERSION Tb.ßlE
C
WR ITE (NOUT, 98)
98 FORMAT (11111)
WRITE (NOUT,l04) lTYCON






C PRINT THE LIST OF ISOTOPES AVAllABLE ON THE KEOAK-FILE
C
WRITE (\!iJUT,98)
WRITE ( NDU T , 1 I)5) l fW1 AT AB
105 FOR"'1ATU13X,'ON THE KEDAK-FIlE ',14,' ISOTOPES ARE AVAIlABlE :'1
*llln





C PRINT T;E LIST OF DATA TYPES FüR EACH ISOTOPE
C
Jl·=l
00 10 J = 1, L ~ A TA B
IF(J.LT.JC(JZ) GO TO 21
JZ=Jl+1
WRITE ( NOU T, 99 )
C
C FETCH DATA TYPES AVAIlABLE FOR THE ISOTOPE - AlPHAMERIC NAMES
21 CAlL LDFIT~ (NR,MATNAM(J),TYPES,NP r MTYP,NT,2)
C
C FETCH DATA TYPES AVAILABlE Fn~ THE ISOTOPE - NUMFRIC NAMES
I MA« 1) =MO ( 3 )
CAll LDFIT\I (NR,IMA( U ,ITYPFS,NP,MTYP,NT,U
C
WRI TE PW UT , IOn (M AT NA ~A( J ) , MT Y P , (Ty PES ( I ) , 1= 1 , MT Y P ) )
101 FORMAT (/lllX,'FOR ',A8,I6,' OATA TYPES ARE AVAIlAßlE : 'I C7C2X,
* A8) ) )
c
c




IFUTYPESCI().EQ.30050) GO TO 11















108 FORMAT(lX,'THE DATA TYPE ',A8,' HAS ',11,' FURTHER NAMES ANO ',I~,
*' NAME COMBINATIONS : ')
NN=Nl*N2












I F ( NP RI NT. EQ• 0) GO T0 10
WRI TE (N DU T , 1 1 0)







2.3 Storage requirements and availability (internal use)
Without overlay (see 2.5) the program size is 24K bytes storage on
IBM/370-168 when using the H-extended compiler. For each KEDAK-file
accessed additional BK buffer area is needed. A DD-card must be available
for each file.
The source programs of the retrieval packages are stored on magnetic tapes.
They can be made available by the authors or the Karlsruhe Nuclear Data Eva-
luation Group. Object modules are available as the members IDFPAC or LDFPAC
in the partitioned dataset INR.STEIN.LOAD on the disk GFK029. An example for
linking the IDFPAC object module to an application program is given in
(2.2.2) with the job control statements for the contents printing program
(see 2.2.3).
Foreign user's should contact the authors or the Karlsruhe Nuclear Data
Evaluation Group.














entry point available to user pro-
grams
calls only within the packages IDFPAC,





The subroutines LDFCTB, LDFMAT, LDFMAC are only used if the information
~n the associated common blocks has to be filled for the first time or
if this information has been destroyed by overlaying or if data are
retrieved from more than one KEDAK-file and the information in the common
blocks has to be switched to the file now in use. Almost all subroutines
call the LDFREC subroutine. The call scheme shows how and when the
auxiliary subroutine are involved by the user called subroutines or
internally. The sequence of calls for the user called subroutines is
determined by the problem solved in the users program. The only restrictions
are: LDFOPN must be called be fore any other call to a retrieval routine
for that KEDAK-file. Before the first LDFNXT call a LDFLOC call has to
be performed for the requested data type.
Possible call sequences for user called retrieval routines:
~ LDFOPN, LDFLOC, LDFNXT, LDFNXT, LDFNXT, •.•
~ LDFOPN. LDFLOC, LDFNXT, LDFNXT, •.. ,LDFNXT, LDFLOC, LDFNXT, LDFNXT ..•
~ LDFOPN, LDFITN, LDFN,"~, LDFLOC, +~
The retrieval packages IDFPAC and LDFPAC retrieve for internal use the
addressing information and the contents of the KEDAK-library and re ta ins
this information in labeled common blocks.
The common /LDF~IT/ retains the material address table of the processed
KEDAK-file. The common /LDFTT/ retains the type address table of the
requested isotope (material). The common /LDFRQ/ retains the pointers




·s called by LDFOPN to load
______________________ the material address table
from the KEDAK-file
Ü
aterial address table; is
1/ / required for each new material
1/ LDFMT 1---------------------- - by LDFLOC to locate the type







's called by LDFLOC to re-




address pointer for the current-
i / / ly processed type used in LDFLOC,r/ LDFRQ ------------ LDFNXT; stored in LDFRQO (entry
~----...<.,-J of LDFLOC)










LV 7\ COMMON BLOCK
---------:i>~ DATA FLOW
Fig. 5: Hierarchy of cornrnon blocks
ases and modifies if necessarythe information in LDFMT,LDFTT, LDFRQ
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2.5 Po••ihle overlay strueture. tor IDFPAC and LDFPAC
The overlay structure for IDFPAC could consist of one or two overlay
regions (see reference 5).
CAUTION: LDFOPN roust not be overlayed and roust be called before anv
other retrieval routine (see 3.2.1).














































2.6 The unresolved reference DEF1
The FORTRAN IV DEFINE FILE statement can only be applied with a fixed
file number. In order to avoid this disadvantage and to make the LDFOPN
call dynamical with respect to the KEDAK-file number an Assembler sub-
routine DEFI available at KARLSRUHE is used. DEFI must be supplied
separately (see reference 3).

















































+)is the requested file number







































3.1 The labeled common blocks used by 1DFPAC and LDFPAC
3.1.1 The common LDFMT
The common block LDFMT provides information from the material address table.
The arrays are filled by the subroutine LDFTBI. The LDFMT common is
used by the LDFTYP routine (3.3.6) to retrieve the type address table
for the requested material.






lS a REAL-4 array that contains the common block
label as an alphatext 'KEDABIBLIOTHnnrinnnnvaries'from
'1111' to '5555' and is an indicator internally
used to relate the common block label with the
KEDAK-file number whose tables it contains.
is a REAL~8 array to retain the alphameric names of
the materials available on the KEDAK-file just being
processed.
lS an INTEGER-4 array to retain the numeric names of
the materials available on the KEDAK-file just being
processed.
lS an INTEGER.2 array to retain the number of reaction
types for each material.
is an INTEGER~2 array to retain the pointers to the
type address table for each material (starting address
of each material).
LMATAB
3.1.2 The common LDFTT
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is an integer variable that specifies the number of
materials available on the KEDAK-file just processed.
The common LDFTT provides the type address table for one material. The
LDFTAT subroutine (3.3.5) loads the information from the declaration
part of the KEDAK-file into the common.











are variables to retain the alphameric name of the
material requested currently.
is a variable to retain the numeric name of the
material.
is an integer array to retain the numeric names
of the da ta types available on the KEDAK-file for
the material MAT
~s an INTEGER~2 array to retain the address pointers
and related information for each type. ITYNAM and
ITYTAB are filled by LDFTAT.
specifies the number of further names for the type
ITYNAM(I).
specifies the number of arguments.
specifies the number of functional values.
specifies the number of data points.
specifies the record number.
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ITYTAB(6,I) specifies the word number within the record
ITYTAB(5,I) and ITYTAB(6,I) are called an address
(see 1.3.2).
LTYTAB is an integer variable that indicates the number of
data types available on the KEDAK-file for the
material MAT.
The following subroutines are using the LDFTT common:
LDFNAM, LDFTYC, LDFLOC, LDFTYP. LDFITN, LDFTAT.
The LDFRQ common retains the names and addressing information of the
currently requested da ta type. that is the pointers to the data array.
COMMON /LDFRQ/ MAT(3). TYP(3), FNAM(4), NAM(6), NFNAM(3), NRDONE, NFD0NE
retains the numer1C type name.
are real variables to retain the alphameric type name
currently requested.
are real variables to retain the alphameric name
of the material currently requested.
retains the numer~c name of the material.
The names are stored by the LDFNAM routine (3.2.5). They
can be changed by LDFLOC (3.2.2) and LDFTYC (3.3.9).MAT and TYP are






FNAM(4) is an array that retains the further names
if a data type specified has more than two names. It
is filled by the LDFNAM routine and can be changed by
LDFNXT (3.2.3).









indicates the number of further names in the
specified name combination MAT, TYP. It is stored
by the LDFTYC routine and can be changed by LDFNXT.
specifies the number of arguments for the data item
requeste~ or by types with further names: the number
of further names. It is stored by LDFFNA.
specifies the number of function values for the
current type.
specifies the number of data items for the requested
name combination or the number of entries in the
further name table if any. It is stored by LDFDPN.
specifies the start1ng address for the dataof this
type or the address of the further name table if
there are any (record/word).




specifies the number of da ta items of the currently
requested name combination.
specify the starting address (record/word) of the




for consistency a call to LDFLOC will exchange
NAM(4-6) with NFNAM(I-3) and modify their meaning
correspondingly!! !
1S an integer variable that indicates the number of
data items already processed.
1S an integer variable that indicates the number of
further name combinations already processed.
The LDFRQ common is used 1n the subroutines LDFLOC, LDFN~~, LDFFNA,
LDFTYC, LDFNXT.
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3.1.4 The common LOFRF
The LDFRE common retains the last record read from the KEDAK-file. The
LDFRE common is used by the following subroutines: LDFLOC, LDFNXT, LDFNAM,
LDFCTB, LDFMAT, LDFFNA, LDFTAT, LDFTYP.




3.1.5 The common LnFIL
1S a REAL~8 variable to store the alphatext identi-
fication: 'KEDABIBL'.
is a REAL~4 array to store the record read from the
file.
is an integer variable< LRFCD (see common LDFIL (3.1.5))
that points to the word in the field W to be processed
next. LW is set to one by LDFREC (see 3.3.8).
The LDFIL common contains information about the KEDAK-file just processed.




is an integer variable that specifies the data set
reference number for the KEDAK-file currently open
(= whose tables reside in the respective common).
is an integer variable that specifies the maX1mum
size of each record on IFIL.
is an integer variable specifying the record on 1FIL
to be transmitted by the next READ-statement (associated
variable).
LDFIL is used by the subroutines: LDFO~N, LDFLOC, LDFNXT, LDFNAM, LDFFNA.
LDFCTB, LDFMAT. LDFTYP, LDFERR. LDFREC. LDfTBI.
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3.1.6 The common LDFTC
The LDFTC common retains the type conversion table from the KEDAK-file
specified by 1DTYC. 1t is filled by the LDFTBI subroutine (3.3. I).




see common LDFMT (3.1.1) description for 1DMAT.
~s a REAL~8 array retaining the alphameric type names.
~s an integer array retaining the corresponding numer~c
type names.
The common LDFTYC ~s used by the subroutines LDF1TN, LDFTYC.
3.1.7 The common LDFRC
The LDFRC common provides information for the LDFERR error diagnostic
routine (3.2.6).






~s an integer variable that indicates the error
message.
~s an integer variable that specifies the number of
further names.
are variables to retain the alphameric material
name
and the numer~c material name.
are variables to retain the alphameric type name
and the numeric type name.
XF
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15 an array to retain furt her names öf the material
and data type for which the message 15 to be printed.
The LDFRC common is used in the subroutines LDFERR, LDFOPN, LDFLOC, LDFNXT,
LDFMAT, LDFTAT, LDFTYC, LDFTYP, LDFFNA, LDFTBI.
3.2 Detailed description of the user called subroytines
LDFO?N, LDFLOC, LDFNXT, LDF1TN, LDFNAM
The subroutine LDFOPN defines the KEDAK-file and provides the first three
tables from the declaration part of the KEDAK dataset:
I. conversion table for material names,
2. conversion table for reaction type names,
3. contents and directory for each material.
The file numbers of the opened files together with some other important
information (e.g. maX1mum number of different KEDAK files that can be
used parallel) is kept in LDFOPN.
Therefore CAUT10N: The LDFOPN subroutine must not be overlayed. The LDFOPN
subroutine must be the first subroutine called by a program.
The direct access files are defined by using the DEFI subroutine (see 2.6).
Although a maximum of five different KEDAK-datasets can be simultaneously
opened by the retrieval packages the LDFOPN subroutine may be repeatedly
called for each file by the program.
The call:




~s an integer variable or constant representing the
dataset reference number (xx) that was specified in
the name field of the da ta definition /DD/ job control
statement for the KEDAK-dataset on the device FTxxFOOI.
The value may be any integer number from I to 50 (for
Karlsruhe).
~s an integer variable in which the subroutine returns
date of the last change of the KEDAK-file.
~ LABEL statement number in the calling program, where the
processing has to continue after return from LDFOPN,
in the case of an error in LDFOPN.
The LDFOPN subroutine includes two additional entries restricted only to
internal package use:
Entry LDFROP (IF1, *)
called by: LDFLOC (3.2.2)
to reread the tables of the current file
1F1 returns the file reference number of the current file
label (see above)
LDFROP ~s entered when the package detects that information in the common
blocks filled by the open process has been destroyed (e.g. overlayed).
Entry LDFALF (IFS, 1F1, *)
called by: LDFLOC
to load the tables of an alternative file (if there ~s any).
LDALF is called when the package se2rching for a material specified by
L0FLOC, is unable to locate it on the KEDAK-file currently in use.
LDFALF subsequently will switch to the next logical file if there is any,
thus providing an automatie search mechanism within all opened KEDAK-files.
Searching stops if wrap-around leads back to the file where the search
has started. The logical sequence is the same as those defined by the
sequence of the user LDFOPN calls. The user may avoid searching by executing
an LDFOPN call to the file which contains the desired material before calling







are integer variables or constants that specify data-
set reference numbers for KEDAK-files as 1F1L in the
LDFOPN argument list.
gives the file reference number of the file on which
the search has started. The calling program supplies
its value and is responsible for not modifying it
during the search process.
returns the file reference number of the file of
which the tables have been loeaded and where the
search is continued.
Each time the routine is called the pointer to the internally maintained
table of the open file reference numbers is incremented by one and the
associated tables are loaded. 1f the last entry within
the table is reached, wrap around occurs (pointer is set to entry number
one). The file number pointed to is loaded into 1F1.
If 1FI matches IFS no loading of tables lS performed and the error return
lS used. 1F1 will take the value of the file reference number of the
KEDAK-file currently open.
Example; I. only one file open
file reference number
Enter with IFS = l.
Since no other files are open, IFI will receive
the value I and matches IFS. No further action
takes place and error return is used.
2. Two files open; file reference number land
file reference number 5, current file is that with
number 5.
Enter with file number 5. Search open file table.
file number I is found, 1FI = I, load tables for
file number I, take normal return.
Assume LDFLOC does not find requested material
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on this file either. It calls LDFALF aga1n with
IFS = 5 still. Search open file table. Next file
number is 5 = > IF1. Search started with IFS = 5
which matches 1FI. 1FI is readjusted to file
number I (currently open), perform no further
action (especially no table loading) and error
return is taken.
Externals used:
The LDFOPN subroutine uses the labeled common blocks ILDFILI and ILDFREI
(see 3.1.514). A call to the LDFTBI subroutine (see 3.3. I1 fills into the
common ILDFMTI (see 3.1.1) alphameric and numeric material names and the
number of materials on the KEDAK-file. The program size is 1008 bytes
ror the H-extended compiler on IBM 370/168
3.2.2 Subroutine LDFLOC-----------------
The subroutine LDFLOC locates the data of requested material and data type
and provides the f t data item of this type. Whenever a new reaction
type is to be retrieved or one of the names is changed,LDFLOC must be
called.
The call:
CALL LDFLOC (NR, NNAM, NAMES,X)
The argument list description
NR this integer variable receives areturncode, which is
set by the subroutine, indication whether or not data are
found
= 0 no data found for requested data type
= requested data are available. first data




number of names for
the specified data type
number of arguments J






see section 1.3.1 and Ref. 1 for explanation
NANES
x
1S areal array of adequate length to retain
the names for the requested data type. These names
must be assigned before the call. They may be
altered by the subroutine.
is an array of adequate length to retain the
first da ta item for the requested type. It is filled
by the LDFLOC routine.
NOTE: Example for modification of names by LDFLOC: e.g. for the inelastic
excitation the next name greater or equal to the given name is returned.
In general: The further names (floating point notation)are modified to
the first set of names greater than or equal to the given one. The order
of precedence 1S the same as that one defined in KEDAK (see ref. I, see
section 1.3.2).
LDFLOC locates data for alphameric names, the ENTRY IDFLOC (NR, NNAM, NAHES,X)
performs the same function for numeric names (~rguments see LDFLOC).LDFLOC
and IDFLOC cen be (and normally are) called by the user.
The subroutine LDFLOC has two additional entries reserved for internal use
only:
ENTRY LDFTTO (NR~ NAMES, IDF)
called by LDFITN, LDFNAM (3.2.4, 3.2.5)
ENTRY LDFRQO (NR, NAMES, IDF)
called by LDFDPN (3.3.10)
A call to the LDFTTO entry provides the type address table (see reference I).
This table is loaded from the KEDAK-file if it is not yet available in the
LDFTT comrnon block from an earlier call. A call to the LDFRQO entry pro-
vides the contents of the LDFRQ common (see 3.1.3).
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The arguments:
NR. NAHES are the same as described for the LDFLOC entry
IDF
Externals used
~s an integer variable indicating whether the
names are alphameric or numeric.
= numer1C names
= 2 alphameric names
The LDFLOC routine calls the LDFROP-Entry of LDFOPN (3.2.1) to reload the
tables from the KEDAK-file if the information in the common blocks LDFMT.
LDFTT (3.1.1. 3.1.2) has been destroyed (e.g. overlayed). If the currently
requested data type does not belong to the same material as the previously re-
quested one. a call to the LDFTYP routine (3.3.6) provides the type address-
tables in the common LDFTT and a subsequently call to LDFTYC (3.3.9)
provides the pointers to the da ta block for the requested type in the
LDFRQ common (3.1.3).
If the requested data type has further names the pointers received by
LDFTYC do not point to the data block but to the further names address
table. A call to LDFFNA (3.3.7) provides the pointers to the data block
for this type with further names.
If more than one KEDAK-file is in use and if the requested material is
not on the file currently used,a call to LDFALF provides the material
address table from an alternative file in the common LDFMT (see 3.1.1).
ATTENTION: If a material is not found on the current file it is searched
for on all other files opened by the program,until it is either found or
all files have been searched.
If more than one file has been opened by the program,the file currently
linked to the program when returning from LDFLOC has not to be the same ane
as the file at the time of the call.
The program S1ze of the LDFLOC routine lS 2010 bytes when using the
H-extended compiler on IBM 370/168.
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3.2.3 The subroutine LDFNXT
The LDFNXT subroutine retrieves the next data item (see 2. I) from the data block.
The data items in the block are stored in ascending order of arguments if the
number of arguments is one (otherwise the order of precedence as ~defined in
ref. I). A call to the LDFLOC routine (3.2.2) must precede the first LDFNXT
call and provides the first data item. For each next data item a call to
LDFNXT has to be performed. The return code NR is set to one if there are
available more data for requested data type 1n the data block. If no more data
are available return code NR is set to zero. Return code setting to zero is also
done in the case of further names if no mere data items for a given name comoination
can be found. But if there exists another further name combination, these
further names are loaded in NAMES and the first da ta item i& stored in X.
The call:
CALL LDFNXT (NR. NNAM, NAMES. x)
LDFNXT retrieves data for alphameric names. The ENTRY IDFNXT (NR. NNAM. NAMES, X)
perfarms the sarne function for numeric names.
The arguments for LDFNXT and IDFNXT are the same as described in the
LDFLOC routine (see 3.2.2).
Externals used:
The LDFREC routine (3.3.8) 1S called to read arecord from the KEDAK-file.
The labeled common blocks: LDFRC. LDFRQ. LDFIL and LDFRE are used.
The program S1ze 1S 173ü bytes.
3.2.4 Subroutine LDFITN
The LDFITN subroutine provides the names of the data types available on




CALL LDFITN (NR, MAT, ITYPES, NUM, MAX, NMAX, IDF)







1S an integer variable filled by the subroutine
with a return code indicating the result of the
call
= no error, call was successful
= 0 for MAX = 0: error 1n LDFOPN or }~T not
found on the file.
o for MAX f 0: number of data types exceeds
the length of array ITYPES
1S a variable to provide the material name. It must
be assigned before the call (REAL*8).
1S an array to retain the names of data types available
for the material MAT (REAL*8).
1S an integer array to retain the number of da ta points
for each data type available. If the type has further
name~ NUM reflects the number of name combinations for
that type, e.g. for 'SGNC' the number of (elastic
scattering angular) distributions.
1S an integer variable that indicates the number of data
types available for the material MAT.
NOTE: rTYPES, NUM and MAX are fi lled by the LDFITN
routine.
1S an integer variable that specifies the length of the





1S an integer variable that indicates whether the
names are numericalor alphamerical as follows:
numeric names
= 2 alphameric names.
MMAX and IDF must be assigned before the call.
The LDFITN sub routine calls the LDFTTO entry 1n LDFLOC (see 3.2.2) to ?rovide
information from type address table and uses the following two common
blocks: LDFTT and LDFTC. The numeric type names are stored into ITYP
area of LDFTC. The program size is 982 bytes main storage on the IBM 370/168
with the H-extended compiler.
3.2.5 Subroutine LDFNAM-----------------
The subroutine LDFNAM provides information from the address table of
further names (see 1.3.1 and 1.3.2). For a data type with more than two
names all numeric further names are stored into the NAMX area.
The call:
CALL LDFNAM (NR, NAMES, XNAM, NI, N2, MAX, IDF)
The argument list description:
NR 1S an integer variable filled by the subroutine with
a return code indicating the result of the call:
= no error, call was successful
o for N2 > 0 error, indicates that the
number of further names 1S greater than MAX,the
maximal length of the XNAM array










an array that gives the name combination for which
the further names are to be supplied, e.g.: 'U235',
'SGIZ' for IDF c 2. The name combination must be
assigned before the call.
1S an array of adequate length to rece1ve the numeric
further names stored by the LDFNAM routine.
1S an integer variable that specifies the dimension
of XNAM. It has to be assigned before the call.
1S an integer variable that specifies the number of
numer1C names for one name combination, e.g.: for
'SGIZ': NI c I, for'LEGNC' : NI = 2
1S an integer variable that specifies the number of
available name combinations. NI and N2 are ascertained
and stored by the LDFNAM routine.
1S an integer variable that specifies whetber alpha-




It must be assigned before the call.
The LDFNAM subroutine calls the LDFTTO entry of the LDFLOC routine (see
3.2.2) to provide the type addresstable, the LDFTYC routine (see 3.3.9)
to fetch the pointers to the types and the LDFREC routine (see 3.3.8) to
read one record from the KEDAK-file.
The following labeled common blocks are used by the LDFNAM subroutine:
/LDFTT/, /LDFRQ/, /LDFRC/, /LDFIL/, /LDFRE/.
The program S1ze is 1050 bytes.
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3.2.6 Subroutine LDFERR-----------------
The subroutine LDFERR prints the error diagnostics for the retrieval
packages IDFPAC or LDFPAC. The message number, material and type name
for the message are given in the common /LDFRC/ (see 3.1.7). LDFERR has
no arguments. If an error occurs during processing the retrieval routines, the
error number is assigned to the error indicator NRETCD in /LDFRC/. A call
for LDFERR effects acheck of the error indicator, and the print out of
the corresponding message.
Use of LDFERR
A call to a subrüutine of the retrieval packages IDFPAC or LDFPAC was not
successful, 1.e. the return code NR indicates an error. Then the user may




CALL LDFOPN (IFIL, IDAT, &999)
C ERROR IN LDFOPN - PRINT ERROR MESSAGE
999 CALL LDFERR
STOP
The printing unit is specified by KaUT 1n the common INOUT. The file number
of the KEDAK-file lS indicated by IFIL in the common LDFIL.
Arguments: non
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3.3 Detailed description of the auxiliary subroutines
3.3.1 Subroutine LDFTBI-----------------
The LDFTBI subroutine loades information from the material conversion table,
type conversion table, and the material address table intQ the common
blocks /LDFTC/, /LDFMT/, and uses the material conversion table to create an
alphameric material address table.
The call:





is an integer variable, which i8 filled with the
creation date of the current file
lS an integer variable that indicates the data set
reference number of the requested file. It must be
assigned before the call.
The LDFCTB routine (see 3.3.2) is called twice by LDFTBl, to retrieve the
material and the type conversion tables. A call to the LDFMAT routine
(see 3.3.4) provides the material address table and a call to the LDFMAC
routine (see 3.3.3) the alphameric material address table.
The common blocks /LDFTC/ and /LDFMT/ are filled by LDFTBI, the common
/LDFREC/ is changed. and /LDFILI is used.




The LDFCTB subroutine retrieves the type or material names conversion table
(see reference 1 and Appendix I) from the KEDAK-file.
CALL LDFCTB (IX, LT, IWT, IT)





1S an integer array with two elements specifying the
pointers to the conversion tables: the record number,
and the word number. The conversion table starting at
this address is read into the two arrays supplied by
the call.
is an integer variable that specifies the number of names
in the conversion table. IX, LT are obtained from the
first record of the KEDAK-file for each of the two
conversion tables.
is an array to retain the alphameric names.
is an array to retain the numeric names.
LDFCTB 1S for internal use only, it 1S called by LDFTBI.
Externals used
The co~on blocks /LDFRE/ and /LDFIL/ are used in the LDFCTB routine, and
the LDFREC subroutine (see 3.3.8) is called to read arecord from the
KEDAK-file.
Storage requirements: 578 bytes with the H-extended compiler on 370/168.
3.3.3 The Subroutine LDFMAC---------------------
The LDFMAC subroutine converts the material address table from numeric to
alphameric material names and provides them in the M2 area. LDFMAC is
called by LDFTBI (3.3.1). LDFMAC is for internal use only.
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GALL LDFMAG (MI, 11, LI, M2, 12, L2)







1S a REAL~8 array containing the alphameric material
names from the material conversion table, it is filled
before the call.
is an integer array containing the numeric material
names.
1S an integer variable that indicates the number of
materials in the conversion table.
is a REAL~8 array to rece1ve the alphameric names of
the materials available on the KEDAK-file.
1S an integer array giving the numer1C names of the
materials available on the KEDAK-file.
is an integer variable that indicates the number of
materials available.
NOTE: All arguments, with the exception of M2, must be
assigned before the call.
Storage requirements: 566 bytes main storage with the H-extended compiler
on IBM 370/168.
3.3.4 Subroutine LDFMAT
The subroutine LDFMAT retrieves the material address table (see Appendix I,
reference I) from the KEDAK-file. LDFMAT is for internal use only and
is called by the subroutine LDFTBI (see 3.3. I).
The call:
GALL LDFMAT (IX, LX, IT, NT, AT)
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1S an integer array with two elements containing
the pointers (record number and word number) to
the tahle of materials available on the KEDAK-file
("Material address table").
1S an integer variable that indicates the number of
materials on the KEDAK-file.
~OTE: IX, LX are obtained from the first record of
the KEDAK-file, they must be filled before
the call
1S an integer array to store the numer1C material
names.
1S an INTEGER1Il2 array to receive the number of
reaction types for each material.
1S an INTLGER-2 array to receive the
pointers (record number and word number) to the
type address table for each material.
The LDFHAT routine uses and alters the common blocks /LDFRC/,/LDFRE/,/LDFIL/
and calls the LDFREC routine to read arecord from the KEDAK-file. The
Program size is 816 bytes.
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3.3.5 Subroutine LDFTAT
The LDFTAT subroutine loads the type address table from the declaration
part of the KEDAK-file into the LDFTT common block. The array 1TYN&~
is filled with the type names and the 1TYTAB-array with the pointers
from the type address table.
The call:
CALL LDFTAT (LTYP)
The argument LTYP is an integer variable that specifies the number of types
available for the requested material on the KEDAK-file.
Externals used:
The LDFREC subroutine is called to read arecord from the KEDAK-file,
and the following common blocks are used: /LDFTT/, /LDFRC/, /LDFIL/,
/LDFRE/.




The LDFTYP subroutine retrieves the pointers to the type address table
for the requested material MAT, and calls LDFTAT (3.3.5) to




The argument IDF is an integer variable that indicates, whether the names
are numeric or alphameric: 1 - numeric names, 2 - alphanumeric
names.
Externals used:
The LDFTAT subroutine ~s called to load the type address table from the
KEDAK-file.
The common blocks LDFRE, LDFIL and LDFRC are used.
Storage requirements for the LDFTYP routine: program s~ze ~s 590 bytes.
3.3.7 The subroutine LDFFNA---------------------
The LDFFNA subroutine provides information in case of data types of mor
than two names. The pointers to the data array are usually stored in
NAM(4-6) of the common !LDFRQ! (3.1.3). 1f the data type has further
name~ NAM (4-6) contain the pointers tu the further name address table.
LDFFNA stores these pointers into NFNAM (1-3); by using them, LDFFNA retrieves
the pointers to the data block for the requested name combination fram
the further name address table and stores them into NAM (4-6) for later
use in the LDFNXT routine.
1f the end of data for one name combination is reached, LDFNXT uses the ~n-
formation in NFNAM (1-3) and in NFDONE (common !LDFRQ!) to retrieve
(from the further name address table) the pointers to the data block of
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the next name combination. By this it is not necessary to search for the
needed pointer the whole address table of further names. LDFFNA is for
internal use only, called by LDFLOC.
The call:
CALL LDFFNA (NAHES, CHNT, IDF)




1S an array giving the names of the requested data
type and must be filled prior to the call.
1S a logical variable that indicates whether or not
NAH (4-6) in the LDFRQ common are to be stored into
NFNAH (\-3).
is an integer variable that indicates whetber or not
names are alphameric or numeric as folIows;
numer1c names
2 alphameric names
The LDFREC subroutine is called to read one record from the KEDAK-file.
The common blocks /LDFRQ/ and /LDFREC/ are used andpartially altered.
Storage requirements for the LDFFNA routine on IBM 370/168 with the H-
extended compiler; program size is 1072 bytes.
The LDFREC routine reads one re cord from the direct access KEDAK-dataset.
The COmmon blocks /LDFRE/ and /LDFIL/ are used. The program S1ze 1S




The subroutine LDFTYC retrieves the pointers for the requested data type.
LDFTYC is called by the subroutines LDFLOC (3.2.2) and LDFNAM (3.2.5) and
is for internal use only. The type address table stored in the common
/LDFrT/ is searched for the requested type. After the requested type has
been found the pointers are copied from the array ITYTAB in the common
block /LDFTT/ into the array NA}LX in the common block /LDFRQ/.
The call:
CALL LDFTYC (IDF)
The argument IDF is an integer variable that indicates whether the names
are numeric or alphameric as foliows:
I - integer, 2 - alphameric
Externals used:
The following common blocks are used and eventually updated: LDFTT, LDFTC,
LDFRC, LDFRQ.
Storage requirements for the LDFTYC routine: The program size is 916 bytes
on 370/186 with the H-extended compiler.
3.3.10 Subroutine LDFDPN
The LDFDPN subroutine provides the number of data points for a given name
combination. A call to the LDFRQ entry in the subroutine LDFLOC (see 3.2.2)
loads the common block LDFRQ which is used by the LDFDPN routine. The
program size is 356 bytes on IBM 370/168 with the H-extended compiler.
The call:
CALL LDFDPN (NR, N&~ES, NUM, IDF)
Argument list description:
NR is an integer variable which lS filled by the subroutine







is an array that specifies the name combination for
which the number of data points is enquired.
~s an integer variable that returns the number of data
points.
~s an integer variable indicating whether the given
names are numericalor alphamerical as folIows:
- numeric names
2 - alphameric names
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C KOUT••••• PRINTING UNIT.
NERR=O
WI< Ir ECKO UT ,600 )









602 FORMAHTlfJ,'lENGTH OF MATERIAL CONVERSION TABlE ON UNIT:',I2,' EXC
lEEDS AV4llA3lE STORAGE.CALl PROGRAMMER.'!)
GOTO 1000
3 WRITElKOUT,603) IFIL
603 FORMATlTIO,'lENGTH OF TYPE CONVERSION TAßlE ON UNIT:',12,' EXCEE')S
1 AVAILABlE STORAGE.CAll PROGRA~MER.'/)
GorD 1000
4 WRlTElKOUT,604) IFIl
604 FORMAHTIO,'lENGTH OF MATERIAL I\DRESS TABlE 0'1 UNTT=',1Z,' FXCEEDS
1 AVAILABlE STORAGF.CAll PROGRAMMER.'!)
GOTO 1000
5 wRITElKOUT,605)
605 FORMATtTIO,'FILE t\IUMBER USEO IN LDffJPN IS (JUT OE VALID l{ANGF. 'n
GOTD 1000
6 WRITE(KOUT,~06)








608 FORMATtTI0,'FIXPDINT OVERFLOW IN lENGTH-ITEM OF MATERIAL-AORESSTAR
lLE ON U!IllT:', 12,' .CAlL PROGRA"H1ER. In
GOTD 1000
9 WRnE CK] UT , (09) I F I L
609 FORMATCTI0,'FIXPOINT OVERFLOW I~ ADRESS-ITEM OF MATERIAL-ADRESSTAB
lLE ON UNIT:' ,I2,'.CALL PROGRAMMER.'I)
GOTD 1000
10 WRITECKOUT,610) MAT
610 FORMAT( TIO, 'LENGTH DF TYPE-ÄDRESSTABLE FOR ',2A4,' DR ',18,' EXCF
lEDS AVAILAßlE STORAGE.CAlL PROGRAMMER.'!)
GOTO 1000
11 WRITECKOUT,611) MAI
611 FORMAT( TIO,'FIXPOINT OVERFlC~ IN WORGS 2-1 OF TYPE-AOR~SS TABLE F
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lOR ',2A4,' ClR ',I8,'.CAll PROGRAMMER.'n
GOTO iO)\)
12 WRITE(K1UT,6l2J IFIl,TYP
612 FORMAT( flO,'TYPE-CCNVERSIONTAßLE ON UNIT:',I2,' nOFS NOT CONTAIN
1 • , 21\ 4,' 0 R " I 8, ' .' I)
GOTO 920
13 wl<ITF:IKDUT,613) MAT,IFIl,TYP
613 FORMATlTI0, 'MATERIAL ',2A4,' OR ',18,' f1N U1\JIT ',12,' DOES NOT cm"
ITAIN TYPE ',2A4,' OR ',18,'.'/)
GOTD 1000
14 WRTTE(K1UT,614) MAT,TYP,IFIl
614 FCRMAT<TlO,'NUMßER OF FURTHEP N~MES FDR MIHERIAL:',2A4,' OR ',18,'




615 FORMAT(TIO,'FOH MATERIAU',Zf\4,' OR ',I8,',TYPE:',2A4,' OR ',18,'"
) ON UNIT ',12,' AT LEAST ONE OE THE REQUE5TEO NUMERICAl NAMES'II
2T10,'15 ABOVE THE LARGEST ONE STOREO ON KEDAK.111






616 ECRMAT(TIO,'lDFIIJXT WAS CALLEO WITHOUT PREVTOUS SUCCFSSFUl EXECUTID
IN OF LDFLOC FOR:'/I
2 T20,'MAfERIAL:',2A4,' OR ',Ig,', TYPF:',2A4,' DR ',IBn




611 F[RMAT(TIJ,'ATT~MPT TO OPEN A NEW FILE BV CAlL TO LDFOPN,THOUGH MA
1XIMUM NUMBER HAS AlREADY BE~N OPENED.'/)
Goro 1000
900 WRITE(KOUT,901) NRETCD




911 FORMAT(TIO,'NG ERRORCGNDITTON nCURRED."1
GOTD 10JO
920 WRITE(KUUT,121)

















C PROVIOE INFOR~ArICN FROM ADRESSTA~LE OF FURTHFR NAMES.
C XNAM:FURTHER. NAMI:S,Nl:NUMßER/C01oolBINATION,N2:NUMRI=R CF COMBINATIONS.
C NR ••• RETURN CODE: 0=ERROR,1=NO ERROR.
C NR=O,N2>O INDICATES OVERFLOW OF XNAM.








T VP LJ )= Nt\ ,1'1 ES ( ID F + I)
2 J=J+ 1
00 3 1:= 1,3
3 T-1IlT(I)=HLH(I)













IF(N2 .. GT .\.1AX) GllTO 90
U,=lWt-l




































PROVIOE SUMF INFORMATION FROM TYPE-AORESSTABlE.
"1/\T ••• '1ATER,IAL NAME. INTEGER IF TDF=l. RFAl*8 IF IDF=2.
ITYPI=;S•••• TYPENAMES OF AVAIlABlE TYPES FOR H·AT MATERIAL.
INn:GER IF IDF=l. PEAl*S IF IOF=2.
NUM(I) NUMBER OF OATAPOINTS FOR I-TH TYPE. IF THIS TYPE HAS
NUMERIC NA"1ES AlSO,NUM(I) IS THf: NU""IRER OF 0
NUMERIC NAMES I\lSO,NUM(I) IS THE NUMßER OF COMBINATIONS
FOR THAT TYPE,E.G. FOR SGNC THE NUMßFR OF DISTRIBUTIONS.
MAX \IUMBER OF AVAIlAßlE TYPES.
MMJ\X LE\lGTH OF ARRAYS ITYPESt IN R*8 OR 1*4 RFSP.) ANO NUM( 1*4).
NR •••• RETURNCODF.O=ERRUR. 1=NO ERROR.








00 10 1= 1, LTYCON
IF(ITYP{I).\IE.ITYNAM{L» GOTO 10






IT YP ES ( 2 *L ) = Bl
NLJM( U =0

















DIMENSION NNAM( 3) ,NAMES( U
COMMON/LDFRQ/XDUM(13J,NDP
C
C PROVIDE NUMBER OE DATAPOINTS FOR GIVEN NAMECOMBINATION.
C NA"1ES •••• NAMECUMBINATIDN. INTEGER IF IDF=l. REAL*8 IF IDF=2.
C NUM •••• NUMRFR OF DATAPOINTS.













DAIA XU/' U' I
C
C lDFOPN:DEFINES THE FILE,PROVIDES FIRST THREE TABlES AND KEEPS
C SOME INFORMATION.II MUST NOT BE OVERLAYED.
NRETCO=O
IF(IFI.LE.O.OR.IFI.GT.99) GOTO qO
DD 2 I = 1 , MAXF I L





















15 I FI=NFIt ClFL)
20 IfIt=[FI







C LOAD TABLES OF AN ALTERNATIVE FILE.
ENT R. Y l DF= AL F ( I FS , I F I , *)




lF(NFIl( IFL) .EO.O) lFL=l
IFI=NFILCIFL)






D I MF Nsr 0 N N'\l AM {l I ,N AM ES ( 1 ) ,X (l )
INTEGER X,ISf(2113,1I
REAL NAM r:s ,"1 AT D ) ,x pi> (3 ) , TYP ( 3) , X T ( 3) , "1 AT 1 ( 3 )
RFA L*i3 I IJl , r 0 E NT /' K1= DA BIß l ' /
INTEGER*2 ITYTAß
LOGICAl TTONlY,NOOATA,CHNT









LDFLOC: lOCATE DATA OF REQUESTED NAMES.





















C REDl lOFOPN,IF NECESSARY.
10 CAlL lDFROP(IFIL,~999)
C
C LOAO TYPE-AORFSSTAßlE IF NECESSARY.
NUMX=ISI{IDF)
00 11 1= 1, IDF
I F{MAT (NUMX). NE. NAM ES (I» .OR .MATI (NUMX» .NE .NAMES (I» GOTO 13
11 NUMX=NUIJI X+ 1
GCIO~ 30
13 NUMX=ISTHDf)











I F ( N RE TeD. NE. 0) GOT 0 q 9 9
GOTO 32
c
C t.<jATERIAL NOT ON CURRENI UNIT .IRV ALTERNAT IVF llN TT.
20 CALL L0 F Al F« I, I F I L ,R, 9 9 9 I
GelO 12
C







32 IFnrONLY) GOTO 1001





















XtJ «I )= MAT «I )
















I [Z= I [) EN T
NUMX=NAMX(1)+NAMXf2 )



































00 10 1= 1, NN
IF(FURNAM(I).NE.NAMES«I+1)*IDF+l)GOTO 9C
10 CONTINUE











C END OF DATA FOR THIS NAMECOMBINATION.
C IF FURT~ER ENTRIES FOR SAME FIRST TWO NAMfS EXIST,










00 32 1= 1,NN
IF(lW.GT.lREC) CAll LOFREC
FURNAM(I) =W{ LW)
NAMfS{ (1+1 )*IOF+l)=FURNAMI I)
32 lW=LW+l













4 'J N,... = N1 ( 1) "" LREC... N1 «6 ) + NP* I N1 ( 2 ) + 1\11 (3 ) }












J F ( NN. f\!F • 3 ) NN=1














oP-1E NS IJ N IW Tl U , I TC 1) , I X( U




C FETCH C1NVERSION TABLE.
l p= I XI 1 )












































IF «Ii-H LW) • GT • IM AX} GO T0 9 1
NT( I) =1 W(lWI
00 «) J = 1, 2
LW=UH·l
IF(lW.GT.lRECDI CAll LOFREC



























IF(FNMH I).NE.NAMFS« If-U*lnF+U) GOlD 11
62 CONT I NUE
GeTO ')9
C
C FETCH POINTERS IN CASE OF MORE THAN TWO NAMES FROM THE FILE.
C 00 NOT STORE WHOLE TAßLF.
10 oe 73 1=1,3
73 NFNAM{I)=NAM(Y+3)
71 00 72 [=1,NUMF




f-lAX= NF NAM ( 1)
C






oe 20 J=l, NU~1F
IF(FNA~( J).:;T.FUR(J» GO TO 40
20 CONTINUE
C
C FOU~O.STnRE NAMES ANO POINTERS.
00 25 J=h~UMF









C SKfP ENTRIFS FOR POINTERS.







C Nor FOU"JD.STORE RETURNCODE 1\NO ERRnR-ANAlYSIS INFORMATION.
NRETCO=15
00 60 I=I,NOMF
Xf ( I )=FN AM «I )
60 F NAM( I )=0









DI ME NS10 N \.1l{ U , I U U , M2tU, 12(l )
REAl*8 Ml,M2,B/' 'I
c














COMMON/lDFTC/IDTYC(4',TYPNAMt70} ,1 TYPt 70) ,lTYCCI\
COMMON/L OFMT 1 I 01'1 AT U..) ,HAr NAM t 12;) ) , IM AT 1 NT YP ( 120 ), ATYP ( 2, 120) ,
*lMATAB
OIfoIENSION IOENT(3), IOX(3),AMACON(Z),ATYCON(2l ,AMATAB( Z),IDFIl(5l,






DAfA IDENT/'KEDA',' BIßl',' 10TH'/ ,IDF Il/' 1111',' 2222',' 3333',' 4444'
1 ,'5555'1
OATA M~ACON,MTYCON,MMATAB/1?O,10,1201






0(1 22 1= 1, 3















C TABLF,,,,,l\TFRIAl-AORESSTAf3LE INfO LDFTC,lOF~T.
C USE rvlI\TfRIAL-(ONVERSlnNTARlE TO (REHE AlPHA-MATERIAl-AO~ESS
( T ABL E.
NPfTC[1=O
00 10 1= 1,3
I f CI f) TYC t I ) • NE. I 0 ENT ( I ) .0 P • r DH AT« I ). NE. I 0 ENTl I » G[} T0 2 i)
CCNTI NUF





CAll LDFMAT (A~ATAR, LMAT AB, I 11.1 AT ,r\jTYP,UYP)
IF(NPFTCD."lE.O) GOTn 1000
CAll LDFM~C{MAN:\"",I}"Ai\lAM,LMACON,Ml\Tt\JAM,IMAT,LMATAB)
0(1 31 1=1 d
10TYCC I)= IDFNT( I)
30IDIVAT(J)=IDENT{I)
IDTYC(4)=IDFll(IfL}



















EQUIVAlENCE( INAM, TYP( 3))
INTEGER*2 ITYTAß
c






I 1\ AM=I TY P ( I )
GOTO 20
10 CONT I NUE
11 NRETCO=12
Goro 90
15 oe 16 1=1,lTYCON
IF{ITYP(I).NE.INAM) GOTD 16
J=2*I-l





20 00 31 I=l,LTYTAß





30 CONT IN UE
NPETCD-=13
90 J=IST< lOFl










00 96 1= 1, 3



































COMMnN/lDF RE I 10, I W( 880) ,U4
COMMON/LOFIl/IFIL,LREC,lR
CCMMON/lDFRC/NRETCO, IOUM,MX, IMX







C FETCH POINTERS TO TYPF-AORESSTABlE FüR 'MAT'.
DO 1 L=l,LMATAB





LrYT Aß-=NTYP (l )
GOTD 2
r IF(I"'1I\I\l~Mtl).NE.IMAT) GOTO 1
MAT=MATNAMt l)
Gorn 6
1 CeNT I'lJU ~
NRETCD=7
Goro 92















6. Description of LDFPAC
LDFPAC is a subroutine package for retrieval of KEDAK-data like IDFPAC
but for alphameric names only. It contains the sixteen subroutines
described for IDFPAC,slightly differing only in the respect that they
do not account for calls by numeric names. LDFPAC uses the same common
blocks.
The ma1n differences are; the absence of the IDF argument in the argument
listof LDFNAM. LDFITN, LDFDPN. LDFTYP. LDFTYC, LDFFNA. and the absence
of the IDF-ENTRY in LDFLOC and LDFNXT.
The subroutine names with the argument lists;
I. LDFOPN (IFI. IDAT~)
ENTRIES: LDFALF (IFS. IFI.~)
LDFROP (IFI,*)
2. LDFLOC (NR. NNAM, NAMES.~)
ENTRIES; LDFTTO (NR, NAMES)
LDFRQO (NR. NAMES)
3. LDFNXT (NR. NNAM. NAMES.~)
4. LDFITN (NR. MAT. TYPES. NUM. MAX, MMAX)
5. LDFNAM (NR. NAMES. L~AM. NI. N2, MAX)
6. LDFERR
7. LDFDPN (NR, NAMES. NUM)
8. LDFTBI (IDAT. IFL)
9. LDFCTB (IX. LT. IWT. IT)
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10. LDFMAC (Ml, 11, Ll, M2, 12, L2)
11. LDF~~T (IX, LX, IT, NT, AT)
12. LDFTAT (LTYP)
13. LDFTYP
14. LDFFNA (NAMES, CHNT)
15. LDFTYC
16. LDFREC
The argument description given in the previous sections for IDFPAC do
hold for these entry points in the same manner and the user is referred
there for details.
The common blocks used in LDFPAC are generally organized in the same
manner as the common blocks described for IDFPAC, the only exception being
the cornmon LDFMT where the array for numeric material names is missing.
Also the overlay structure and call pattern for LDFPAC ~s the same as for
IDFPAC.



























C KOUT •••• PRINTING UNIT.
NFRR =0
wRITF(KflUT,600)
AOO FORMAT{/T5,'ERRnROIAGNOSTIC ~OR KEO~KRETRIEVAL:'/)
IF(NRETCO.FQ.Q) GOTG gIn
GOT 0 (l, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, q, 10, 11, 12 , 1 3, 1'+, 1 r;; , 16 , 1 7 ) ,N Ri= TC')
GCTO 9'JJ
1 wRITF{KDUT,601) tFIl




602 FnPMJ\T(TIO,'LEf\IGTH flF Ml\TERTl\l CONVEoSHlN TARL E ON UNIT:', [7,' FXC
lEECS AVAlldßLE STORAGF.CALL PROGRAM~ER.i/l
GCTO 1 T):)
3 WRITE{KiJlJT,h031 IFIL
6 03 F CR(vi H (T 10 , - L ENGT HOF TYP E C0\1 v r: FS IU N TA RL FUN UNI T: • ,I 2, t l=" XC ET [I S
t AVAILAßlE STCPl~GF .. CAlL PRClGR"M~JlFR.. IIIl
GrTO 1000
4 WP IT E ( K(jlH , b (4) I F I L
604 FORMAT(TIO,-lENGTH UE MATtRTAL AORFSS Tt,P,LE (JN UNIT:'1,I2,~ FXCEFnS
1 AVAIlABLE STORAGE.CAlL PROGRAMMER.'/l
GeTD 1000
5 WRITE(K1UT,6JS)
605 FGRr"1l\ T ( T 1') , 11 F I l E NU ~BER US E f) I N lO F1J D ~J I S 'J'J T I] F V1I L I f) R A1\1 GF • • I )
GOTD 10DO
6 WRITE(KOUT,S06)




601 FORMAT(TlJ,'REQUESTEi) MATrRIAl:',AP,' rmTl'\J AVAILf,RLE FTU:S.'f)
GOT'] 1000
8 WRITEIKOUT,608) IFll
608 FORMAT(TlO,'FIXPOINT OVERFLOW IN lENGTH-ITEM OF ~ATFRIAl-AORESSTAR
1LF ON U'HT: ',12, '.CAll PROGRt\\IIMi==P. 'n
GOTO 1 on ()
9 WRTTE(KilUT,609) IFIL
6J9 FORMAT(TIO,'FIXPOINT OVERFLOW I~ AORESS-!TEM ilF MATERIAL-AORESSTAB
lLE ON UNIT:',I2,'.CALl PROGRAMMFR,,'n
GOTO 1000
10 WRITE:IKnUT,hlO) ~AT




611 FORMAT{ TlO,'FIXPOINT OVERFL04 IN WCHUJS 2-7 11:: TyDE-l\nQ,fSS TA!'\Li= !=












614 FnRMAT(T10,'NUMRER OF FURTHER NAMES FOR MATERIAl:',A8,',TYPE:',AB,
L',ON UNIT ',IZ,' EXCEEOS AVAILI\BLE STORAGE.'II
2T25, 'C~LL PROGRI\MMER.' n
GeTD 10JO
15 WRITE(KDUT,61S) Mt-T,TYP,IFfl,{XF(l),I=l,NXF)
A15 FOR'-1ATfTIO,'FOR flo1ATERIAU',AR,',TYPE:',A8,', 01\ UNIT ',12,' AT U:
lAST ONE OF THE REQUESTEO NUMERICAL NAMES'II
2TIO,'IS ABOVE THE LARGEST ONE STGREO ON KEnAK.'11




616 FGRMAT{TIO,'lDFNXT WAS CALLED WITHOUT PREVIOUS SUCCFSSFUl EXECUTIO
1 N (F LDF L oe F 0 R: 'I I
2 T 2 \) , 'flo1,~ TE RI AL: ' , fI,. 8, ' TY PF: ' , A8 I )
902 F(RMAT(L~O,'NU""'FRrc N4t..1ES (IF ANY):',lP4f=13.5/)
GCTO 1')))
17 WRITE(KOlJT,SI7)
617 FCRMATfTIO,','HTfMPT TO OPEN A NEW FILE SV CAll Ta L'1FOPN,THOUGH,.,1\
lXIMUM NUMRER HAS ALREADY REEN OPENEO.'/)
Grro 10JO
4r~o WRITFCKrlUT,,?Dl) NkETCD
CJJl FOR"'lAT(T10, '~JI] \lESSb.GE STURrD FOR THIS ERRORTYPE.RETURNCODE WAS:',
1 I 31 )
GUTD 1000
010 WRITECKOUT,011)













COMMnN IL [lFR Q1 MA TI, TYP t F NA\l( 4) , "JA M, NA MX ( 8) ,NR D0 t\E ,NF 00 Nf
D l\ H. ~1 FN MV 4 1
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C
C LOFlClC= lOCATF DATA OF REQUfSTFD \IAMFS.
















c REDn lD~OPN,IF NECESSARY.
10 CALl LOFROP( IFIl,~999)
C
C LOAD TYPE-ADRESSTABlE TF NECESSARY.
IF(MAT.EQ.NAMES{l).AND.MAT1.EQ.NAMES(1» GOTO 3D
IF(MAT.EQ.NAMESt 1) GOTD 32











C FFTCH POINTERS TO REQUESTEO TYPE,IF NECESSARY.
30 IF(TTONLY) GOTO 1001
IFlTYP.EQ.NAMES(Z» GOTD 40
GOTD 33
32 IflTTONL Y) GOTO 1001
33 TYP=NAME S(2)








C FURT HER NAMES?
40 IF(NAM.EQ.O) GOTO 90
IF(NAM.GT.MFNAM) GOTO 42
CHNT = • T RU E•
GOlO 60










I F f NQI) ATA ) G0 TU 1 0 eH
Nf\AM( 1 )=,\jA"1+2
f\f\AM( 2) = NA "'IX (1)
NNl\"1(3)=NAfI1X( 2)
c

















OlM ENS Jil '\J NA ME S( 1) , x( 1 ) , NNA ~ f 1)
CC~MON/LDFRE/IDl,Wf8BO),LW
CC~MDN/lDFRC/NRFTCD,INA~,XM,XT,XF(4)
COMMON/L DFRQ/MAT, TYP, FURNA~ f 4) ,N U 6) ,N2f 3) ,NP, NFN
CC~~DN/LOFIL/IFIL,LREC,lR
REAL*R MAT,TYP,NAMES,XM,XT,FN,IOZ,IOENT/'KEDABIBl'/
I f\TEGER 111 (880)
EQUIVAL~'JCE (11o/(U,W(I»)
C
C RETRIEVF. NEXT OATAPCINT.








12 I F f NP. EQ• Nl( 4 » GJ Ti) 30
~R=l










C END OF OATA FOR THIS Nh~FCOMBINATION.
C IF FURTHER ENTRIES FOR SA~F fIRST TWO NAMES EXIST,












FURNA'-1( I )=\01 (L',.J)














40 N~=N 1 ( 5) *l RE C+N 1 ( 6 ) +NP *(N l( 2) +-iH ( 3) )
I = ( NM- l) I LREC
LR= I
(ALL UJFREC









I F UJN. E) • J) GO Fl 100
00 <12 I=l,NN













DI ME NS I1N I X(1 ) , Ir ( 1 , , NT ( 1 ), AT ( 2, 1 )
COMMON/LOFRC/NRFTCO
CCMMON/LOFREI IO,I~(880),Lrl




















IF(IW(lW).GT.IMAX) GO TO 92
5 ATCJ,T)=IWILW)






























C FETCH PJINTERS IN CASE OF MORE THAN TWO NAMES FRO~ THE FILF.
C 00 NOT STORE WHOLE TABlE.
70 00 73 I = 1, 3
73 NFNAM{I)=NA~(I+3)
11 00 12 I = 1, NU MF




MA X=NF NA Mt 1)
C
C SEARCH FOR FIRST COMBINATION,WITH ALL NUMERIC NAMES.GE. GIVEN.
DO 50 1=1,MAX
OC 10 J= 1, NUM F
lk=LW+l
IF{LW.GT.lRECO) CAll lOFREC
10 I FUR ( J ) = IW ( l W)
00 20 J=1,NUMF
IF{FNAM(J).GT.FUR(J» GO TO 40
20 CONTINUE
C











C SKIP ENTRIES FOR POINTERS.







C NOT FOUND.STURE RETURNCOOf AND ERROR-~NAlYSIS INFORMATION.
NRETCD=15
D( 60 T= 1 , NI J MF
XF (I) =F:'JAM( r )









RFAL*8 M6T,TY P fS( 11 ,M:J,TYPNAM
C I ~ ENS I '1 ~,! NU M( 1 )
COMMON/LDFTT/MO,[TYNAM(70),ITYTAB(6,70),LTYTAB
INTFGER'!<2 !fYTAR














PROVIOE snMF INFORMATION FROM TYPE-AORESSTARlc.
MAT ••••• ~ATERIAL NAME.
TYPFS ••••• AVAIlAAlE TYPF-NAMES FüR THAT MATERIAL.
~JUN(I ) ••••• NIU"1f3ER OF DATAPOINTS FOR I-TH TYPE.IF THIS TYPE
H!\S l=URTHER i'UI.MES,NUM(I) RFFLFeTS THE I\UMBER OE NAME
C0~BINATlnNS FÜR THAT TYPE,E.G. FOR SGNC THE NUMBER
OF DISTRIBUTIONS.
'v1AX ••••• 'IUi'-1BER GF l\VAILAPLE TYPFS.
M~AX••••• LFNGTH OF ARRAYS TYPES(P*8),NUM(I*4).
tlJR ••••• P~TUR1\J-CUOE: O=ERRflR. l=NO ERROR.






I F ( L • r; f • MMAX) GD TO 12 ,J
oe 10 I=l,lfYCON
IF(ITYP( 1).\IE.ITYNAM(l) GOTO 10
TYPES (ll =TY DNAM( I)




NUM (L ) =0















C PROVU1F NUMBER OF DATAPOINTS FOR GIVJ:=N NAMFCO!>1l::\INATION.
C ~A~FS ••••• NAME CO!>1ßINATTON.
C NUM ••••• NUMRER OF DAfAPOINTS.
C NR ••••• RETURNCODF: O=ERROR, l=NO ERRnR.
NUM=O
CALL LDFRQO(NR,NAMES)



















NP Fr Co= 12
GClD 90
20 00 30 1=I,LTYTAB
IF(ITYNAM(I).NE.INAM) GOTD 30
NRETCD-.::)











SUBROUTINE LDFM4CCMl, Il,ll,M2, 12,l2)
DIMENSION MU U dU U ,M2(1), 12(1}
RFAl*8 ~1,'''P,ß/' 'I
c
C CONVERT MATFRIAlAORESSTABLE TO AlPHAMERIC MATERIAL NAMES.
00 100 L = 1, L 2









$UßROUT I m:: lIJFTß1 ( I DAT, IEl )
COMMON/LDFTC/IOTYC( 4) ,TYPNAM(70) ,ITYP(70) ,LTvce/\
COMMON/LOFMT/IDMAT(4),MATNAM{120),NTYP(120),ATYP{Z,lZ0),LMATAB
DI ME NSI DN I OENT( 3) ,I DX (3), 1\MACON (2), ATYCON(Z}, Mw1ATAB( 2), IOFIL (5),








DA TAl DE NT / ' K E0 A' , ' BI BL t, t 10TH' I , 1OE I LI f 1111' , t 2222' , ' 3333' , t 4444 '
1, t 5555 tl
OATA MMACON,MTYCON,MMATAB/120,70,120/
C
C LOAD INFORMATION FROM MATERIAL-CONVFRSIONTAeLE,TYPE-CONVERSION
C TL\ßLE,~I\TERIAL-AORESSTABLE 1NTO LOFTC,LDFMT.
C USE MATERIAL-CONVERSIONTABlE TC CREATE ALP~A-MATERIAL-ADRESS
C T AßL E.
NRETcn=)
00 10 1= 1,3
IF( IOTye (I) .NE.FlENT( I) .DR.I DMAT(I). NE. IDENH I» GOTO 20
10 CONTI NUF
I f( lOT YC ( 4) • NE. I DF I l( I F L) • 0 R• I 01-1 A Tl 4) • NE • I DF I l ( I FU' GOT 0 20
C




C TEST FILE IDENTIFICATIDN
20 READ(IFIL'l) IOX,IOAT,lMACON,AMACON,LTYCON,ATYCON,LMATAB,AMATAR
00 22 1= 1, 3
H{IOENT(I).NE.IOX(I)} GOlD 901
22 CONT I NUE
C




















I DM AT ( 4 I=I 0 FIL ( I Fl )
GOTO 1000


















C PROVIOE INFORMATION FROM AORESSTAßlE OF FURTHER NA~ES.
C XNAM:FURTHER NAMES,Nl:NUMBER/COMBINATION,N2:NUMRFR OF CO~ßINATIO"JS.
C NAMES ••••• NAME COMBINATION FOR WHICH FURTHER NAMES ARE INQUIREO.
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IV 1\ T= ~J:\ MESeI)





L h: = '\1 Pi1 ( 5 )
REAne IFIL 'L~) W




























C UH-OPi\i:OEFPJF=S Tl~F FILE,PROVlfJES FIRST THR[F Tt\ßLFS AND KFEP$
C snr"E INFOR.IvIATION. IT MUST NnT BE nVERU\VED.
NRE TCI)=)
I F ( I F I • L E. <J • [J R • I F I • GT • q g) Gf) T'l 90
oe? I=l,MAXFIl
IFfNFTUI).FQ.IFl) GOTD 1















C RERFAf) fAHLES OF CllRRnn F IL[.
I: NT RY Lf) FRn p ( I F I , "* )
I F (I FL. NE. 0 ) GO T0 1 5
12 NRETC[)=6
GnTO IDO
1 5 I F I = NF Tl ( 1 F L)
20 IFIL=IFI







C LOAD TABLES OF AN ALTEq~ATIVF FILE.































00 5 J =1,6
LW=LW+-l
IF(LW.GT.L~tCl CAlL l~FREC


















C FETCH POINTERS TO TYPE-AORESSTABlE FOR 'MAT'.
no 1 l = 1 , LM'\ TAB
IF(MATNAM(l) .NE.MAT) GOTO 1
LR=ATYP( l,Ll
LW=ATYP(Z,L)-l
L TYTAB=NTYP( L I
GOTO 2
1 CeNT I NUE
NPr=TCD=7
Goro q2




































Material and type name conversion tablet the table of available isotopes
and the types available for each isotope listed by the program to print
the contents of a KEDAK-file (see 2.2.3).
Date of printout: JanuarYt 1977.
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T~E T~Blf OF CONTENTS OF THE KEOAK FILE
FILE IJE\lTI;:rC4TION :KE[)ABrßLTOT~ 0.6. TF 201276
THF MATE~r~l CJNVERSION TAßlE cn~TAINS 66 MATER'AL NAMES
ALP HAM ER IC NUMtR.I: ALPYAME~IC NUME RTC AL PH AMFR IC NUMERIr.
H 1 1000l H Hl 11(')) 1 H 01 12):) 1
H 2 10002 HE 3 20003 HE 4 20004
C 12 60012 N 70000 0 16 80016
NA 23 110023 AL 27 130027 CR ~40) 0 0
CR 50 24005;) CR 52 240052 C~ 53 240053
CR 54 240054 FE 260000 FF 54 260054
FE 56 260056 FF 57 260057 FE SR 260058
/I.J I 280000 NI 58 280058 NI 60 28006 C
NI 61 280061 NI 62 280062 NI 64 28)064
MO 420000 "1J 92 420092 MD 94 420094
MO 95 420095 MO 96 42)096 MO 97 420097
MO 98 420093 MJ100 420100 U 235 <)2::>235
U 238 920238 PLl239 940239 PJ240 94') 240
PU241 940241 PU242 940242 C) 480000
CL 170000 CL 35 170035 CL 37 170037
PB EN3 820000 U 238WCl 922383 LI 6F/l.J3 3J006
t I 7FN 3 30007 P J 238 940238 U 2331= "14 924;:>33
U 234E N4 924234 !J 236EN4 92423& PA233EN4 914233
NP237EN4 934237 ~"1243EN!+ 954243 CM244EN4 <)64244
T AlB1 FN4 734181 NB 93EN4 414093 NB 93r;zCN It 10093
MN 55FN4 254055 P 31ENl 154031 GA Et\JL 31 'tJ 00
ZR ENl 404000 EJ ENL 634000 W ENl 744000
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THE TYPE CJ~VE~SION T~5lE CO~TAINS 69 OATA TYPE NAMES
ALPHA~EP.IC NU~E~IC ALPHAMERIC NUMERIC AlPf-iAMER IC NUMER IC
I SOT 1 14580 I SüTZ 14593 IS OT 3 146DO
PLNUE 14570 CHICR 14560 RE S 21520
ST 21530 STO 21540 ST GF 21550
SGT 30010 S; N 30020 SGX 30J30
S GI 30040 SGIl 30050 SG2N 3016C
SG3N 30170 SGF 3019D SGIA 30220
SGI3A 30230 SG2NA 30240 SG 3NA 30250
SGA 30210 SGIP 30280 SGNI 30290
SGG 31020 S:; P 31030 SGD 31040
SGH3 31050 SGHE3 31060 SGAlP 3107C
SG2HF 31080 S; TR 32010 ETA 32060
ALPHA 32070 I1UEL 32510 NUE 34520
NUEP 341)50 CHIF 3461J CHIFD 34620
SGNL 40021 S; NC 40022 SG I l 40041
S GI C 40042 SG IL Z 40051 SG Je z 40052
SGN IL 40291 S; NI C 40292 LEGNl 44631
L EGNC 44632 LEG Il 44641 LEGIC 44642
LEG I LI 44651 LEGICI 44652 LGNI l 44661
LGNIC 44662 CHIFZ 54610 Ull F Dl 54620
CHI I 50040 CHI2N 50160 AASTATUS 145lC
RI\NGR ES 14511 S:; I lC 30051 CH I3N 50110
S EDF 54523 S t= DFP 54613 SEDFO 54623
SFD2N 50163 SE03N 50173 S ED IC 50053
ON THE KEOAK-FILE 66 ISOTOPES ARE AVAILA~lE
NI NI 58 NI 60 NI 61 NI 62 NI 64 0 16
U 235 AL 27 C 12 CD eR CR 50 ::R 52
eR 53 CR 54 FE FE 54 FE 56 FE 51 FE 58
H 2 H H1 H 01 HE 3 HE 4 MO MO 92
MO 94 MO 95 MO 96 MO 97 MO 98 MOIOO N
NA 23 PU239 U 238 H 1 Cl Cl 35 CL 31
PU240 PU242 PIJ241 PB EN3 U 238WC1 LI 6EN3 LI 7EN3
PU238 U 233:= N4 u 234EN4 U 236EN4 PA233 ENft NP2 37 EN4 AM243EN4
C~244EN4 TA181EN4 NB 93EN4 NB 93RCN MN 55EN4 P 31ENl GA ENl







1 SOT3 MUE l
SGI SGIZ
SG X SG2 N
1 FURTHE~ NA~ES AND. 12 NA~E COMßTNATIONS
0.215800E+01 3.228700E+J7 O.2458QOF+J1
O.211200E+01 0.303500>-+07 0.313000E+07
1 FURTHFR NAMES AND +6 NAME CCMBINATIONS
0.130 OOOE +06 O. 2200 OOE+ 06 o. 31 OOOOE + 06
O.55JOOOE+-)6 J.630000F+06 J .. 120000[+06

































THE DA TA TYPE
0 .. 100000 E+OS












9 DATA TYPES ARE AVATl~BlE :






:j DATA TYPES ARE AVAIlABlE :
TSOT2 RANGRES RES SGAlP
STO
SGP SG2N
COR NI 61 ~ DATA TVPES ARE AVAILI\BLE :
ISüT1 150T2 SGAlP SGP SG2N STO
FC1R NI 62 :3 DATA TYPES ARE AVAIUd3lE :
ISOT1 15UT2 RANGRES RES SGAlP
STD
S GP SC; ZN
FCR NI 64 6 DATA TYPE:S ARE t\VAIltJ.BlF :










1 FURTHER ~A~ES AN~ 24 NA~E COMBIN~TIONS
J.691700E+07 O.1l1900F+07 0.887200F+01
o. 103540E+08 0.109520E+Oß 0.110800E+08
O.114400E+08 0.115210E+08 0.116300F+08
O.1252S0E+OS O. 127950H08 O.1Z9670E+08
O.131500E+08 0.140500E+OS
1 FURTHER NAMfS AND 131 NAME COMB1NATIONS :
O.166000E+06 0.20S000E+06 0.297000E+06
J.361000E+06 J.38S000F+06 O.395000E+06





0.103700E+07 O. 107800[=+01 0.117600F+07
J.124900E+07 J.126100E+Q7 O.127100F+~7





J.165S00E+07 O. 165700E+07 O.165800F+07
0.166100E+07 O.166200E+07 O.166300F+07































o•13 18 00 E +07













O. 5660CL) E+O 7
O.800000E+')7






































1 FURTHER NIV"lESAND 10 NA"'lE COMBINATIONS
O. 900000E+ OS O. 200000H 06 0.3 OOOOOF+06
0.150000E+01 0.175000E+07 O.200000F+07






































































S GI I S GN SGN C
SG2N ST STD
1 FURTHER NA~FS AN~ 9 NA~F COMBINATIONS
0.22100QE+07 O.273000E+07 O.2980 n QF+17
O.395000E"07 O.405000E+07




O.121000E+07 O. 12<J000F+07 O. t37000E+07
O.250000E+07 1.270000E+07 1.301000F+07
O. 385000E+07 0.397000F+07 O.410000!=+07
J.480000F+07 0.500000E+07 O.7CCOOOF+07
FOR AL 27 20 DATA TYPES
ß AST AT LJ S I SJ T1 I SO T2
SGALP SGG SGl
SGT SGTR SGX
T HE D" TAT YPES G1Z HA S
O.842000E+06 0.101300E+07
C.300000E+07 O.3680aOE+07














~U El R AN GR ES
SGIl SGI3A
SGX SG2N
1 FURTHt=R NAMES l\ND 5 NAME COMBTNATlONS :
J.966000E+07 O. 108400E+08 0.118200E+08








~ 600000E+07 O.630000E+07 O.70000JE+07
D~TA TYPES



































AR E AV AlL ABL E :
~UEL RANGRES
SGIl SG"J
FOR CD 17 OATA TYPES
~ASTATUS IS0T1 IS0T3
SGALP SGG SGI
SGTR SG X SS 2N
THE DATA TYPE SGIZ HAS 1 FURTHER ~A~ES AND 4 NAME CO~PtNATIONS







I SOT 3 '1 UE l
SGT SGIl
SGX SG2N
1 FURTHER NA~ES AN) 8 NAME COMBINATIONS
0.. 100700E+D1 J.143400E+07 O.183500E+07
0.296500E+07
1 FURTHER Nt\~ES AND 45 NAME COMß P-JATIONS :
0.160000E+06 0.250000E+06 O.330000E+06




0.2800001=+ 07 O. 290000E+ 07 0.301 000E+01
O.410000E+01 0.421JOüE+07 O.470000f+07


















o .ll ~J J J 0 E+0"
~OR CR 19



















9 DATA TYPES ARE AVAllABlE :






9 DATA TYPES ARE AVAIlABlE :
I SO T2 RAN GRES RES SG.1\ l P
STD
SGP SG2 N
F OR CR 53
15 OT 1
ST
q DATA TYPES ARE AVAIlABlE :






q JATA TYPES ARE AVAIlAßlE :









1 SOT3 ~UE l
SGI SGIl
SGX SG2N
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 10 N.AME COMSINATIONS :
O.20BOOOE+07 O.26550JE+07 O.Z93600E+07
O. 359900E+ 07 o. 382500f+ 01 O. 403800F+ 01
1 FU RT HER N A\1 ES AND45 NA'I1 E COMB IN~ TI ON S
O.lOOOOOE+06 0.200000E+06 O.30000CE+06
O.600000E+06 0.700000E+06 O.800000E+06
O.lUOOOE+Ol O.120000E+07 J .. 130000E+01
O.160000E+01 O. 110000F+07 O.18COOOE+17
O.220000E+07 O.225000E+07 O.235000E+Ol
O.280000E+07 O.290000E+Ol O.301000F+01
O.410000E+01 O.. 421000E+07 O.47COOOF+01
O.100000E+07 O.800000E+Ol O.900000F+07
O.120000E+08 O.130000f+08 O.145000F+08
FOR FE 19 DATA TYPES
AASTATUS ISOT1 ISOT2
SGA SGAlP SGG
SGP SG T sr; TR
THE DATA TYPE SGIl HAS
O.B45000E+06 O.140800E+07
O.311800E+07 O.336700E+07













~ OAfA TYPES ARE AVAIlABLE :






9 f) ArA TYP E5 ARE AVAlL ABl E :






9 DATA TYPES ARE AVAIlABLE :
ISOT2 RANGRES RES SGAlP
STO
SGP SG2 N
FOR FE 58 5 JATA TYPES ARE AVAIlABlE :
ISOT1 ISClT2 SGAlP SGP STO
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15 DAT A TYPES AR E AVA 1LABLE :
I son I SOT2 MUEl S GA
SGN SGNC SGP SGT





















AR F AV A I l ABL E :
SGAlP SGG SGI
SGTR SGX SG2\J














AAS TA TUS MUE L
SGNC SGP







SGA lP SGG SG I
SGTR SGX SG2'J













F OR H 01
AAST ATUS MUEl
SGNC SGP




G.1 00 OODE+ 08
,~RE AVAIl~BLE ~
MUEL SSA SGD SGG
SGP S GT S GTR SGX
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 8 NAME COM8III.JAT10NS :
O.2600QOE+07 0.350000E+01 O.500000E+07
0.150000E+08
FOR HE 3 14 Q/\TA TYPES
AAS TAT US I SOT 1 ISOT 2
SGI SGN SGNC











0.45 3000E + 01 O. 5540 OOE+ 07 0.5 97000E+:) 7
O.100000E+08 0.120000E+08 O.143000~+08
FOR HE 4 12 DATA TYPES
AASTATUS IS0T1 1SOT2
SGN SGNC SGT













I SOT 3 MUE l
SGI SGIZ
SGX SG2N
1 fU RT !-!ER !\! A~ ES ANO. 8 NA'.\ F COMR 1',JA TI DN S
O.780000E+06 0.930000E+06 O.it000G~~07
0.186000E+07
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 3q NAM F (fJ~~R i'H\T HlNS
O.600000E+05 O.140000F+06 0.230000F+-06
0.450000E+06 0.480300E+06 O.51JOaO~+06
o. 640000E +- 06 O. 700000H 06 o. 730000E+06
0.890000E+06 O.970000F+06 O.lCOOOOE+07
0.1210aOE+01 0.129000E+1)7 0.137000E+17
O.370000E+01 O.410000E+07 o. 50COC2F~J7
0.ROOOOOE+07 O.9QOJQQF+07 O.100000F+18




































j OATA TYPES ARE AVAIL~BlE :
I SO T2 RANG RES RES S Gh l P
STD
S GP SG2"'1
F eR MO 94
1SOT 1
sr
~ DATA TYPES ARE AVAIlABLE :






9 OATA TYPES ARE AVAILAßlE :






9 DATA TYPES ARE AVAILABLE :






9 DAfA TYPES ARE AVAILAßlE :






9 OATA TYPES ARE AVAILABlE :






9 DATA TYPES ARE AVATL·~ßLE :
ISOT2 RANGRES RES SGALP
STO
S GP c; G2N
- 1II-116 -
FrJR N 2 DATA TYPES AQ.E AVAILABlE :
AAST ATUS SGNC
THE DATA TYPE SGNC HAS 1 FURT HER NAMES ANO 41 NAMF cnMBINATIONS :
O.100000E+06 0.300000E+06 O.500000E~06 O.800000E+06 O.970000F+06
O.108200E+07 O.111JOJE+07 O.11ZOOOE+07 O.113000f+07 O.116000E+07
O.. 128000E+Ol 0.13500'JE+Ol J.137700E+07 O.. 140l00H07 O.154000E+01
O.159500E+07 0 .. 168200E+07 O.. 175600E+07 O.171900E+07 O.11"3600E+07
J.207000E+C7 O.225JOOE+07 Q.236000E+07 O.301000E+07 O.351000E+07
O.405000E+01 O.430000E+07 O.450000E+07 0.. 485000E+07 O.4'j9000E+07
O.515000E+07 O.5~600JE+07 O.602000E+07 O.653JOOE+07 O.700000E+07






S G I l S GN SGN C
SG2N sr STQ
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 1 NA~E COMBINATIONS :
O.239300E+07 O.. 264100E+07 O.210S00E+01
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 63 NAME COMBPJATIONS :




J.60500JE+06 0.615000E+06 O.. 625000F+J6
0.. 700000[=+ 06 0.110000E+06 0.1200001=+06




O.350000E+01 O. 370000E+01 0 .. 385000E+07
O.420000E+01 0.450JOOE+07 O.480000E+J7
o. 143 00 OE +- 08
FOR NA 23 2) DATA TYPES
AAS TAT US I sn T 1 TSO T 2
SGAlP SGG SGI
SGT SG TR SG X
THE DATA TYPE SGIl HAS
O.439000E+06 O.2J7800E+07
O.298300E+07 0.368000F+07














1 FURTHER NAMES ANn 1 N<\M E COMB INATIO"lS :
o. 760000E f 05 O. 1640 OOE+ 06 0.2 86000F+06





0.125000E+01 O. 140000F+07 0.. 160000E+07
O.. 220000E+07 0 .. 250000E+07 0 .. 3COOOOE+07
~ 500000E+01 O.600000E+01 O.700000E+07










AR E AVA I ltl. Bl E :
CHIF ETA
RANGRE S RE S
















































1 FURTHER NAMES AND 42 NAME COMBINATIONS
0 .. 750000E+05 0.100000E+06 O.157000F.+06
~300000E+06 0.. 350000E+06 O.400000E+06
0.600000E+06 0.650000E+06 0.720000E+06










1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 26 NM"lE COMBINATIONS
O.30BOOOE+06 ~680000E+06 0.132000E+06
0 .. 961000E+06 0 .. 100JOOE+01 0.104100E+01
O.. 116000E+01 0.122000E+01 O.. 121000E+01
O.. 140900E+01 O.. 143700E+01 O.141000E+01

































































FOR Cl 35 2 D~TA TYPES ARE AVAll~BlE :
I SOTI I SOT2













S TD S TGF
1 FURTHER NA'1ES ANO 20 NAME COMBINATIONS
~ 294000E+06 O.591000E+06 O.649000E+06
J.900000E+06 O.938000E+06 O.95S000E+06
O.103800E+01 O.109100F+01 O.111600E+07
o. 130800E+07 O. 141100E+01 0.1438001=+01















FCR PU240 2~ DATA TYPFS
A~STATUS ALPHA CHICR
NUE PLNUE RANGRES
SG-I SGI Z SGN
SG2N SG3N ST




















1 FURTHER NAMES AND 17 NAi'.,E COMBINATIONS
0.294000E+06 0.597000E+06 0.649000E+06
0.995000E+06 0.100200E+07 0.lC3100E+07
~ 110700E+07 0.116100E+07 0.130800E+01
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 14 NAME COMBINATIONS :















FOR PU242 24 DATA TYPES
AASTATUS (HIeR ISOTI
RANGRES RES SGA
SGN SGNC SG T
ST STn STGF





















ARE AVAI LA Bl E :
I SOT2 MUEL



















S TO S TGF
1 FURTHER NAioA,ES AND 19 NAME COMBIN'\TIONS:

















O. 819000E +07 O. 9050 OOE+ 07 0.1 OOOOOE+ 03
0.122000E+08 0.128000E+08 0.135000F+08
FOR PU241 2S DATA TYPES
AASTATUS AlPH~ CHICR
NUE PLNUE RANGRES
SG I SGI Z SGN
SG2N SG3N ST






































2 FURTHER Nl\MES AND 23 NM-1F CDMBINATIG1\JS
o. 1'JOOOOE"05 0.100000f=+01 0.250000E+06
).400000E+01 0.3000'JOE+07 J.500000E+01
0.500000F+07 o. 900000~+~1 0.550000E+07
O.100000E+02 0.700000F+01 0.100000E+02
0.900000E+07 0.110000E+02 0.100000E+08




1 FURTHER Nl\~FS ANO 35 NA~E COM8INATIG1\JS
0.898000E+06 0.117500F+07 0.134100E+01
O. 168200E + 07 O. 1162 OOE+ 0 7 O. 1 99800[+ 07
0.238500E+07 J.261~)aE+a7 Q.262400~+07














FOR PB EN 3 16
ISDn ISOT2
SGIl SGIlC
SG2 N S G3 N


































3DATA TYPES ARE AVAllABlE :
SGIl
SGIl HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND 24 NAME COMBINATIONS :
0 .. 148000E+06 0.. 310000E+06 0.. 680000E+06 0 .. 732000E+06
0 .. 939000E+06 O.. 968000E+06 0 .. 100600E+07 0.. l04100E+07
0.112300E+01 0 .. 115000E+07 O.. 119000E+01 O.121000E+07










1 FUR THER NAMES AND 35 NAME COMB I NA Tl ON S :
O.120000E+06 0 .. 201000E+06 0 .. 225000E+06
0 .. 255000E+06 0.. 265000E+06 0 .. 215000E+06
0~401000E+06 0 .. 501000E+06 0.630000E+06
O. 124000E+01 0.. 144000E+01 0 .. 115000E+07
0.350000E+07 0.. 400000E+07 0.483000E+07




0 .. 24 5000E +06
0.357000E+06
0 .. 10 4000E+ 07
o • 25 00 [) aE+01
0.. 15 0000E+01
0 .. 150000E+08
FOR LI bEN3 17 ~ATA TYPES
ISOTI 150T2 LEGNC
SGG SGI SG I l
SGT SGTR SG 2NA
THE OATA TYPE LEGNC HAS 2 FURTHER NAMES ANO 35 NAME COMBINATIONS :
0 .. 100000E-04 0.100000E+Ol 0.100000E+05 0.100000E+Ol 0.120000E+06
0 .. 300000E+Ol 0.201000E+06 0 .. 300000E+Ol 0.225000E+06 0.400000E+Ol
0.235000E+06 0.400000E+Ol 0 .. 245000E+06 0.400000E+Ol O.. 255000E+06
C.. 400000E+Ol 0.265000E+06 0.400000E+Ol 0.. 215000E+06 0 .. 400000E+Ol
0 .. 301000E+06 0 .. 30000')E+Ol 0 .. 357000E+06 0 .. 300000E+Ol 0 .. 407000E+06
0.300000E+Ol 0 .. 501000Et-06 0.. 200000E+Ol 0.. 630000H06 O.. 400000E+Ol
O.. 830000E+06 O.400DOJE+Ol O.104000E+01 0 .. 400000E+Ol 0.. 124000E+Ol
O.. 400000E+Ol 0.144000E+01 O.400000E+Ol 0 .. 175000E+01 0.400000E+Ol
0 .. 225000E+01 0 .. 400000E+Ol 0.250000E+01 0.. 400000E+Ol 0.. 350000E+01
O.400000E+Ol 0 .. 400000E+01 0 .. 400000E+Ol O.. 483000E+01 O.. 400000E+Ol
O.. 514000E+01 0.400000E+Ol 0 .. 150000E+01 0.. 400000E+Ol 0 .. 100000E+08
0 .. 800000E+Ol 0 .. 120000E+08 0.800000E+Ol 0 .. 130000E+08 0 .. 8CCOOOE+Ol
0.140000E+08 0.. 800000E+Ol O. 150000E+08 0.800000E+Ol 0 .. 160000E+08
0 ..800000E+Ol 0.180000E+OBO.800000E+Ol 0.200000E+08 O.. ~OOOOOE.Ol
THE DATA TYPE SEDIC HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND 3 NAME COMBINATIONS :
0 .. 171800E+07 0.410000E+07 0.200000E+OB
THE OATA TYPE SGIZ HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND
O.. 356000E+C1
THE DATA TYPE
0.. 1 OOOOOE- 04
0 .. 235000E+06
Ce 307 OOOE+ 06
0 .. 830000E+06




1 FURTHER NAMES Af\D 16 NAM E COMS HJAT IONS
0.205000E+06 0 .. 229000F+06 0 .. 255000E+06
O.600000E+06 0 .. 150JOOF+07 O.. 335000E+01
O.636000E+01 0.154000E+01 0 .. 140000E+OB
SGA
SGNC




1 NA MF CCM BI NAT IONS
ARE AIIAILABLE :
MUEl S ED IC
SG I Z SG I lC
SG2NA
2 FURTHER NAMES AND 16 NAME CCMPINATIONS
O.100000E+05 O.lOOOOOE+Ol 0.2C5000E+06




O.. 900000E+Ol 0.140000E+Oß o.qCCCOOE+Ol
1 FURTHER NA~ES AND 4 NAME
O.800000E+070 .. 15D100E+OR
1 FURTHER NAMFS ANO 3 NAME
0 .. 150000E+OB





FCR LI 1EN3 19 OATA TYPES
ISOTI I SOT2 LEGNC
SGO SGG SG I
SG T SGT R S G2 N








THE OATA TYPE SEDIC HAS
0.282100E+01 0.580000E+01
THE OATA TYPE SE02N HAS
C.830000E+07 0.11650DE+08
THE OATA TYPE SGIl HAS
0.418000E+06
















1 FURTHER NAMESANO 19 NAME COMBJN!\TIONS :
0.3036001:+ 06 0.. 605180E+ 06 o. A61450E+ 06
J .. 968900E+06 O.9R3JOOE+06 O.985460E+J6
0 .. 108260E+01 0.. 120210F+07 O.122860E+01
O.162140E+010.163660E+01
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 126 NAME COMBIN&TIONS
O.. 555000E+03 O.613000E+03 0.617COOF+03
0.91400JE+01 O.. lOl'HIOf+J4 O.112000F+Q4
O.151000E+O'+ O.161000E+04 0.1840001=+04
O.. 249000E+04 0.215000E+04 0.304000E+04
O.410000E+04 0 .. 453000E+04 0.500000E+J4
0.676000E+04 0.141000E+04 0 .. 825000F+04
0.111000E+05 O. 123QOOE+05 O.136000E+05
0 .. 184000E+-05 0.203000F+05 0.224000F+05
0.303000E+05 O.. 335DOOE+05 1.370000E+05
0.499000E+05 0.552000E+05 0.610000F+05
O.823000E+05 O.910000F+05 0 .. 1010001=+06
O.. 136000E+Of, ') .. 1460001=+06 0.166000E+06
0 .. 224000E+06 0 .. 241000F+06 O.273000E+06
O.. 369000E+06 1.40ROOOE+06 Q.450JOO~+06
0.601000E+06 0,,664000E+06 0.143000E+06
0.907000E+06 0.945000E+06 0.geeCOOF+06
O. 989000E+06 0.100000~+01 0,,103200F+01
0 .. 120700E+01 0.123300E+07 O. 126'1001=+ 07
0.150000E+07 0.162800E+01 O.164300F+J1
O. 202000E + 07 0.. 22 3000H 07 0.24 7000E+07
O.333000E+07 0.3681)OE+07 0,,401000E+01
~ 4800COE+07 0.491000E+07 O.. 549000F+01
O.. 610000E+01 O.. 103000E+07 0.141000F+01
0 .. 905000E+01 O.100000E+08 0.111000E+08
0 .. 135000E+OR 0.140000E+OA 0.145000F+08





THE DATA TYPE SGIl HAS
0 .. 440800E+05 0.14596JE+06
C.941500E+06 0.9&2170E+06
O.102850E+070.. 106990E+01
0.126420E+01 0 .. 14413DE+07
THE DATA TYPE S5N: HAS
0.465000E+03 0.502000E+03
0.. 749000E+ 03 0.827000 E+03
C.123000E+04 0.136000E+04










O.. 304000E+06 0 .. 334000E+06
0.516000E+06 0.550000E+06





0 .. 273000E+01 0.301000E+07
0 .. 449000E+01 O.460000E+Ol
0.607000E+07 0.64000DE+07




SEGlC HAS 1 FURTHEP NAMES ANO 11 NAME COMBINATIONS :
0.105000E+07 0.150000E+07 0.240000E+07 0.420000E+07
0.180000E+07 0.114000E+08 0.150)00E+08 0.175000E+08
1 FURTHER NA\1ES AND 8 NAMF COMBINATIONS :
O.800000E+01 O.100000E+08 O.120000f+08
O.200000E+08
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 5 NAME COMBINATIONS :
0.140000Et- 08 O. 150000E+08 O.200000E+08
1 FURTHER NA"'1ES AND 7 NA"'1E COMBINATIONS :
0.312000E+06 0.340000Ef-06 O.399000F+06
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 43 NAME COMBINATIONS :









2 FURTHER NAMES AND 43 NAME COMRINATIONS









o. 140000E+02 ~9000COE+06 0.140000E+02
O.Q50000E+06 0.140000E+02 1.100000E+07

























































































THE DA TA TYPE
0.404000E+05
O.416000E+06
















O.366211E+04 O.732422F+04 O. 14E484F+ 05
0.117188E+06 ).234375F+06 Q.468750 F +06
0.315000E+07 0.150000f+07 0.1500001=+J8
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 9 NAME COMBINATlnNS
0.178125E+01 O.266250E+07 O.442500f+07
1.150000E+08 0.200JOOE+OA
1 FURTHER NAMfS AND 9 NAME COMR!NATIONS
O.886380E+01 0.988650E+07 0.lCSC92E+JR
O.115000E+08 0.200000E+08
1 FURTHER ~A~FS AND 13 NAMF COMRINATIONS
O.953125E+06 O.140625F.+07 1.231250 c +07
O.593750E+01 O. 715000E+-07 O.113750f+08
0.200000E+08
1 FURTHER NAMES ,6,ND 6 N!\ME C(MBINATIONS :
O. 297000E +06 O. 8000 OOE+ 06 O. 9" 5000F+ 06
2 FURTHfR NAMES ANO 83 NAME COMBIN·~TIONS
O.500000E+04 0.100000E+Ol O.600000E+04
0.100000E+01 0.800000E+04 O.lCCCODE+Ol
~ 100000E+05 0.100000E+01 O.120000E+0~




O. 100000E+Ol 0.4'500ClOE+O~ O.200000~+Ol
0.550000E+05 0.200000F+Ol 0.6CCOOOE+05





~ 220000E+06 O.400000E+01 0.240000E+06
0.500000E+01 0.280000E+06 O. 5COOOOE+ 01
0.350000E+06 ).600QOOF+Ol 0.400010E+16









~ 400000E+01 0.100000E+02 O.450000~+07
0.110000E+02 O.550000E+07 o. 12000QE~J2
0.650000E+01 0.130000E+02 O.?Q~OOOF+J7
O. 130 JaOE + 02 o. 8000 oaE+ 0 1 O. 140000 F+- 02
0.100000E+08 0.140000E+02 O.11QOOOF+J8
~ 150000E+02 0.130000E+08 0.150000~+02




















o.. 13 40 6 3 E+0 7
0.114750E+08
SED2N HA S






SG I I HA S
0.1!t4JO)E+06
~OR U 234EN4 24 DATA TYPES






























































THE OATA TYPE SGNC HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND 83 NA"1E COMBINATIONS :
O.100000E-04 0.500000E+04 0.600000E+04 0.700000F+04 0.800000F+04
0.900000E+04 0.10000:)E+05 0.120000E+05 0.140000E+05 0.160000E+05
0.180000E+05 0.200000E+05 0.220000E+05 0.240000E+05 0.260000E+05
0.280000E+05 0.300000E+05 0.350000E+05 0.400000E+05 0.450000E+05
0.500000E+05 0.550000E+05 0.600000E+05 0.650000E+05 0.700000E+05
0.750000E+05 0.800000E+05 0.850000E+05 0.900000E+05 0.950000E+05
0.100000E+06 0.120aOOE+06 0.140000E+06 0.160000E+06 0.1eCOOOE+06
0.200000E+06 0.220000E+06 0.240000E+06 0.260000E+06 0.280000F+06
0.300000E+06 0.350000E+06 0.400000E+06 0.450000E+06 0.500000E+06
C.550000E+06 0.600000E+06 0.650000E+06 0.700000E+06 O.1~0000E+06
0.800000E+06 0.850000E+06 0.900000E+06 ~ 950000E+06 O.lCOOOOE+07
0.120000E+01 0.I~OOOOE+01 0.160000E+07 0.180JOOE+07 0.200000E+07
0.220000E+07 0.240000E+07 0.260000E+07 0.280000E+07 0.300000E+07
0.350000E+07 0.400000E+07 0.450000E+07 0.500000E+07 0.550000E+01
O.600000F+G7 0.650000E+07 0.700000E+07 0.750000F+07 O.800000F+07
O.900000F+07 0.100000E+08 0.110000E+08 0.120000E+OR 0.130000E+08
C.140000E+08 0.150000E+08 O.200000E+08




0.100000E+01 O.. 160000E+05 0.100000E+01





O. 200000E+ 01 0.100000E+05 0.2 00000f+01
0.800000E+05 0.200000E+01 0.850000E+05
0.. 300000E+Ol 0.. 950000E+05 0.300000E+01
















o. 650000E+ 07 O. 130000E+ 02 0 .. 700000E+07
0.130000E+02 0.800000E+07 0.140000E+02
o. 100000E+08 0.1~0000E+02 0.110000F+08
0.150000E+02 0.. 130000E+08 0.150000E+02
0.150000E+08 Q.150000E+02 0.200000E+08








































ARE AVA I LA 8 L E :
MUEL NUE









THE OATA TYPE SEOF HAS 1 FURTHER NA~ES ANO 36 NAME COMBINATIONS
0.100000E-04 0.175622E-02 0.350245E-02 0.699490E-02 0.139798E-Ol
0.219496E-Ol 0.558892E-Ol 0.111168E+00 0.223521E+00 O.447044F+OO
0.894078E+00 0.178815E+01 0.351629E+Ol 0.715256E+Ol 0.143051~+02
0.286102E+02 0.512205E+02 O. 114441E+03 0.228882E+03 0.451164E+03
0.915527E+03 0.183105E+04 0.366211E+04 0.132422E+04 0.146484E+05
0.292969E+05 0.585931E+05 0.117188E+06 0.234375E+06 0.468150E+06
0.931500E+06 0.181500E+07 0.315000E+01 0.750000E+07 0.150000E+08
0.200000E+08
THE DATA TYPE SEOIC HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND 3 NAME COMBINATIONS
0.900000E+06 0.150000E+08 0.200000E+08
THE DATA TYPE SED2N HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND 13 NAME COMBINATIONS
0.500000E+06 0.726563E+06 0.953125E+06 0.140625E+07 O.231250F+11
0.321875E+(1 0.412500E+07 0.593150E+07 ~696800E.07 0.775000f+07
0.113150E+08 0.150000E+08 0.200000E+08
THE GATA TYPE SE03N HAS 1 FURTHER NAHES ANO 13 NAME CCMBINATIONS
0.500000E+06 0.126563E+06 0.953125E+06 0.140625E+07 0.231250E+01
0.321875E+01 0.412500E+07 0.593150E+01 0.115000E+07 0.113150E+08
0.117380E+08 0.150000E+08 0.200000E+08
THE DATA TYPE SGIZ HAS 1 FURTHER NA~ES AND 6 NAME COMBINATIONS
0.452800E+05 0.146000E+06 0.298000E+06 0.695000E+06 0.980000E+06
0.106000E+07
THE GATA TYPE SGNC HAS 1 FURTHER NAHES ANO 83 NAME COMBTNATIONS
0.100000E-04 0.500000E+04 0.600000E+04 0.700000E+04 0.800000~+04
C.900000E+04 0.100000E+05 0.120000E+05 0.140000E+05 1.160000E+15
0.180000E+05 0.200000E+05 0.220000E+05 0.240000F+05 0.26CCOOF+05
0.280000E+05 0.30000JE+05 Q.3500aOE~05 0.400000E+05 0.450000E+05
0.500000E+05 O.550000E+05 0.600000E+05 O.650000E+05 O.7COOOOE+05
C.150000E+05 0.800000E+05 0.850000E+05 0.900000E+05 O.QSOOOOE+05
0.100000E+06 0.120000E+06 0.140000E+06 o. 160000E+06 0.] 80000F+06
0.200000E+06 0.220JOOE+06 0.240000E+06 0.260000E+06 0.28CCOOE+06
0.300000E+06 0.350000E+06 0.400000E+06 O.450000E+06 O.500000E+06
0.550000E+06 0.600000E+06 O.650000E+06 0.700000E+06 0.750000E+06
0.800000E+06 0.850000E+06 0.900000E+06 O.950000F+06 0.100000F+07
O.120000E+07 0.140000E+07 0.160000F+07 o. 180000E+07 0.2COOOOF+07
0.220000E+01 0.240000E+01 0.260000E+01 0.280000E+07 O.300100E+07
0.350000E+07 0.400000E+01 O.450000E+01 0.500000E+07 O.55JOOOE+Q7
0.600000E+07 0.650000E+07 0.100000E+01 0.150000E+01 0.800000~+07
0.900000E+07 0.100000E+03 0.110000E+08 0.120000E+08 0.130aOOF+08
0.140000E+08 0.150000E+08 0.200000E+08
- III-126 -
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 15 NAME COMBINATIONS :
0.315625E+06 0.431250E+06 0.662500E+06
0.205000E+07 0.297500E+07 0.390000F+07
0.113000E+08 0.150000E+03 O. 200000F+08 %
1 FURTHER NA~ES ANQ 9 NAME COM8INATIONS :
o. 800000E+07 0.825000E+07 0.850000E+Ol
0.150000E+08 0.200000E+OR
1 FURTHFR NA''1FS AND 4 NAME COMBINATIONS :
O. 1500 OOE + 08 O. 200000E+ 0 R
1 FU RT HER N A'1 FSAN D 5 NA ME CO MAI NA TI 0 NS
o. 112000E+05 0.868000E+05 0.104000E+06
1 FURTHER NAMES ANn 34 NA~F COMBINATIONS
0.70000JE+04 0.100000E+05 O.125000E+05















S GN S GNC
ST







0.250000E+06 O.400000F+Ol O. 3COOOOE+ 06
0.600000E+01 O.500aOOE+06 0.600000E+01



























FCR PA233EN4 25 OATA TYPES
150Tl ISOT2 LEGNC
SEOF SEGlC SED2~
SG r SG I Z SGI lC
SGX SG2N SG3N



























IHF DA TA TYPE
0.187000E+05
THE DATA TYPE








1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 11 NA~E CO~8IN\TlONS
1.760~OOE+~5 O.103JOQE+J6 O.159000E+J6
J.30S000F+06 O.332000f+06 O.369000f+J6
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 21 1\JAMF COMBlNATIONS
O.125415E+08 J.126512E+18 ).1275~O~+}8




1 FURTHER NAMES ~ND 14 NA"1F CO~~BI"JATIONS
J. 10JOOOE+01 0.200000E+07 O.300000E+J7
0.600000E+07 0.100000E+07 0.800000(+07
O.150000E+08 0.200100E+08
1 FURTHER N~MES AND 6 NAME CCMBINATTONS
Q.840000E+07 O.8BOOOOE+07 0.ICeOOOF+08
1 FURTHER N~~ES A~D 39 NAME COMP1NATIONS
O.500000E+05 O.100000E+06 O. 2C7000f+ 06
O.40JOOOE+06 J.4501JOE+06 1.47aJ0D~+06
O. 510000E+ 06 O. 600000E+ 06 0.650000E+J6
0.71'5000E+06 O.800000~+06 O.85CCCOf:+06
~ 100000E+01 O.105000E+01 O.110JOOE+07
0.125000E+01 0.1295001=+07 o. 135000E+ 01
J.149500E+11 O.2000DOE+07 O.2'5DJOOF+07













2 FURTHER NA'>1ES AND 39 NA"'lE COMRIN'\TTrJ1\JS
~ lOGOOOE+05 O.100000F+Ol O.'500000~+Os





























O. 140000E + 08
O.168750E+OB
o. 2000')OE +08
SG Il HA S
O.59600JE+05
0.268000E+06
FCR NP237EN4 25 DATA TYPES
1SDrl I SOT2 LEGNC
SEOF SEDlC SE02~J
SG I SG I Z SG I ZC
SG2N SG3N sr

















THE OATA TYPE SEOF HAS
C.I00000E-04 O.200000E+OB
































3 NAME COMB I NAT IONS





















1 FURTHER NAMES AND
0.200000E+08
1 FURTHER NAHES AND 24 NAME COMBINATIONS
0.123500E+06 0.143250E+06 0.163000E+06
0.281500E+06 0.321JOOE+06 0.400000E+06
O. 120000E+01 0.200000E+01 O.300000E+01
O.600000E+07 0.100000F+07 0.80COOOE+01
O. 150000E+0 8 0.200000E+08
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 39 NAME COMBINATIONS :
O.500000E+05 O.lOOOOOE+06 O.207000E+06





O.149500E+07 ~ 200000E+07 0.250000E+07
0.150000E+08 0.200000E+08
FOR AM243E~4 19 DATA TYPES
I SOTl I SOT2 LEGNC
SEOF SEOlC SGA
SGN SGNC SGT

















THE DATA TYPE SEDF HAS
O.lOOOOOE-04 0.15JOOOE+08
T~E OATA TYPE SEOIC HAS
O.840000E+050.103750E+06














1 FURTHER NAMES AND 5 NAME COMBINATIONS
0.140000E+08 0.150000E+08 O.200000F+08
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 10 NAME COMRINATIONS
0.296000E+06 ).59~JOOE+06 O.658DOOF+06
0.979000E+06 0.lOI000F+07 O.105000E+01




0.900000E+06 o. 100000E+07 0.115000E+07
0.115000E+01 0.200000E+07 0.25COOOF+07















2 FURTHER NAMES AND 3q NAME COMBINIHlONS
O.100000E+05 0.1000001:+01 O.2CCOOOH·05
O.130000E+02 O.550aOJE+05 J.140000~+J2
o. 750000E+ 05 0.6 OOOOOE+J 1 '). 900000F+05
O.150000E+02 0.150000f+06 O.11COOO~+02
0.300000E+06 0.150000E+02 O.400000E+06
0.120000E+02 0.600000E+06 O. 130000~+02
0.800000E+06 0.150000E+02 0.900000E+16
0.150000E+02 o. 115000F+07 O.. 150000F+02
0.150000E+07 0 .. 110000E+02 0.115000F+11
0.130000E+02 0.250000E+07 0.150000E+02
O.400000E+07 0.150000E+02 O. 5COOCOE-t- 07
0.150000E+02 O.. 700000E+07 O.. 150000E.02
0 .. 900000E+07 O.150000E+02 O.lOOOOOE+OA
0.150000E+02 O.120aOOE+08 O.. 19JOOOE+)Z
O. 140000E+08 0.. 190000E+02 O.150000F+08
0.190000E+02
1 FURTHER NAMES AND
O. zooaOOE+08
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 19 NAME COMßI1\'~TIONS
o. 1 70000E. 07 O. 2000 OOE+ 07 0 .. 2 50000E+01
O.500000E+01 0.600000E+07 0 .. 1CCOOOF+07
0.100000E+08 0.llOOOOH08 O.120000F+Q8
0.150000E+080.200000E+08
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 12 NAME (OMP,II\l~TIONS
O.750000E+01 0.800000E+01 0.900000F+01
0.12DOOOE+08 0.130000E+OR O.140000E+18
FOR CM244EN4 25 DATA TYPES
ISO T 1 YSO T2 LEG NC
SEOF SEDIC SED2N
SGI SG I Z SGI l C
SG2N SG3N ST

















THE OATA TYPE SEDF HAS
O.lOOOOOE-04 0.150000E+08









THE DATA TYPE SED3N HAS
O.1240aOE+08 O.130000E+08
THE DATA TYPE SGIl HAS
0.429000E+05 0.14230QE+06
0.7430COE+06 0.920000E+06

















1 FURTHfR NA~ES ANO 10 NAM F (O'"1B TNIHTONS
O.158600F+06 0.301500E+06 0.337500E+06
O.620000E+06 0.120000E+06 0.925000E+06
1 FURTfiER NA~ES I\NO 19 NA~E COMBINATICINS




FOR TA181EN4 18 DATA TYPES
IsDn IS0T2 t.1LJEl
SG I SG I I SG I zc
SGTR SG2N SG3N
THE DATA TYPE SGll HAS
O.620000E+04 0.136100E+06
O.482200E+06 0.49500JE+06






1 FUR T HE R f\l A"1 ESAND 1 2 NA ME COM RI N ATI 0 N S
J.~lQOOOE+06 0.959000E+06 0.107000E+07
J.16J400E+07 o. 194700E+07 O.215900F+07
ARE AVA TLAßL E :
MUEl R ~NGRES RES SGA
S GU SGI Z sr; I ZC sr; N
SGTR SG2N SG3N ST












O. 120000E + 02 O. 1400 OOE+ 08 o. 12 OOOOE+02
O.180000E+08 0.140000E+02 0.Z00000E+08
1 FURTHER NAMES AND 33 NAME CCMBINATIONS
0.100000E+06 O. ZOOOOOE+ 06 O. 3COOOOE+ 06
O.600000E+06 0.700000E+06 O.800000E+06
O. 120000E+07 0.140000E+07 0.160000E+07
0.250000[+07 0.300000E+07 0.350000E+07
































O. 18 OOOOE+ 08
FCR NB 93EN4 21

















C. 14000 CE + C2












1 FURTHER NAMES AND 9 NAMF COMBINATIONS :
O. 744000E+ 06 O. 808700E+ 06 0.8101 00E+06
O.108300E+070.112700E+07
DATA TyPFS ARE AVATlABlE :
I S GT 2 MU EL RAN GR ES
SGIZ SGTZC SGN






















2 FURTHER NA~ES AND 86 NAME COMBINATIONS :
0.100000E+05 0.100000F+Ol 0.617000E+06

























o•40 0 J 0 J E+0 1
o. 871000E+ 06
O.4JÜOOOE +01
0.91 300'lE + 06
FOR MN 55FN4 26
ISrJTl ISDT2
SED2N SED3N
S GI SG IA
SGP SGT












cl. 4 00 00 OE + 0 1
- IH-l31 -
O.929000E+06 0.40000JE+01 O.938000E+06 O.400000E+01 ).94610DE~06
C.400000E+Ol O.955000E~06 O.~OOOOOE+01 0.963000E~a6 O.400000F~Ol
J.971000F+06 O.400000E+Ol O.980000F+06 O.400000E+OI O.98eOOOE~06
J.400000E+01 O.997000E~06 O.400000F+Ol 0.100501E+07 O.400000E+01
O.101300E+07 O.40000JE+01 O.102200E+07 c. 4000COF~Ol O.1a3000F~07
C.400000f~Ol O.103900E+07 O.400000E+l1 a.104700[~17 O.400000E+Jl
O.I05500E+07 O.400000E+01 O.106400E+07 0.400000F~01 O.1C7200E~07
C.400000E+01 0.108100F+07 O.400000E+Ol 0.108700F+07 O.5CCOOOE+01
1).108900F~07 fl.400000E+01 0.109500(+07 0.400000F+Ol O.110400EH)1
0.400000E+01 0.1l1200E+07 0.500000E+01 O.1l2000E+01 0.SCOOOOf:=~01
O.112900E+07 O.400000E+Ol a.113700E~07 0.400001E+01 O.114500E+07
O.500000E+01 0.1l5'tJOE"'07 0.500000["'01 O.116200E"'07 0.4COOOOF+01
0.117000E"'07 0.410aODE+01 O.117900E+07 O.500000E+01 O.118700f+11
O.400000E+C1 0.119600E+07 ~5000GOE+Ol 0.120400E"'07 O.500000F+Ol
O.121200F.+07 0.500000E+01 J.122100E+07 O.500000F+Ol O.247000F+07
O.700000E+01 0.300000E+07 O.600000E ... Ol O.3490aOF+07 J.7COOOOE+01
O.400000E+07 0.400000E+01 0.456000E+07 0.900000E+01 O.6CSOOOF+07
0.800000E"'01 0.705000E+07 0.900000E+o1 0.805)00E ...07 O.QOJOOn~+11
C.900000E+07 0.190JOOE+02 O. 1l00COE+08 0.190000E"'02 O.120000E+08
0.1900COE+02 0.130000E+08 O.190000E+02 0.140000F+08 0.1<;0000E+02
0.150000E+08 0.190000E+02 O.160000E+08 0.190000E+02 O.170000F+08
0.190000E"'02 0.180000E+08 0.190000E"'02 0.190000F+OB O.1S0000E"'02
0.2000COE"'C8 0.190000E+02
THE DATA TYPE SEote HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND 15 NAME CCMRINATtONS
0.191768E+07 O.700000E+07 0.800000E"'07 0.90COOOE+01 O.1CCCOOE+OB
C.110000F. ... 08 0.12000,JE+08 J.130000E+OB 0.l!+0000F+08 0.150000r"'0'3
0.160000E"'OB O.170000E"'08 0.180000E+08 O.190000E~OB O.2COOOOE+08
THE DA TA TYPE SED2 N HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND R N"'''1 E COMfl. IN AT IONS
'J.I04121E+08 0.llOOOJE+08 O.150000E"'08 O.160000E+O~ J.170000F+OR
O.180000E+OB 0.190000E+08 O.20JOJOf+')8
THE DATA TYPE SED3N HAS 1 FURTHFR NAMFS AND ? N~MF CCM8TNATIONS
C.195199E"'OB 0.200JOJE+08
THE f1A TA TYPE SG I Z HAS 1 EURTHFR Nl\MES flNO 5 NAM F (OMB IN.'\T IONS
O.125800E+-06 0.984000E+06 0.129200E+07 0.15280JE+07 O. 188300F+ 07
THE O"TA TYPE SGNC HAS 1 FURTHEQ, NA...,ES AND 86 NAME COMBINATFJNS
0.100000E-04 0.100000E+05 O.677000F ... OA O.686000F+06 0.6S4COOf+06
0.703000E+06 0.711000E+06 O.719000E+OA 0.728000E+06 O.736COOF ... 16
O.7450COE+06 O.753000E"'06 ~ 761000F"'06 0.770000E"'06 O.778000E+06
O.787000E+06 0.795000E+06 O.803000E+06 0.812000E+06 O.82COOOF+06
O.8290QOE+C6 0.837000E"'06 J.854000E+06 1.871QOOF+06 J.8790nOE+JA
0.887000E+06 O.896000E"'06 0.904000E+06 O. S13000F+06 0.9210JOE+06
O.929000E+06 0.918000E+06 0.946000E+06 ~.955001E+06 J.963üOOF+16
O.971000E+06 0.9aOOOOE+06 0.988000E+06 O.997000F+OA 0.1005CO~+07
0.101300E+07 O.102200E+07 O.103000E"'07 0.103900F+07 O. lClj700E+ 07
O.105500E+07 O.106400E+07 O. 107200E+07 0.1081 OOF+07 0.108700F+J7
0.108900E+07 0.10950JE+07 O. 110400E+07 O.111200E+07 0.112000F+J7
O.112900E"'07 0.113700E"'07 O.114500E+J7 O.1l5400E+Q7 O.116200F+J7
0.117000E"'07 O.1l790'JE+07 O.118100F+07 O. 119600F~07 O.120400F+07
O.121200E+07 0.122100E+07 O.241000E+07 0.300000[+07 O.34S000F+C7
O.400000E+07 O.456000E+Ol 0.609000f+07 0.70500ü F+07 O.805000 F +07
0.900000E+07 0.110001F"'08 0.120000E+OB 0.l3000JE+08 0.140000E~08
O.150000E+C8 0.160001F+08 J.17JOOOE+09 J.180JOOE+08 J.l~OOOOF+J8
0.200000E+08
- 1II-132 -
3lENL 15 DATA TYPES ARE AVAILABlE :
I SOT2 MU El S GA SGAlP
SG I ZC SGN SGNC SGP
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 21 NAME COMBINATIONS :
O. I50000E" 06 0.330000E+06 O.'tCOOOOE+06
O.114000E"07 O.138JOOE+Ql 1).178000E+07
0.450000E+07 0.480000E+07 O.600000E+07




















F0 R GA ENl 14 [) ATAT YP ES ARE AVAl LA BLE :
Ison ISOT2 MUEl SGA SGALP SGG SGI
SGIlC SGN SGNC SGP SGT SGTR SG2N
THE DATA TYPE SGNC HAS 1. FURTHER NAMES AND 10 NAME COMBINATIONS :
O.lOOOOOE-03 O.lOOOOOE .. 06 O.lOOOOOE+01 O.300QOOE+07 O.700000E+07
O.110000E+08 0.146000E+08 O. I60000E+08 ~ I80000E+08 0.2COOOOE+OB
ENL 15 DATA TYPES ARE AIJAILABLE :
ISOT2 MUEl SGA SGG
SGN SGNC SGP SGT
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 8 NAME CCMBINATIONS :
O.130000E+07 0.138000E+01 O. 148000E+ 07
O.185940E+07
1 FURTHER NAMES ANO 21 NAME COMBINATIONS :
O.600000E+05 O.140000E+06 O.230000E+Q6
0.104000E+07 0.145000E+01 O.250000E+01















SG I l HA S











FOR EU ENL 13 DATA TYPES ARE AVAILABLE :
150Tl 150T2 "'1UEL SGA SGG SGY SGIZC
SGN 5GNC SGT SGTR SG2N SG3~
THE DATA TYPE S~N: HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND 9 NAME COMBINATIONS
O.100000E-03 O.5JOOOOE+06 O. 100000E+01 0.400000E+07 0.70COOOE+07
O.146000E+Oß 0.160000E+08 O.180000E.08 O.200000E+08
FOR W ENl 13 OATA TYPES ARE AVAILABlE :
r S GT 1 I SnT 2 "1 U EL SGA SGG SG r SG I lC
SGN SGNC SGT SGTR SG2N 5G3N
THE OATA TYPE SGNC HAS 1 FURTHER NAMES AND 12 NAME COMRINATIONS
C.100000E-03 0.500000E+05 O.100000E+06 0.325000E+06 0.495000E+06




Lay-out of logical records
on the KEDAK-file
- III-134 -
SUMMARY OF THE KÄRLSRUHE ~UCLEAR DATA FIl.E
CQM"1ENT 1
Ni=UTROr-,J CROSS SECTIOt'IS AND RELATED DÄTA
THE LAY-CUT OF OÄTA-RECOROS IS AS FOLLOWS
1ST NAME JS THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAME IS THE NAME 1F THE CROSS SEC TI ON
3RD N-"MF IS THE ENERGY (GIVEN IN MEV) OF THE RESmUAL \IUCLEUS
LEVFL FOR INElASTIC EXCITATION (FOR TYPE SGIZ ONlY)
THE ARGUMENT 15 THE VALUE OF ENERGY. THIS IS GIVEN IN EV
THE OATAWORD IS THE VALUE OF THE CROSS SECTION. THIS IS GIVEN
IN BARN
THt F1LLOWING T~BLE $10WS THE MEANING OF THE NAMES OF THE
CR(1 S S S ECT 10N<;
NAME
SGA=SGG+SGF+S GP+S GAlP+S GD





I N LABO R SYS T FM
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF PROMPT FISSION NEUTRONS
MEAN NUM8ER OF SFCONDARY NEUTRONS EMITTED PER
FISSION
FFFECTIVE \IUMßER o~ SECONDARY NEUTRONS EMITTED
PER NEJTRO~ ABSORPTION
SGG I SGF
f LA STI:: SC AT TE RING
TOTAL INELtl.STIC SCATTERING
HIELASTIC SCATTERING OF LEVEL DEFINED BY 3RD







































WHERE APPLIC~BLE THE FOLLOWING RELATIONS BETWEEN CROSS
SECTIONS HAVE RJ:EN :::-iECKED
SGT = SGN + SGG + SGF + SGI + SGP + SGALP + SG2N + SGD
SG I = 5UM( SG I l) + SGIlC
SGA = SGG + SGF + SGP + SGALP + SGD
+5 GH3 + SGHE3 + S G2HE
SGTR = SG T - MUEL >!< SGN
SGX = SGT - SGN
ALPHA = SGG I SGF
ETA = NUE I ( 1.+ ALPHA )




AVERAGE ENERGY INOEPENDENT STATISTICAL THEORY PARAMETERS
THE LAY-OUT OF THE OATA-RECORD IS AS FOLLOWS
1ST NAME IS THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAME IS ST D
1ST OATAwORD IS THE OßSERVFD AVERAGE LEVEL OISTANCE
2ND OATAWORO IS T~E P~~AMETER A OF TYE STATISTICAL THEORY
3RD DATAWORC IS THE PARI\METER 2'*SIGMA* f1 2 OF THE STAT. THEllRY
COMMENT 3
1-6-70
AVERAGE ENERGY DEPENDENT RESONANCE PARAMETERS
ORESNER FACTORS COMPUTED RY K6RlSRUHE PROGRA~ 01741
THE LAY-OUT OF THE OATA-RECORD IS AS FOLLOWS
1ST NAME I S THE NAME JF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAME IS STGF
1ST ARGUMENT 15 THE ENERGY
2ND ARGUMENT IS THE r-.jEUTRON ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM l
3RD ARGUMENT 15 THE TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF THF COMPOUNO
NUCLEUS J
1ST DATAWORO IS NUE , THE DEGREE OF FRFEDOM FOR THE FISSION
WIOTH 01 STR t Bun ON
2ND DATAWORO IS THE AVERAGE FISSION WIDTH
3RO DATAWORD 15 THE AVERAGE RADIATION WIDTH
4TH DATAWORO IS THE AVERAGE NEUTRON W!nTH
5TH, 6TH, 7TH, 8TH DATAwORD5 ARE THE DRESNERFACTORS




THE LAY-OUT OF THE uATA-RECORD 15 AS FOLLOWS
1ST NAME IS THE Nt.r~E OF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAME IS IS0Tl
1ST 8ATAWORD IS THF ATOMIC WEIGHT
2ND DATAWORO 15 THE ATOMIC NUMgER





THE LAY-OUT OF THE DATA-RECORD I S AS FOlLOWS
1ST NAMF IS THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAME IS ISOT2
1ST DATAWORC IS THE E~ERGY INDEPENDENT REDUCED NEUTRON
WA VE LENGTH
2~D DATAWORD IS TrlE ~UClEAR RADIUS
3RD DATAWORO IS THE EFFECT IVE BINDING ENERGY OF THE lAST
NEUTRON IN COMPOUND NUCLEUS
COMMENT 6
1-6-70
AVERAGE ~NERGY IN)EPENDENT RESONANCE PARAMETERS
THE L~Y-OUT OF THE DATA-RECORD IS AS FOlLOWS
1ST NA ME I S THE NA ME !JF THE 1 SOTOPE
2ND NAME 15 ST
1ST ARGUMENT 15 THE I\JEUTRON ORBITAL ANGULAR MOHEfV'TUH L
2ND ARGUMENT I S THE TJ TA l ANGULAR MOHE NTUM OF TH E COMPOUNO
NUC LEUS J
1ST OATAWORD rs T1E AVERAGE RADIATION WIDTH
2ND OATAWORO IS THE AVERAGE LEVEL DISTMKE
3RD DATAWORD IS THE AVERAGE REDUCEO NEUTRON WIDTH
4TH DATAWORD IS THE STRENGTH FUNCTIOI\J
5TH DATAWORD IS THE NUMRER OF FISSION CHANNElS




THE LAY-OUT OF THE DATA-RECORD IS AS FOlLOW5
(ALL fNERGIfS ARE GIVEN IN EV)
1ST NAME IS THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NA ME I S RF S
iST ARGUMENT IS THE E~ERGY OF RESONANCE
2ND ARGUMENT rs THE ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENT UM
3 RD AR GUM EN T I S THE SD IN OF COMPOUND NUC LE US
1 ST DATAWORD 1<:; THE STATIST rCAl FACTOR GJ
2ND DATAWORD TC:; T1E TOTAL WIDTH
3RD DATAWORC IS THE NEUTRON WIDTH
4TH DATAWORD IS THE RADIATION WIDTH
5TH DATAWORO IS THE FISSION WIDTH
6TH DA TAh0R0 IST HF PROTON WI QT H
7 T H DATAWORD I S T-lE ALPHA WIDTH
8TH DATAwopr IS THE INElASTIC WIOTH
UNKNOWN FUNCTION-VALUES ARE SET EQUAL TO ZERO




PARAMETER OF THE CRAN3ERG-FISS10N-SPECTRUM
CHI(E)=A*EXP(-S*E)*SINH(SQRT€C*E»
THE LAY-OUT OF THF. DATA-RECORO 15 A5 FOLlOWS·
1 ST NAME I S THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAME IS CHIeR
ARGUMENT 15 THE ENERGY
1ST DATAWORD IS A
2ND DATAWORD IS B
3RO DATAWORC IS C
ceMMENT 9
1-6-10
PClYNO~IAL COEFFICIENfS FOR CALCULAT10N OF THE AVERAGE NUMBfR
NUE OF THE PROMPT FISSION NEUTRONS A5 FUNCTION OF THE ENERGY
I\U E= NU EO +NU E1*E+NU E2*E**2+NUE 3*E*'*3
THE LAY-OUT OF THE DATA-RECORO 15 A5 FOLLOWS
1ST NAME IS THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAMF I S PLNUE
1ST DAT MIlDRe 1S NU EO
2ND DATAWORO 15 NUEI
3RO DATAWORO IS NUE2




ThE LAY-OUT OF THE DAfA-RECORO 15 AS FOLLDWS
1ST NAME IS THE NAME OF THE ELE"1ENT
2ND NAME IS 150T3
ARGUMENT 15 THE AfOMIC WE1GHT OF THE ISOTOPE
DATAWORO IS THE ABUNOANCE OF THE ISOTOPE
ceMMENT II
1-6-70
ANG Ul AR DIS TRI BUTI ON S 0 F ELAS TI CA lLY SC~TTERED NfllT R0NS
THE LAY-OUT CF THE DAfA-RECORD IS AS FOLLOWS
1ST NAME IS THE NAME [JF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAME IS SGNC
3RD NAME IS THE ENERGY OF THE INCIDENT NEUTRON IN THE
LABORATORY SYSTEM
THE ARGUMENT IS THE COS INE OF THE 5CATTE~ING ANGLE IN THE
CENTER-OF-HASS SYSTEM
THE DATAWORD IS THE VAlUE OF THE DIFFERENTIAL ELA5TIC




COEFFTCIF"lT FfL) 1\1 THE lFGENDRE-POLYNOMUL EXPANSION OF THE
DIFFERFNTIAL ELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTION:
SGIC(THET~)=SGTC/4.*3.14159*S( l 2*U-U*FlL,E)*PlL,COS(THETA»)
S=SUM (L=O,LMl
IN THE CENTER-OF-MASS SYSTEM
THE LAYOUT OF THE OATA RECORO IS AS FOLLOwS
1ST NAME IS THE NAME JF THE I SUTOPE
2ND NAME IS LEGNC
3RD NAME IS THF ENERGY OF THE INCIDENT NEUTReN IN THE
LABCRATCRY SYSTEM
4TH NAME I S THE ORDER LM
THE ARGUMENT 15 L
THE OATAWORC IS FlL)
COfolMENT 13
1-8-75
BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION GTVING DATA TYPES AND E\JERGY REGIONS
OF RECENT EVALUATIONS
THE LAYOUT oF THE DATA RECORO IS AS FOLLOWS
1ST NAME IS THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAMF. IS AASTATUS
DATAWORDS: ALPHAMERIC INFORMATION




ENERGY ROUNnARIES OF THE REGION OF RESOLVED RESONANCE
PAR~METERS GIVEN IN ~ES
THE LAynUT OF THE DATA RECORD IS AS FOlLOW$
1ST NAME IS THE NAME QF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NA~F. IS RANGRES
1ST IlA TAWORD I S T--IF. LOWER ENERGY BOUNDARY
2ND OATAWORC 15 THE UPPER ENERGY BOUNDARY
3RD !)ATAWORO TS THE NUMBER OE RE50LVED RESONANCES IN RFS
4TH DATAWORrJ IS A FLAG THAT INDICATES WHFTHER RESOLVED
REsnNANCE PARA"1ETERS OR CROSS SECTION VALUES WERE Ti) PREFER
FOR GROUP CONSTANT CALCUL4TIONS AS FOLLOWS:
2.- CROSS SfCTION VALUES ARE Ta PREFER
1.- RESOlVEn RESONANCE PARAMETERS ARF. TO PREFER




ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY NEUTRONS
PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATrON OF ENERGY SPECTRA
THE LAYOUT OF THE DATA ~ECORD 15 AS FOLLOWS
1ST NAME IS THE NAME OE THE ISOTOPF
2ND NAME rs THE NAME OE THE DISTRIBUTION
3RO NAME IS THE ENERGY OF THE INC Wf::NT NEUTRON IN THE
lABORATCRY SYSTEM
THE ARGUMENT rs AN rDENTIFICATION NUMßER K OE THE MnO~L LSED:
K = 1 -EVAPORATION SPECTRUM
K = 2 -MAXWELLIAN SPECTRUM
K = 3 -WATT-CRANBERG $PECTRUM
K = 4 -EXCITATION OF DISCRETE LFVELS
1ST DATAWORO IS THE F~ACTIONAL PROBAßILTTY THAT THF SPFCT~UM
OF TYPE K CAN BE USEO AT THE INClfJENT ENERGY E







THE SPECTRUM PARAMHER A
THE LEVEL EXCITATION ENERGY
A CONSTANT Ta OEFINE THE PROPFR
LIMIT FOR FIN~L NEUTRON ENERGY
THE SPFCTRUM PARAMETER B
=0
THE FOLLOWING TAßLE SHOWS THE NAMES OF THE VARIOUS FNEPGY








OF ~EUTRONS INELASTICALLY SCATTERf:D TOA
CONTINlJU~ OF LEVELS
OF THE nw NEUTRONS EMITTf=f) SY THE (N,ZN)-PRfCfSS
OF THE NFUTRDNS (MITTED BY THE (N,3N)-PROCESS
OF FISSION NEUTRONS
OF PROMPT fISSION NEUTRONS
OF DElAYF.D FISSION NEUTRONS
1-8-75
ENERGY DISTRIBUTI)N OF THE THREF NEUTRONS EMITTED IN THE
(N,3N) -PROCESS
TbE LAYOUT OF THE DATA RECORD 15 AS ~OlLOWS
1ST NAME IS THE NAME OF THE ISOTOPE
2ND NAME IS CHI3N
3RD NAME IS THE ENERGY OF THE INClnENT NEUTRON IN THE
LABOR~TORY SYSTEM
T~E ARGUMENT 15 THE NEUTRON OUTGOING ENERGY
1ST DATAWORO *
2ND OATAWORO ** SPECTRA OF EMITTEO NEUTRONS
3 RO DAT AWORC *
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A retrieval program for the evaluated nuclear data




3. NDF - a retrieval program for the direct access
KEDAK library
3. 1 The NDF retrieval mode
3.2 The LDF retrieval mode
3.3 The IDF retrieval mode
3.4 Examples









3. NDF - a retrieval program for the direct access KEDAK library
The purpose of this FORTRAN VI retrieval routine is to allow Fortran
programs to access the KEDAK library. The routine supplies three
different modes for the retrieval of the data. Each of them consists of three
entries into the subroutine NDF. Each retrieval mode performs the same
basic task:
a) - OPN entries: the KEDAK library linked to the program by the DD-statement
FTOIFOOl is opened and its identifier, the first three words
on record one of the library, is tested (see preceding section).
If this test does not fail, the declaration part of the library
is read into the main storage. The -OPN entry may be called
only once in a program.
b) - LOC entries: locating information for the material and the daty type
specified in the call is retrieved, and the type address table
for that material is read into the main storage, if it is not
already residing there. The first data item then is retrieved
and passed to the user. If however the requested material or
data type is not found in the library, a return code is set
and no retrieval of data is attempted.
In case of further names the values specified by the user need
not agree with those actually requested: a search is started
on the further name address table and the first combination
of further names is selected, for which each name is larger
or equal to the corresponding one specified by the user. Let
the user for example specify a level energy of zero. This will
result in selection of the first level energy available for that
material. The corresponding value (s) in the argument list
(see next paragraph) is (are) changed to the selected one(s).
In the above example the zero is changed to the value of the
first level energy. If no combination of further names can
satisfy the above requirement a return code is set and no
retrieval of data is attempted.
Each time data for a new combination of names are required,
a call to a -LOC entry must be executed.
c) - NXT entries: the data item immediately succeeding the one retrieved most
recently is transmitted to the user. Note, that the first data
item for a given combination of names must be accessed by
the respective -LOC entry. If the most recently retrieved data
item had been the last of the data type, a return code is set
and no retrieval of data is attempted. If this condition is en-
countered, the information generally returned is undefined. In
the case of further names however the next combination of
further names is transmitted and may be used in a subsequent
-LOC call.
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The hyphen in the above notation must be replaced by NDF,
LDF or IDF depending on the retrieval mode to be used. The
retrieval modes and the argument lists of the respective entries
are discussed in more detail below.
3. 1 The NDF retrieval mode
This mode of the reading routine is retained only for historical reasons.
a) CALL NDFOPN (ARG 1, ARG 2, ARG 3, ARG 4)
ARG 1 Fixed point variable or constant giving the data set reference
number ascribed to the KED.AK library. At present lt has to he




Fixed point array of length two words. This array is filled by NDFOPN
with ' bbbbbbbb'
Fixed point variable which is used by NDFOPN to pass the date of
the last change of the KEDAK library in the form ddmmyy
Variable or constant without meaning






Fixed point variable defining a return code to which the value 0 is
assigned by NDFLOC if the requested data item was not found and
otherwise the value 1
Fixed point array with a length of four words. The first word has
to be specified in the calling program and gives the number of names
of the required data set. The following three words are filled by
NDFLOC with:
number of arguments for a single data item I
number of functional values for a single data item 0
Double precision array of adequate length. The first words have to
to be specified in the calling program, in particular:
ARG 3(1) : name of the isotope in alphamerical form
ARG 3(2) : 'BEST bbbb'
ARG 3(3) : name of the data type in alphamerical form
In the case of further names the calling program must specify also:
ARG 3(4) : floating point value of the first further name
ARG 3 (5) : floating point values of the other further names of a data
• set required
After searching the library for the first data item belonging to the
specified names, NDFLOC stores the arguments and functional values
of this first data item into ARG 3 starting with the first unused word.
Variable which is filled by NDFLOC with 0
Variable which is filled by NDFLOC with 0
ARG 2
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c) CALL NDFNXT (ARG 1, ARG 2, ARG 3, ARG 4, ARG 5)
ARG 1 Return cx:rle. Is set to 1 by ~~oo:' if the call has been successful.
AR; 3 will contain the retrieved data. If no nore data for the
specified type resp. further narre (set of further names) can be
found, the return code is set to o.
Fixed point array with a length of four words which are filled by
NDFNXT with:
ARG 2 (1) : number of names of the set of data required
ARG 2 (2) : number of arguments of a single data item with these
names
ARG 2 (3) : number of functional values of a single data item with
these names




Double precision array of adequate length which is filled by NDFNXT
successively with the names of the data set as specified in ARG 3 of
NDFLOC, and the arguments and functional values of the data belonging
to the above names and succeeding the one retrieved most recently
see NDFLOC
see NDFLOC
3.2 The LDF retrieval mode
This mode of the reading routine is the most refined one and its use is recommended
therefore.




Fixed point variable or constant giving the data set reference number
ascribed to the KEDAK library. At present it has to be set equal
to 1 and the corresponding DD-name is FT01F001
Fixed point variable which is filled by LDFOPN with the date of the
last change of the KEDAK library in the form ddmmyy
& Statement number
This statement number marks the position in the calling program at
which the program execution should be resumed in case the names
required in ARG 3 of LDFLOC could not be found on KEDAK
b) CALL LDFLOC (ARG 1, ARG 2, ARG 3, ARG 4)
ARG 1
ARG 2
Fixed point variable defining a flag which is filled by LDFLOC with 0
in case the required set of data was not found, otherwise filled with 1
Fixed point array with a length of three words. The first word has
to be specified in the calling program and has to give the number of
names of the required data set. The succeeding two words are filled
by LDFLOC with:
number of arguments for a single data item,




Double precision array of adequate length which the calling
program has to fill with:
ARG 3 (1) : name of the isotope in alphamerical form
ARG 3 (2) : name of the data type in alphamerical form
and in the case of further names:
ARG 3 (3) : floating point value of the first further name
ARG 3 (4) : floating point values of the other further names
: of the data set required
Floating point array of adequate length which is filled by LDFLOC
with the first data item belonging to the names supplied in ARG 3
c) CALL LDFNXT (ARG 1, ARG 2, ARG 3, ARG 4)
ARG 1 Return code. Is set to 1 by LDFNXT if the call has been successful
APß 4 will oontain the retrieved data. If uo rrore data for the
specified type resp. further name (set of further narres) can be
found, the retum code 1s set to o.
ARG 2 Fixed point array with a length of three words which are filled by
LDFNXT with:
ARG 2 (1) : number of names of the set of the data required
ARG 2 (2) : number of arguments for a single data item with these
names




Double precision array of adequate length which is filled by LDFNXT
successively with the names of the data set in alphamerical form as
specified in ARG 3 of LDFLOC
Floating point array of adequate length which is filled by LDFNXT
with the data item next to the one retrieved most recently.
3.3 The IDF retrieval mode
This mode of the reading routine has compared with the LDF mode the preference
of a shorter searching time in the library, since the isotope and data type names
have to be given in the internal numerical form. The reading of data sets is per-
formed in the following way:
a) CALL LDFOPN (ARG 1, ARG 2, ARG 3)
see 3.2 a
b) CALL IDFLOC (ARG 1, ARG 2, ARG 3, ARG 4)
ARG 1 see LDFLOC 3.2 b
ARG 2
ARG 3
see LDFLOC 3.2 b
single precision array of adequate length which is filled by the calling
program with:
ARG 3 (1) : name of the isotope in numerical form
ARG 3 (2) : name of the data type in numerical form
ARG 4
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In the case of further names:
ARG 3 (3) : floating point value of the firstfurther name
ARG 4 (4) : floating point values of the other further names
" of the set of the data required
see LDFLOC 3. 2 b
c) CALL IDFNXT (ARG 1, ARG 2, ARG 3, ARG 4)





see LDFNXT 3. 2 c
single precision array of adequate length which is filled by
IDFNXT with the names of the set of data in numerical form
see LDFNXT 3.2 c
a) Reading and printing of the data between EU and EO for the fission cross
section (KEDAK type SGF) of PU 239
EU = 30 KeV
EO = 70 KeV
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REAL*8 MAT,TYP,NAM
DIMENSION E (3CO) ,SIGMA(3CO),NNAM(3) ,NAM(2) ,QUER(2)






1 FORMAT(' DATE OF THE KEOAK lIBRARY',IIOII)
NN AM( U =2
NAfo/{l}=MAT
NA M( 2) =TYP
CAlL lOFlOC(KENNl,NNAM,NAM,QUER)
IF(KENNZ.EQ.O) GO TO 2




IF(I.lE.300) GO Tr 3
GO TO 5
2 WRITE(6,4) MAT,TYP
4 FORMAT<, FOR THE ISOTOPE' ,At,' THE DATA TYPE ',A7,' IS NOT AVAIlA
IBlE IN THE KEOAK LIBRARY')
GO TO 11
3 (ALL lDFNXTCKENNZ,N~A~,NAM,QUER)
IF(KENNZ.EQ.O) GO TO 5
IF(QUER(l).LT.EU) GO TO 3
IF(QUER( U.GT.EO) GO TO 5
GO TO 12
5 1=1-1
IF{I.GT.l) GO TO 6
WRITECb,7) MAT,TYP,EU,EO
7 FORt~AT{' FOR THE ISOTOPE ',A6,' AND THf DATA TYPE' ,Ab,' NO OATA I
ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE HiERGY RANGE fROM' ,E16.8, 'EV TO',






11 S T OP
END
Output:
DA TE DF THE KEOAK lIBRARY 100571
ENERGY SGF
0 .. 30000000E 05 0.16974993E 01
0.35000000E 05 0.16780996E 01
O.4000COOOE 05 O,,1657C997E 01
0.45000000 E 05 0.16438999 E 01
0.5000COOOE 05 0.16248999 E 01
0.5500COOOE 05 O.16062994E 01
O.5700COOOE 05 0.16004000 E 01
0.600COCOOE 05 0.15901995E 01
0.65000000E 05 0.15709991E 01
0.1000COOOE 05 O.15663996E 01
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b) Reading and printing of the data for the inelastic excitation cross
section (KEDAK type SGIZ) of the excited levels between E 1 and
E 2 for U 238
El=O
E 2 =200 KeV
REAl*8 MAT,TYP,NIVEAU,NAM
OlMENSION E(300),SIGMAI300I,NNAMC)},NAMI3J,WUERCZ)












IFIKENNZ.EQ.l) GO TO 2
5 CAlL lDFLOCIKENNl,NNAM,NAM,QUER}
IFIKENNZ.EQ.O) GO TO 3




6 FORMAT(' FOR THE ISOTOPE ',Ab,' THE DATA TYPE ',A7,' lS NUT:"V,~IlÄ
lBlE IN THE KEDAK lIBRARY'}
GO TO 11
9 NI VEAU=NAM (3)
IFINAM(3).GT.E2) GO TO 11
4 E I I) = QU ER( 1 )
SIGMAI !)=QUER(Z)
1= 1+1
IFII.GT.300J GO TO 14
CALL lDfNXTIKENNl,NNAM,NAM,QUER)
IFIKENNZ.EQ.1) GO TO 4
14 I=I~'l
10 WRITE(6,7J NIVEAU








3.5 Source program listing
C SLPpnllTT\JE''i Z!llJ LFSr:N OFR KFP"IOJ\TFNAIRLfIlTHEK
C
C SU9~OUTINEN Nnr:OP\J , LOFnDN 7UM FRrCFFNFN D~R KFRNDATI=NBIBlIOTHFK
SLP-RrUTT NE f\ID!=
[' I v F 1\1 S In 'I I 0 t\ T ( 2 ), r ~ n ( 1 C1 03 ) , ISA TZ ( 8 R0) ,'16 T l( 6 0) ,T ( 4) , IR« 3) ,I WC3 ) ,
1 t\j ~~ '.q 4 l , TNtl "1 ( 21 l , KO!\ T 1 (6') ) , MNlI M( 2') ) , NU NA (2 ), TWN~ ( 8 gO ) , XN AM« 20 ) ,
2 XJ r~ T ( q 9 0 ) , .J 0 tI TC 880 ) , NN ( 4) , TBf ST ( 2) ,0 AT;> ( 6 G) , Z ( 6 C) ,XW NA ( 880 )
FCUTVAL::I\JCI:" (Tfl),IPO»),(7(l),KnATl(I»,(IWNI\«!),XWNA(U),
lLInAT( 11 ,X]OAT( U)
r t< TAl I ' KEn ..~ , , ' 8 IR L ' , , I CT H " , • I, "1 S7/1 ce I, NO l Tp 16/
c









n r: F T f\' c r: I U: 1 (I) ') '1') , 8 ~1 ., ,1I , KR )
M"1 !I IV ( 1 ) -= 0
f\LN~(l)=O
T ~ =1
Pf·t\O (111",1' rc:,) ( IStJ.T?( TI), I T= 1,"·JSZ)
I~=TC:+-l
rn 1 J = 1, 3
II=(I".AT7(JI-I(JI 12, 1,2
? WR1T!=" (I'-!nUTO,4)
4 F[!H1 t\T{lH0/' **'*'!=RR!lP NOr. I: THr: DO-CJ\RD FnR lNTT 1 nm:<; NOT eHI\
lPlIC r r:qTZ1= A V~L1D KcnAK LllRAPY')
S TIJP











T~ ( 3) = TS" T7 ( L~ 1








Gr Tr 12 fJ
1 1 l = 4
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C SlEROUTTNEN NDFLGC , LOFLOC , IDFLOC
C
ENTRY I\JDFL'JC (KONTR,NNAM,Oo.Tl, {f) ,KC)
IF(NSl.NE.S80) Gn TO In0~
T[=0
K(=O
00 403 L S=1 ,2










on 1.13 r-.I= 1,,1












IF (N SI ."1 E • 8 R0 ) GlJ Tnie (1 4
oe 127 L$=1,2
IF (INAMlLS).f\IE.M'\IA'A(LS1) GO Tn 128















oe ? 1 ~JI= 1, N
TF (MNA'.1(lS).I\JI=.TAf){K» GO Tn 23
TF P~N~""(L$+ll.t:().II\f)(K+l)} GO ro 2f.
23 K=K+3
WR TTF ( N mn D , 2'1(0) {"1 NA M( M) , M=1 ,4 )
2000 FrRMI\T(lHO/' **:~WAP\IH~G NDF. 1: THE: DA.TA FflR *',2A4,'*' ,1X,'*',









IF(NSl.NE.R90} GD TO 1004
KK='j




J32 NUf\I'l ( 1) = T\IA''1 ( 1)
l\U/\A (~ ,= IN 1\"1 (2)
TF{!\INAM{ 1)-2 )27,27,52
S? J = "lN 1\ M( 1 )
oe 51 LS =3, J
5? Mf\1\ M ( 2* L $- U = T1\1 A. M(l S)
27 Gf TO f227,?2R},MGL
2 ? 7 N= TA f) n } *4
TWJ= ( r /!,f) ( 1 H· IAn{ 2) ) *3+4
or 2'3 lS =1 , N, 4
TF UHJN tU 1) - I A[) ( IW J) ) 28,29, Z 8









IF( I <:-Ko-l) 10,31,30
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30 RfAD CLRN'KR) (lSI\TZCIIl,II=1,NSZ)
IS=KR+l
31 DO 32 LS=l,NT
IFCNUNAC 2) -IS ATZ CKW» )33,34,33
33 K\ri=KW+ 1
IfCKW-NSZ)32,32,35







OC 36 LS =1,6
IFCKW-NSZ)37,31,38
38 REJlO (LBN'fS) (lSATl( I I),II=1,NSZ)
I ~:::I 5+1
K\ri=l
31 Ge TO C39,40,40,41,42,43),lS
39 NWN=ISATllKW)
GOTO 36
4° f\ f\ AM« L S) =ISAT l( Kw )
GeTO 36




43 10 \ri= TSill Tl« K W)
36 KW=KW+l
IF«KK-l'46,46,47
116 NN AM ( 4) =0







44 RFAO CLRN'NWR) CIWNA( II),II=l,NSZ)
NWR=NW!Hl
GC TO 62
45 00 61 lS=l,NSl
61 I~NA(LS)=ISATZ(LS)
NWR=NWR+1

















J:; c:: KDNTR= 1




f 4 RC An (L R'l ' NWR) (r WN~, ( I I ) , T I = 1 , NSI)
f\'IoR=NI.;/R+l
N"'\i\=l
') 4 (ON T rr-.J ue:
GC TC 7 /+
5 8 NWW= NW+ Nl"i".j+ 3
TF{NWW-NSZ)~8,6R,70





I F ( KK • E') • '3 ) c; n TO I) 80
wRIr E ( N (JIJ T P , 200 2) ~N 1\ M ( ') ), (MNA"1 ( I I ), I 1= 1 , 4 )
2C('2 FCRM,I\H IHO/' ""*"'<W~RNPJG NDF. 2 : THE FURTHI=R Nß~F ',l=1~.8,' !S GRF
IllTFQ TH1\f\1 THE G~E~TEST FURTHF~ "JA..,F 'li Jf\!CLUDEn IN T4E KEOAK lTRR
2ARy FOR' ,lX,2A4,1X,?A4)
cn Tn qR
SB 0 t-J PT TE (\I nUT P , I) ,eH) MN AM (') ), ( rN AM ( I I ), T I = 1, 2 )
581 FnRM\T( tHD/I ***Wl\RI\lING NflF. 2 : THE FlJRTHER Nl\~P ,Fl6.8,' IS GREll,
1 TrR TH\N THf GR,::"HFST FURTHFR N\MF '/' PJCLUDc:n IN THF KE!)AK LIRRAR
2Y FflP' ,2IlO)
(0 Tn gg
1004 \lPTTF p.·!OllTD ,100i)
1005 l=nRM~T(tHO/I *i<;>,'!=RRnR Nm:::. 2~T FIRST THt:' --(pr., - RiJ!JTINF MUST q
1 F rAtL '::0')
QCp




1 9 P F .6 n (L!1 1\1' NWR) ( I !,J f\J '\ ( I r I , I I =1 , NS Z )
NWR=NWR+l
".\'10/=1
76 r,[ TO (Al,82) ,LS
Q1 I [p= rWN' ('lW'" )
G[TC 7')
82 rr\~= ! 1-11\1 " ("WW)
7'5 (r".T I"IUE
f'; V. ltI = NW1",+ 1
4 8 I F pP", 1,1 ) ~ RL" :':\ 8 4, 3 R3
3f4 IF(IS-InR-l'A3,3Bs,A3
3 q ~ I F ( f\! I<lR - I np - 1 , P3, 8·,+, 8 3
3 A5 rJ r 3 13 6 L = 1 , r\! S l






















Q 2 rH;;> (L S 1= XJ 0" T ( I OW )
tS=LS+l
<;:3 Ir\,,;= TnW+ 1
IF(IOW-\lSl) QO,90,g4
94 RE"O{LRN'TORI (JGAT(III,II=1,NS1)






2 4 ~ RI T E ( NnlIT P , q 7 I ~,nJ NA f 1 ) , NU N " ( 2 )
97 FCRMtT{lH0/' *""t'W''l,Qt\jTNG "ElF. ~ THf: n!\Tt, FOR',719,' ,'1RF NOT HlrL"
10Ft IN THf= Kr-rllK L IBRARY')
IFIJJ-l)98,9R,9A
































Knl\TU 11 =MNt.M{ U




KO" TU 6) ='''1NII"M (4)
er 401 11=1,6
4 r 1 f) ATl( Ir ) =! (I I)
GC Tll 125
124 OC 126 lS=l,4
126 Tf\"M{lSl=MNAM{LS)
GC Tf'] 12S
ISf or 327 L5=1,2
327 INMHtS)=NU'lA(LS)
125 IF(NWNI9A,86,391
~ SeT f{ K0 N TR ) 1 0 '3, 1C8 , R6
1 CR K P=NWr-J+3
J\I'(=l
L='5
f)C 109 LS=l, Kp
IFfNW14-NSZlI1C,llO,1l1




112 IF(ll-2) tl4, li5, 116
114 l=L+2










1 13 L = L S- N \<1"-1
GO Tn (1 1Q , 1 18, 1 1 7) ,l
119 N~P=IWN~(NWW)
GrTfl 109
1 1R Ir R= T\<I N\ (~IWW )
r;C10 119
117 HW= rW~~A (NWW)






A user oriented retrieval package for use with the evaluated
nuclear data library KEDAK
by
R. Meyer
(Revised by E. Stein)
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4.1. Introduction






4.3.1 General information IU-IGI
4.3.2 1Q!CXS. NXTXS IU-I64
4.3.3 RETXS. REPXS IU-IG8
4.3.4 1DAT, NDAT 1II-170
4.3.5 RDAT. ADAT UI-173
4.3.6 1Q!CRES. NXTRES UI-176












Whenever data have to bestoredin some computer memory, whatever
type it may be, the problem will be that usually the logical struc-
ture of the data cannot be mapped directly into memory without loosing
efficiency. Therefore an interface program must be available to store
the physical and logical features of data and perform the respective
conversions on update or ~etrieval. If the logical structure permit-
ted is manifold, as it is the case with the KEDAK library, this pro-
gram might be rather complicated, especially if it is desired, that
the user need know as less about the actual structuring of data as
possible. This retrieval package, called " library oriented retrieval
package ", must be general in the sense that it must be able to han-
dle all kind of permitted logical structure.
However , user very often deal with a specific type of data very fre-
quently, retrieving them always in the same manner. It would therefore
be desirable if a number of routines were offered that take over the
task of retrieval for special types of data that are frequently used.
Such a package has been constructed and is described hereafter. Simi-
larly to the " library oriented retrieval package " it may becalled
user oriented retrieval package ". It may be linked to any libraryby
the respective library oriented retrieval package, provided that the
entries to be used are compatible, since it will refer only to the 10-
gical structure of the data. This aspect has been verified actually by
constructing library oriented retrieval package for the transmission
files of experimental data from CCDN/Saclay and for the temporary direct
access storage used ~n CALCUL ( both packages are described elsewhere ),
the entries of both of w~ich are compatible with LDFPAC, IDFPAC (/l~
and NDF (/2/), the equivalent routines for KEDAK.
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4.2 Services of RETPAC
«
The following purposes are supported by routines of RETPAC.
Retrieval of a complete tabulated cross section type CL0CXS§
NXTXS)
Retrieval of a tabulated cross section type between a m~n~mum
and maximum energy (RETXS,REPXS).
Both above retrieval modes with the additional feature of auto-
matically switching to the reaction type with the logically next
numerical names (if any), e.g. automatically switching from one
elastic distribution to the next (LDAT,NDAT,RDAT,ADAT).
Retrieval of data from IS0TI - Is0T3 and automatie generation of
alphameric isotope names for that material (if any) for subsequent
retrieval for these isotopes (RET1S0).
- Retrieval of a complete set of resolved resonance parameters for one
material (LOCRES, NXTRES).
- Retrieval of a set of resonance parameters for one material between
a minimum and maximum energy (RETRES,REPRES).
All of the above routines control the filling of core storage made ava~­
lable and perrnit the user to retrieve data ~n sections if the amount of
core storage is not sufficient to hold all data at a time.
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4.3 ENTRIES
4.3. I General information
The subsequent, detailed description of individual routines ~n the
package are intended as a guide to KEDAK users only, since this will
be the main field of application for RETPAC, and it presupposes the
use of LDFPAC/l /or NDF /2/.
This paragraph is intended as a general guide to the use of entries
RETXS, REPXS, RDAT, ADAT, LOCXS, NXTXS, RETXS, REPXS and to limited
extent also to L~CRES, NXTRES, RETRES, REPRES. The former entries
are intended for retrieval of a tabulated, single valued function
of one argument, the latter may easily be extended by a user to the
more general case. It is suggested, that any routines added to the
package follow the conventions outlined hereafter.
It was mentioned earlier, that the package may be linked to any
library provided a suitable, that is a compatible library oriented
retrieval routine package is available. This paragraph also will
outline how this linkage is established.
Note that all above listed entries have one of the following argu-
ment lists.
CALL entry name (NARG,NAMES, (EMIN,EMAX) ,X, Y, NUMX, MAXNUM, NR)
~
only if applicable
- NARG and NAMES are two arrays passed directly to the library or~en­
ted retrieval routines
- EMIN and EMAX if applicable g~ve the (energy) limits between which
retrieval is to be performed.
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Always, retrieval will start with the last energy < EMIN and will
stop with the first energy : EMAX.
If interpolation to EMIN, EMAX is required, this is the user's re-
ponsibility.
- Xt Y are two arrays into which arguments and functional values
are stored successively.
- NUMX is the numer of data points transmitted by the current call.
- MAXNUM gives the maximum number of data points that may be stored
into X, Y.
- NR is areturncode set by the called routine, the values of which
depending upon various conditions detailed in the subsequent para-
graphs.




last data point for the current
data type has been stored in X, Y.
MAXNUM data points have been filled
into X, Y without reading the end of
the data type. Usually an entry is
provided to continue with retrieval
after a section of MAXNUM data points
has been handled.
No data for the requested da ta type
have been found.







LDFLOC is used to retrieve the first data point, LDFNXT 1S used
to retrieve the subsequent data points.
NRETC is a return code which is expected to be set by the
called entry to 0 if no data for the requested data type
have been found (LDFLOC) or if retrieval beyond the last
data point of the requested data type is attempted (LDFNXT),
or if any not correctable error occurs which prohibits the
correct data to be transmitted. Else it is expected to be I.
NARG and NAMES are two arrays that are passed directly from
the argument list of the respective entry of RETPAC without
any changes. They are thought to contain (or receive) the
logical characteristics of the data to be retrieved (NARG)
and the identification and eventual further retrieval infor-
mation (NAMES). They are interpreted by the library oriented
retrieval routine only and need not be discussed here.
VALUES (I) must receive the argument values and VALUES (2)
the functional value of the data type to be retrieved. (For
a single valued function of one argument).
Notes
In what follows a + will denote arguments to be filled by the
user, twill denote arguments the values of which are re-
turned by the routine.
For references to material and reaction type names for KEDAK
see /2/,/3/.
- All programs are written in F~RTRAN IV and have been run on
IBM 360 and 370 computers.
- Storage requirements and CPU-time given apply to compilations
with the H2 compiler. All programs have been tested under G,
H2 and H-extended compilers.
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4.3.2 LOCXS,NXTXS x)
Purpose Retrieval of a complete set of data for one cross section
type.
Call CALL L0CXS
{ NXTXS } (NARG,NAMES,X,Y,NUMX,MAXNUM,NR)
Arguments
INTEGER NARG (3) (+) NARG (I) = number of names for reaction
type requested
t NARG (2) = number of arguments for that






1S filled by the execution of the call if
LDFPAC is used as library oriented retrieval
package, else it must be filled by the user.
and NARG (3) are filled by the routine and
must be I. This is not checked by the retrie-
val routine but 1S the user's responsibility.
REAL*8 NAMES (N) 4- NAMES (I) material name
4- NAMES (2) = reaction type name
4- (t) NAMES (3) ••• NAMES (N) = eventual further,
numeric names.
Replace N by the number of names necessary to uniquely describe
the reaction type requested /2,3/. If applicable, numeric names
must be specified by the user before executing the call. Upon
x)The first or only name hereafter denotes the subroutine name, all
further names are names of entry points to that routine.
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execution a search will be started on available numer1C names
for the requested reaction type. The first set of numeric
names is selected, where each name is ~ the respective numeric
name given by the user. This set then 1S filled into NAMES
(3) •.• NAMES (N) and data are retrieved for this set of data.
Example Let be NAMES (1) = 'U238', NAMES (2) = 'SGIZ', NAMES
(3) =0, then the routine will return data for the first
inelastic level of U238 and will insert the level energy
into NAMES (3).
REAL X (MAXNUM) , t X after execution of the call will con-
Y (MAXNUM) : tain the energy and




t Number of data points read into X and Y.
Maximum number of points that may be






1) The user 1S responsible for opening the KEDAK library by calling
LDF0PN.
2) Every time a new reaction type is to be retrieved, that is, every
time one of the NAMES is changed, LOCXS must be called. If the com-
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plete set of data for the requested reaction typ does not fit into
arrays X,Y, a return code of 2 is set. If the program can han-
dle the reaction type in sections, which often may be, subsequent
sections of data may be retrieved by calls to NXTXS only and these
calls may be repeated until a return code of 1 indicates that the
last section is being transmitted.
3) Neither NARG nor NAMES may be changed between a call to L~CXS and
subsequent calls to NXTXS.
Overlay The routine ~s completely overlayable. If overlay is not
desired, the entry NXTXS may be shortened to NXTXS (NUMX,
NR), provided that neither MAXNUM nor the addresses for X,
Y are changed between a call to L~CXS and subsequent calls
to NXTXS.
Externals Called routines LDFL~C, LDFNXT - library oriented re-
trieval routines. See 403.1.
Common areas: SIGSAV - used to keep non overlayable in-
formation, must not be overlayed between
a call to LOCXS and subsequent calls to
NXTXS.
Storage requirements 952 bytes.
CPU-time
Example
depending upon the library oriented retrieval routine.
For LDFPAC 0.1 ms/data point on IBM 370/165.





Do not forget LDF0PN-call
10 READ Names
<;0T0 100
100 CALL L0CXS (NARG,NAMES,X,Y,NUMX,MAXNUM,NR)
G0T0 110
loS CALL NXTXS (NARG,NAMES,X,Y,NUMX,MAXNUM,NR)
110 IF (NR.EQ.3) G0T0 .•. (Error Exit : No data
found for that reaction type)
WRITE (6.600) (X(I), Y(I), I I NUMX)
600 F0RMAT (/'DATA RETRIEVED ARE LISTED BEL0W :'/
(IPloEI3.5) ) (Print data currently in X,Y)
treat problems with current section of data.
Number of data points is NUMX.
C---------------- ARE THERE M0RE DATA F0R CURRENT TYPE.
IF (NR.EQ.2) G0T0 loS
C---------------- READ NAMES 0F NEXT REACTION TYPE.
<;0T0 10
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This example shows. how a complete set of data for one reaction type
can be read into main storage by sections in accordance to the length
of the respective arrays. as controlled by MAXNUM. L~CXS is called
first every time a new reaction type is to be retrieved. Subsequent
sections for the same reaction type are retrieved by calls to NXTXS
until NR no longer is 2.
4.3.3 RETXS. REPXS
Purpose Retrieval of a set of data for one reaction type - single







lower and upper limit to be applied. Retrieval
starts with last data point with argument<
EMIN and stops with first data point with ar-
gument > EMAX.
return code. 1.2.3 as explained ~n 4.3.1.
4 ... argument of first data point already > EMAX.
This data point is transmitted.
5 ... argument of last data point still< EMIN.
This data point is transmitted.
10 •.. transmission of data stopped because upper
energy limit has been reached.
Return codes 1.2 and 10 indicate normal return. all
other return codes indicate an exeptional condition.
All other arguments have been described ~n 4.3.2.
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Notes EMINtEMAX must not be changed between subsequent calls to
REPXS. See also 4.3.2.
Note that RETXStREPXS are to be used similarly to L~CXSt
NXTXS.
Externals called routines : LDFL~CtLDFNXT
Common areas : SIGSAV
see also 4.3.2.
storage requirements 1584 bytes
CPU-time see 3.2
Example :
Consider the followings FORTRAN program
DIMENSION X(1000)tY(1000)tNARG(3)
REAL x 8 NAMES (2)
DATA MAXNUM / 1000/
Don't forget call to LDF~PN.




105 CALL REPXS ( ...•.. )
110 IF (NR.EQ.3) G~T~ ... (Error Exit : No data can be trans-
mitted for that reaction type)
IF (NR.EQ.4) ~T~ •.. (Error Exit No data in interval
( EMIN tEMAX) )
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IF (NR.EQ.5) G~T~ ..• (Error Exit)
IF (X (I).GT.EMIN) G~T~ 120
interpolate to EMIN




IF (NR.EQ.2) G~T~ 105 (read next seetion of data, if
neeessary)
G~T~ 10 (read next NAMES,EMIN,EMAX)
This example shows, how a set of data for one reaetion type between a
lower and upper energy limit may be read into main storage and seetio-
ned aeeording to the length of the respeetive arrays as indieated by
MAXNUM. It also shows how error exits eould be provided and how interpolation to
EMIN,EMAX eould be performed.
4.3.4 LDAT,NDAT
Purpose Retrieval of a eomplete set of data for one eross seetion
type with automatie switehing to logieal next set of nu-




Arguments: Arguments are the same as those described in 4.3.1 except
INTEGER
Notes
NR t return code. Values 1,2,3 as described in
4.3.1, but a negative return code 1n addition
indicates, that still another set of numer1-
cal names is available. Its data will be trans-
mitted and ksnames will be filled into NAMES
by a subsequent call of NDAT.(See also example).
1) Every time a new reaction type is to be retrieved, LDAT must be
used to fetch the first section of data. Subsequent sections, the
availability of which is indicated by a return code of ~ can be
retrieved by calls to NDAT.
2) If areaction types requires specification of numer1C names, the
first set of numeric narnes for which data are retrieved are se-
lected as indicated in 4.3.1. Datafor subsequent sets of
numer1C names can be retrieved by execution of a NDA~ after a ne-
gative return code has been returned. The new numeric names will
be read into NAMES and the first section of data for this set of
numeric names are retrieved.
3) If numeric narnes apply to areaction type, execution of a call of
NDAT after a negative return code has been met,will cause a change
of NAMES.
Overlay See 4.3.2
Externals called routine :LDFL0C, LDFNXT - See 4.3.2
Common areas: SIGSAV - See 4.3.2
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LDATC - used to keep non overlayable information. The
same rule as for SIGSAV applies (See 4.3.2).






Consider the following FORTRAN program :
DIMENSION X(lol),Y(lol),NARG(3)
REAL *8 NAMES(3),SGNC/'SGNC'/,MAT
DATA MAXNmi! 101 /
REAL L!t1WLIM
PR!t1GRAM F!t1R PRINT!t1UT !t1F ELASTIC DISTRIBUTIONS BETWEEN.
L!t1WLIM AND UPLIM.
A C!t1MPLETE DISTRIBUTION MUST BE IN' C!t1RE AT A TIME.
K!t1UT = 6
CALL LDF!t1PN (I,IDAT,&999)
NAMES (2) = SGNC
10 Read Material (MAT),L!t1WLIM,UPLIM
NAMES (I) = MAT
NAMES (3) = L!t1WLIM (Start with first distribution above Lowlim)
initialize pagecounter, linecounter. Print Materialname,








110 1F(NR.EQ.3) G~T~ --(No elastic distribution for that
material)
1F (NAMES (3).GT.UPLIM) G~T~ - 200 (Upper limit encountered).
IF (NR.EQ.2) G~T~ --- (Case number of data points for one
distributation> 100 cannot be treated).
Print NKMES (3) (incident energy) and distributation (X(I),
Y(I), I = 1, NUMX).
Control page and line spacings.
IF (NR.LT.O) ~T~ 100 (fetch next distribution)
C---- No further distributions for this material
200
Print footnotes etc.
G~T~ 10 (read name of next material)
This example shows, how elastic distributions for one material in a
given range of inaident energies could be printed and how the return
code could be used to detect overflow of arrays.
4.3.5 RDAT,ADAT
Purpose Retrieval of a set of data for a given reaction type betweel
a lower and upper limit of arguments.
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If numer~e names apply to the reaetion type, auto-
matie switehing to logieal next sets of numerie names
are provided.





See 4.3.3, exeept that a negative return eode indicates,
that another set of numerie names is available for that
reaetion type. Upon a subsequent call to ADAT the first
section for this set of numeric names of the eurrent
reaetion type will be retrieved and the new numerie ~ames






LDFL0c,LDFNXT - see 4.3.1
SIGSAV and LDATC - see 4.3.4




The following program shows, how data for all inelastic levels of a
material within a given energy range eould be retrieved (again sec-
tioning of data is provided).
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DlMENSI~N x (500), Y (500), NARG (3)
REAL*8 NAMES (3)
DATA MAXNUM /500/, NAMES (2) /'SGIZ'/
Don't forget call to LDF0PN
10 Read Names (I), Emin,Emax
Names (3) = 0 (Start with first level).
GALL RDAT (NARG,NAMES ,EMIN ,EMAX,X, Y ,NUMX,MAXNUM,
NR) G0T~ 110
100 GALL ADAT ( ..•.. )
110 IF (NR.EQ.3) G~T0 ... (No inelastic level excitation
data for that material).
WRITE (6.601) Nk~S(3), (X(I), Y(I), I = I,NUMX)
601 FORMAT (/'GURRENT DATA F0R LEVEL', IPEI3.5/(loEI3.5) )
treat problem
IF (NR.EQ.2) G~T~ 100 (fetch next section)
IF (NR.LT.O) G~T~ 200 (this level finished)
G~T~ 10 (read next material name, etc .. )
200 .
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perform eventual closing calculations
G~T~ 100 (Fetch first section of data for next level)




INTEGER NR t Return code 1,2, or 3 as described ~n
4. j. 1




Maximum number of resonance that can
be read into X at a time.
INTEGER NUMX t
Notes:
1I ) t Upon successful completion of the call
X will contain the resonance parameters,
as given in references /2,3/.
Number of resonances read into X by the
current execution.of the call.
I) the dimensions of X have been chosen so that by suitable equivalencing
a set of a given resonance quantity (e.g.resonance energy of 1- )
tot
can be referred to by a single dimensioned array (see example). The
second dimension of 11 has been chosen in accordance to the number of
resonance parameters given for each resonance (see ref. /2,3/)
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2) Every time resonance parameters for a new material are requested,
the first section of data is retrieved by a call to L0CRES, while
subsequent sections may be retrieved by NXTRES if areturneode of
2 is eneountered.
3) See note 3 of 4.3.2
Overlay The routine ~s fully overlayable. If overlay is not desired,
the entry NXTRES may be shortened to NXTRES (NR,NUMX), pro-
vided that MAXNUM and the other addresses are not ehanged
between subsequent exeeutions of NXTRES.
Externals Called routines
Common areas
LDFL0C, LDFNXT - See 4.3.1
RESAVE - used to keep non overlayable
information. Must not be overlaid bet-
ween retrievals of subsequent seetions
of resonanee parameters for the same material.
storage requirements 812 bytes
CPU-time
Example
about 0.3 ms/resonanee on IBM 370/165 if used with LDFPAC/I/.
Consider the following FORTRAN program :
DIMENSION X (loo,II),ERES(I),GJ(I),GAMT0T(I),
GAMN ( 1) , GAMG ( 1) , GAMF ( 1)
REAL*8 MAT
DATA MAXNUM/ I00 /
EQUIVALENCE (X ( I ,1) , ERES (I) , (X (I ,4) , GJ (l) ), (X (l ,5) ,




10 Read MAT (material name)
CALL L~CRES (NR,MAT,MAXNUM,X,NUMX)
G~T~ 110
100 CALL NXTRES (NR,MAT ,MAXNUM,X,NUMX)
110 IF(NR.EQ.3) G~T~ .•. (Error Exit.No resonance parameters
for this material)
WRITE (6,600)MAT,(ERES(I),GJ(I),GAMT~T(I),GAMN(I),
GAMG(I) ,GAMF(I) , 1=1, NUMX)




You may refer to resonance energy by ERES, to statistieal weight
faetor by GJ, to 1- by GAMT~T, to .1- by GAMN,tot n
to I~ by GAMG and to I-f by GAMF.
IF (NR.EQ.2) G~T~ 100 (feteh next seetion of resonanee, if number
of resonanee > 100)
G~T~ 10 (read next material name).
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4.3. 7 RETRES, REPRES
Purpose Retrieve a set of resolved resonance parameters for a
given material between given energy limits.
Call CALL RETRES
{ REPRES } (NR,MAT,MAXNUM,X,NUMX,EMIN,EMAX)
Arguments:
real EMIN,EMAX + lower and upper energy limits. Retrieval starts
with last resonance < EMIN and stops with first
resonance > EMAX.
Integer NR t 1,2,3,4,5,10 as described in 4.3.3







LDFL0c,LDFNXT - see 4.3.1
RESAVE - to keep non overlayable infor-
mation. Must not be overlaid between re-
trieval of subsequent sections of reso-
nance parameters for the same material.
storage requirements 1872 bytes
CPU-time 0.3 ms/resonance on IBM 370/165 if used with LDFPAC/I/
Example
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See 4.3.6. Example given there can be modified di-
rectly to take into account EMIN,EMAX.See also 4.3.3.
4.3.8 RETIS0
Purpose Retrieve information in IS0Tl - 1S0T3 and prepare alpha-
merical material names of isotopes, if any available for
given element.












name of material, for which information shall be re-
trieved.
Atomic weight, charge number, ground state sp~n (all
from 1S0T 1/ 2/) .
A , nuclear radius, binding energy of last neu-
tron (all from 1S0T2/2/).
if material is an element and isotopic information
~s available, A1S0 gives the atomic mass numbers of
the isotopes and ABUN the respective isotopic natural
abundancy (from 1S0T3 /2/).
Alphameric names of available isotopes (if any). 1s
constructed from A1S0 and MAT according usual KEDAK-
conventions, and may be used for further retrieval






number of isotopes, for which data have been
stored into AIS0, ABUN, MATIS0 (if any), 0 else.
Note that NIS0 ~ MAXIS0 always.
maximum number of isotopes, for which space ~s
reserved in AIS0, ABUN and MATIS0.
IERR CI) ...-0 else
""'I no IS0TI .available
IERR (2)~0 else
no IS0T2 available1
IERR (3) number of isotopes found (even if
> MAXIS0).
IERR (3) > NIS0 indicates insufficient






Routine RETIS0 is fully overlayable
Called routines : LDFL0c,LDFNXT - see4.3.1
Convy - to convert atomic mass numbers to character
string representation to generate array MATIS0. /4/
common areas : none
1146 bytes
negligible
the following FORTRAN program shows, how IS0T-infor-
mation could be retrieved for an element and all its
isotopes :
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Do not forget LDF0PN-Call
10 Read materialname MAT
C Retrieve DATA F0R MAT.
CALL RETIS0 (MAT,A,Z,I,LAMBDA,RADIUS,EBIND,AIS0,ABUN,MATIS0,
NIS0,MAXIS0,IERR)
Test IERR (1), IERR (2)
treat problem
C ---- RETRIEVE DATA FOR ISOT0PES,IF ANY.
IF (NIS.EQ.O) GOTO 10 (no isotopes)
IF (IERR (3).GT.NIS) ..•• (Print warning message Dimensions of
AIS0~ABUN,MATIS0 too small.
D0 100 I = 1, NIS0
CALL RETIS0 (MATIS0 (I), A,Z,I,LAMBDA,RADIUS,EBIND,DUMMY,DUMMY,
DUMMY,DUMMY,MAXIS0,IERR)
(Dummies are used since for an isotope no IS~T3 should be available.
For security reason, however, DUMMY has been dimensioned).





RETPAC is available in two forms:
- The complete source can be made available by the nuclear data evaluation
group of the INR.
- The package is available also as load module from I~R.STEIN.LOAD
GFKu29 as member RETPAC. Individual routines may be isolated by
using the REPLACE statement of the linkage editor.
4.5 SUGGESTED EXTENSIONS
A simple exstension of L0CXS,NXTXS or RETXS,REPXS could be pro-
grammed by extending the routines to a variable number of argu-
ments and functional values. It is suggested, that a single array
is used to transmit the data points, which 1S dimensioned similar
to array X of routine L0CRES. That is, the number of arguments
and functional values should be the second dimension to faeili-
tate simple addressing of individual data items by equivaleneing
as is demonstrated in the example of 4.3.6. Also EMIN and
EMAX will be arrays in this ease.
Another extension has already been verified, when routines of RETPAC
were entered into the ealeulation routine paekage /5/. LDFL~C and
LDFNXT were entered via argument list, also and three different
types of library thus eould be linked to the same user oriented re-
trieval paekage : KEDAK, an intermediate direct aeeess library for
automatie roll out of data that eannot be held in main storage, and




/1/ I. Langner. R. Meyer
IDFPAC - LDFPAC
Institut für Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik.
Gesellschaft für Kernforschung mbH •• Karlsruhe
KFK 2387/111, Section 2
/2/ B. Krieg
Handling and Service programs for the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Data File KEDAK
Part I: Management and Retrieval Programs
Institut für Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik.
Gesellschaft für Kernforschung mbH •• Karlsruhe
KFK 1725 Juni 1973
/3/ D. Woll
Card Image Format of the Karlsruhe Evaluated Nuclear
Data File KEDAK.
Institut für Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik
Gesellschaft für Kernforschung mbH •• Karlsruhe
KFK 880 (EANDC(E)-112"U"EUR 4160e)
Dezember 1968
/4/ H. Blesene
CONVY. FORTRAN-Unterprogramm für die IBM/360 zur
Umwandlung von in maschineninterner bzw. in alphanumerischer
Darstellung vorliegenden Fest- und Gleitkommazahlen
in alphanumerische bzw. maschineninterne Darstellung.
Not published.
/5/ I. Langner. R. Meyer
CALCUL.
A pro gram to calculate composed cross sections for the
KEDAK library.
Institut für Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik.
Gesellschaft für Kernforschung mbH •• Karlsruhe
KFK 2387/VII
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/6/ Neudada System Description
Report of the Nuclear Energy Agency
CCDN/SYS-2, April 1969
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~6 ASS1GN ?OO TO NST
NR =10
r;nTn 7
33 ASS1GN 200 TO NST
~JR =10
GOTn 11
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n I "If ~J S I!l~J XI 1 ) , Y I 1 I , ~4 ARr; I 1 ) ,~I ~ i, ES I 1) , NA M~I XT I 6) ,N AM SVI 6) , Z ( 2 )
C Ln~T,~nAT FnR PETRIEVAL nF SINGLE VAlUEO KEOAK DATA WITH
C ·"nR.E THAN Twr 'JAMES.
GnTil 50
10 TFINAMl.LF.21 ~nTn 100
00 20 T=I.Nh~4l



















55 NAuSVI I 1=',L~MfSI T)
GeHn 71
70 (ALL LOF!\IX T I'lfPP,NARG,rji\\1ES,Z)
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r P[TTSrl RFTRIEVFS TS~TI-IsnT3 OATA. 00002060
r 00002070
r ISOTI. 00002080
'll\~!=S 11 ) ='H T 00002090
NAMFSI?)=TsnTl 00002100
rALl LnFLn[UJR"IAPr;,'!A~1ES,FWl 00002110











TF I'IR .'IE. 01 GOTf") '3,) 00002230
TEPRI21=0 00002240
G()T'] (tO 000022 50
1') LP~F\OA=FI.JI11 00002260



















r"'LL cn~'VYII::l'lG,[Nl\'1(31,3HI3 ,IHrl 00002460
YATTS11~TS1=~AM 00002410
CALL LI)P!X"'(~IR,\IARi;,\JM1ES,FW) 00002480
IFI1\JP.f=I).I)) G"Tn 100 00002490
TFI~IS.NF.VtXTSl G~T~ 50 00002500
TFRR(3)=TEPRI31+) 00002510
I-;J rAU lf)F~IXTI~!p.'JM~G,'JA·1ES,HJl 00002520
IFIN~.El.~) GnTn IJO 00002530
TE~r.131=IFPRI~)+1 00002540
GOTO 60
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C RETRES RETRJEVES PEsnNANCE PARAMETERS FRQM KEOAK FOR RESONA~CE
C ENFRGIES RETWEEN EMIN,f~AX AND PUTS THE~ INTO X.






















r, OT fJ N<; T , ( Z0 , 100 )
10 r.ALl LDFNXT{NP,NAPG,tJA'~EN,Zl
JF(NR.E0.0l GOTn 37
TE(Z( 1) .Lf.EwIN) (;1Tn 5
IF(Z(I).GE.['1AX) G1T:1 4'+
13 T=I+1
nn 11 K= 1, L L X
11 X(J,K)='A(K)
J=I+l





IF(Z( 1l.GE.EMAX) G'-ITl 39
TF(I.EQ.LENXl GnTO 36
?5 I=J+l





















































































37 N E'RR ='5 00003720
T=l 00003730




-"'1 TF (I. EO. 'lA XNU'~1 GOT] 36 00003780
J=T+l 00003790




42 6<:;SIGN ] 00 Tn NST 00003840
~IEPR=1 0 00003850
GnTn 8 00003860
44 ASSIGN IOn rn NST 00003870
'>JERR = 1 '1 00003880
r,nrn n 00003890
100 \A~X=I 00003900





l) I ME NS T(1 ~l X ( 1 I ,Y ( 1 I , Z ( 2 I , NA PG I 1 I , W( 2 I
COMM'lN/LnATC/NAMSV,NAMNXT
REAL~'8 ~JhMrS(l J,~JA'~~IXT(61 ,r.I,~',1SVI6J
c
C ROAT,AOAT RFTRIEVE KEnAK-DATA WITH MORE THAN TWn NAMES.
C (SINGLE VALUEDI.
GOTO 50
10 lF(NAMZ.LE.2l GnTO 100
f) 0 20 I =1 ,~II'. MZ








NI'. M Z= ~J ,., R q 1 J
TF(NR.GE.OJ GOTO 72
no 40 I=l,r,.IAMZ









5 5 NA MSV I I J =NA'1 F S( T)

































































































74 n~ 81 !=l,NAMZ
!IA\.1~JXTI I) =~lt>'~ES I I I
q 1 '~M' E' S I J ) =' III ., ~ V I I )
r;nTl 10
7':) H'ILLTo1) f",flT'l 76













V lJ) =Z l :' }
'!I:: D p = ')
r;CT'l 74
79 J =1












RS 1I S S TS~ 77 T'l t) Si
',!R=10
GnrJ b?
~b A5SJGN 77 Tn N~T
~'O =1!)
GnTfl 66
1 00 'IU'~X=J
Q ETUR 'J
HJn
- 1II-196 -
00004520
00004530
00004540
00004550
00004560
00004570
00004580
00004590
00004600
00004610
00004620
000046':\0
00004640
00004650
00004660
00004670
00004680
00004690
00004700
00004710
00004720
00004730
00004740
00004750
00004760
00004770
00004780
00004790
00004800
00004810
00004820
00004830
00004840
00004850
00004860
00004R70
00004880
00004890
00004900
00004910
00104920
00004930
00004940
00004950
00004960
00104970
00004980
00004990
00005000
00005010
00005020
00005030
00005040
00005050
00005060
